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ABSTRACT

MODELLING LONG TERM USER EXPERIENCE

FOR MOBILE PHONES

Karapars, Gülhis Zeynep

Ph.D., Department Industrial Design

Supervisor : Assoc. Prof. Dr. Çiğdem Erbuğ

Co-Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Naz Börekçi

September 2013, 296 pages

This study presents an exploration into evolution of user experience in long-term

use of smartphones. The research methodology was comprised of two phases. In

the first phase, a qualitative longitudinal study was conducted with 21 first-time

users of smartphones for a duration of three months. Users were interviewed in

the first, second and third months of their usage and telephone questionnaires

were given in between the interviews. The analysis was made with Grounded

Theory method. The evolving stages of usage and the relevant user experience

dimensions that became prominent in each stage are analyzed. As an output of

the first phase a model for long-term user experience was proposed. The model

included usage stages, namely, exposure, initiation, appropriation, new routines
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and new expectations. During each stage, factors that lead to positive or negative

user experience were elicited. The user experience dimensions which became

prominent during each usage stage were elicited. The second phase consisted of

development of a long-term user experience scale. Item generation is founded on

the findings from the first phase of the study. The output of the second phase is a

preliminary long-term UX scale.

The contribution of the thesis is as follows: A model of long-term user

experience is proposed as a theoretical contribution to product design discipline.

Secondly, the rich data from the qualitative study provides a guide for design

decisions, which can be utilized by designers of mobile digital products. Thirdly,

the preliminary scale can be used for benchmarking purposes in the industry.

Keywords: User experience design, UX, long-term use, smartphones,

longitudinal study, user experience scale.
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ÖZ

CEP TELEFONLARINDA UZUN VADELİ KULLANICI DENEYİMİNİN

MODELLENMESİ

Karapars, Gülhis Zeynep

Doktora, Endüstri Ürünleri Tasarımı Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi: Doçent Dr. Çiğdem Erbuğ

Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doçent Dr. Naz Börekçi

Eylül 2013, 296 sayfa

Bu çalışma, akılı telefonlar örneğinde uzun dönemli kullanıcı deneyimin gelişimi

üzerine bir araştırmayı sunmaktadır. Araştırma iki aşamadan oluşmaktadır. İlk

aşama, 21 akıllı telefon kullanıcısıyla yapılmış, kullanımın ilk üç ayını kapsayan

uzunlamasına kalitatif bir çalışmadır. Kullanıcılar akıllı telefonu kullanmaya

başladıkları ilk, ikinci ve üçüncü aylarında mülakatlara katılmışlar, iki mülakat

arasında kalan sürede de telefon anketlerine katılmışlardır. Analizler Kuram

Oluşturma metoduyla yapılmıştır. Kullanımın gelişim aşamaları incelenmiş ve

bu aşamalarda öne çıkan kullanıcı deneyimi boyutları irdelenmiştir. İlk aşamanın

sonucu olarak uzun dönemli kullanıcı deneyimi modeli önerilmiştir. Model,

maruz kalma, başlangıç, uyarlama, yeni rutinler ve yeni beklentiler
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aşamalarından oluşan kullanım aşamalarını içermektedir. Her bir aşamada oluşan

kullanıcı deneyiminde olumlu ve olumsuz faktörler saptanmış ve kullanım

aşamalarında öne çıkan kullanıcı deneyimi boyutları ortaya konulmuştur.

Çalışmanın ikinci aşaması, uzun dönemli kullanıcı deneyimi üzerine bir ölçek

geliştirme çalışmasını içermektedir. Soru köklerinin oluşturulmasında ilk

aşamadaki bulgulardan faydalanılmıştır. İkinci aşamanın çıktısını temel aşaması

tamamlanmış olan uzun dönemli kullanıcı deneyimi ölçeği oluşturmaktadır.

Tezin katkıları şu şekildedir: Uzun dönemli kullanıcı deneyimi üzerine önerilmiş

olan model ürün tasarımı alanında teorik bir katkı sağlamaktadır. İkinci olarak,

uzunlamasına kalitatif çalışmadan elde edilmiş olan ayrıntılı veriler, mobil dijital

ürün tasarımında tasarım kararlarının oluşturulmasında rehber niteliğinde bilgiler

sunmaktadır.  Son olarak, ölçek çalışmasının sonuçları, ürün tasarımında

benchmark oluşturmada kullanılabilecektir.

Anahtar kelimeler: Kullanıcı deneyimi, uzun dönemli kullanım, akıllı telefon,

uzunlamasına çalışma, kullanıcı deneyim ölçeği.
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CHAPTER 1

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

User experience (UX) is in its infancy, where theories and models are yet to

be constructed. There is no widely accepted model in the area, and systematic

studies are limited in number. Definitions and measures of user experience are

still developing (Bevan, 2008; Law and Schaik, 2010). Even ISO (9241-210)

definition of the concept is evolving with each revision (Bevan, 2009). Both

measurement and explanatory models of user experience still “remain to be

resolved” (Law & Schaik, 2010; p.313).

Length of usage period is a determinant in user experience, which has lately

been acknowledged by research in the area (Karapanos, et al. 2010; Luojus,

2010; Kujala, et al., 2010; Lee & Koubek, 2009; Hassenzahl & Roto, 2007).

During prolonged use, users’ experience evolves. Some aspects of user-

product interaction are more important for user experience in initial stages of

use, but they fade into background as other aspects emerge. For example, in

initial stages of use, users’ experiences are dominated by learnability issues;

on the other hand, as learning increases in time, its importance diminishes,

and in turn, aspects related with usefulness emerges (Karapanos et al., 2009).
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Apart from theoretical necessity, Karapanos et al. (2009) claim that users base

their decision to continue using a product, or discarding it on long-term user

experience. It is only after a certain period of usage that users decide if they

are satisfied or dissatisfied with a product. Decision to re-purchase a product

is not based on initial impressions or preliminary usage; on the contrary, it is

based on the long term user experience with a product.

Yet, there is little systematic research on how user experience evolves in long

term usage. In other fields, such as management studies, information systems

and sociology of technology, time based evolution of user-product

relationship is widely acknowledged and studied. However, most of these

studies are not suitable for design purposes. Research in sociology is not

detailed enough for providing design input. For a study of domestication of

products, see Silverstone et.al. (1994). Likewise, in management studies the

focus is on the acceptability and adoption of new technologies which rarely

focus on post-adoption i.e. usage stage. Research in information systems

focuses on work environment and work systems, in which the aim is to

develop strategies for enhancing acceptance of new systems by employees.

On the other hand, in industrial design, research focus is on individual users

who are not necessarily employees. In most cases, focus of industrial design is

on consumer products, and users of those products freely choose to adopt,

appropriate or disadopt them. The decision to continue using or quitting a

product is based considerably on users’ experience.

Research on the evolution of user experience becomes crucial, if long-term

use is intended by designers. Today, UX research methods are mostly based

on users’ short encounters with designed products such as in usability tests;

examining the context of use at a point in time (Hackos and Redish, 1998); or

constructing prototypes with users (Koskinen et.al., 2011). However, an

equally important part is whether a design supports a satisfactory process
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during long-term usage. Users can have ups and downs in experience while

they integrate a product into their life. It is the aim of the designers to make

the integration a positive process. In addition, designers aim long-term usage

of products, where a product does not quickly become obsolete in the eyes of

its user.

A positive UX which continue over an extended period of time makes users

more loyal to products, and they have a higher tendency to recommend the

product (Varsaluoma and Kontta, 2012). Short term usage evaluations

underestimate users’ changing goals and needs (Varsaluoma and Kontta,

2012). A recent study by Karapanos et.al. (2009) suggested that UX is a

dynamic process and various dimensions of UX become forward as a product

is used. Likewise, Carroll et.al. (2002) study appropriation and found that

there are critical points that lead users to dis-appropriate a product after a

period of usage. As a result, this thesis argues that there is a need for

systematic inquiry into the evolution of user’s experience over time for the

purpose of designing products and services that support continuous UX

during long-term usage.

1.2 Aim of the study

The aim of this study is to systematically inquire the evolution of user

experience (UX) in the long-term for the case of smartphones. The goal is to

construct a model of long-term user experience including:

 Elaboration of known user experience dimensions in long-

term usage,

 Elicitation of prominent user experience dimensions in long-

term usage,

 Measurement of known user experience dimensions in long-

term usage.
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1.3 Research Questions

In parallel with the aims of the thesis, the research questions are as follows:

1. What are the stages of evolution of UX in the long-term?

2. What are the factors that initiate a new stage during the evolution

of UX?

3. How do prominent UX dimensions change during long term

usage?

4. Which constructs are prevalent in long term UX?

1.4 Contribution to User Experience Research and Practice

As a result of this research, it is expected to obtain the accounts of users’

experiences through the interviews and questionnaires that will be conducted

to first time users of smartphones. The studies which examine long-term

experience of users are limited. The UX studies are mainly conducted during

the initial encounters of users with products. On the other hand, the producers

hope that users will be attached to the products and have a lasting positive

UX. In contrast, users integrate a product into their life only after an extended

period of usage time (Petersen et.al.,2002). For producers, the knowledge

regarding the prominent UX dimensions in the long-term can be useful in

designing products. The study of long-term use can highlight the important

and less important aspects of UX. Some UX dimensions might be critical for

retention, while others might be less affective on the overall evaluation of

users. It is not known, for example, if the learnability problems experienced in

initial stages of usage leave a mark on overall UX in the long-term. As a

result the study can be used as a guideline for design. Secondly, in the long-

term, new dimensions might be emerging which the UX literature had
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underestimated. For example, a dimension that is not important to users at

initial stages of use might become more important in later stages. A study

which taps into such knowledge can be useful both for producers and for

researchers.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The structure of the thesis is as follows:

In Chapter 2, a concise introduction to foundations of UX is presented. UX is

a newly emerging area, thus the theories and definitons are unstructured and

there is little consensus on many dimensions offered as UX. A study of

literature revealed that the main dimensions of UX can be defined as

instrumental and non-instrumental factors in user-product interaction.

Instrumental factors are related with traditional usability such as ease of use,

learnability, efficiency, effectiveness, practicality and the like. On the other

hand, non-instrumental factors are related with affective phenomena and

aesthetics. There are also studies conducted on the process based dimensions

of UX, where UX is explored as a usage process starting from initial

encounters to appropriation. UX is also approached as a holistic phenomenon

where user-product interaction is seen in relation with humans acting in the

real world. Secondly, there are studies that define UX as a structured,

measurable phenomenon. Models and scales that are related with

measurement of UX are introduced in Chapter 2 The state-of the-art research

on time component in UX is also investigated in Chapter 2.

There are limited studies on time component in UX. In consequence, studies

that focus on appropriation are also looked after as they provided a

perspective for the present theis constructed from the literature overview. The

methodology of the study is explained in the third chapter. The methodology
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is comprised of a longitudinal qualitative study and development of a scale

based on the findings of the longitudinal study. The longitudinal study is

based on interviews and questionnaires conducted for three months to first-

time users of smartphones. The data is analyzed by Grounded Theory method.

Relevant literature regarding the methods is also presented in Chapter 3.

The findings and results of the longitudinal study are presented in Chapter 4

and 5, respectively. The analysis suggests that there is a phase of passive UX,

where users are exposed to the product well before they acquire one. After

acquisition, user initiates the journey with the product. Initiation stage is

comprised of moving-in, basic usage and discovery of potentials. The third

stage is appropriation, where emergence of new ways of usage, widening and

deepening of usage and fading of previous ways of use occurs. In this stage,

advanced usability issues become prominent in UX. Resource management

appears to be a critical factor in positive UX for smartphones. Appropriation

turns into formation of new routines, where users form new habits, and

perception of UX lifts from the details of the interface to a more holistic level,

where the product becomes a social extention of user. UX is transfersred into

expected UX, where users form new expectations based on their previous

experiences with the product.

In Chapter 6, a scale development study is presented. The item generation was

based on the findings (results) from the longitudinal study, as there were little

research on the constructs that were relevant to long-term UX. The

conclusions derived from both studies are provided in Chapter 7. A long-term

UX model is also suggested in the chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

2. USER EXPERIENCE

This chapter presents relevant studies in user experience literature. It starts

from how the focus of product developers evolved from ergonomic design to

usable design and finally to design that offers a positive user experience. Then

various perspectives on user experience are discussed. Relevant studies that

shed light on usage process and time based evolution of user experience are

presented in section 2.3. Finally, studies on mobile phones and its user

experience are discussed.

2.1 From Ergonomics to User Experience

Ergonomics, as a concept can be traced back to 1857, in the article of

Jastrzebowski in the journal Nature, where work is defined as useful and

harmful work (Karwowski, 2005). Further on in the 19th century, the works of

F.W. Taylor contributed to the formalization of time-motion studies, which is

seen as the ancestor of Today’s task analysis (Scerbo, 1995). Taylor examined

the loading work of the laborers in a steel company and introduced a new

work-rest schedule, in addition to a new shovel design. In 1900s, the studies

of ergonomics were demanded mainly for military purposes. According to

Institute of Ergonomics and Human Factors (2013) in 1949, a group of

physiologists and psychologists at The Admiralty came together and created
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the term ergonomics from Greek words ergon and nomos. The same year, the

same group of scientists founded Ergonomics Research Society (Institute of

Ergonomics and Human Factors, 2013).

Application of ergonomics in industrial design is seen as early as in 1949,

when Bell Labs hired psychologists to shape the telephone handsets and push

buttons (Reese, 2002). The partnership between ergonomics and industrial

design is formalized with Dreyfuss’ 1967 book ‘The Measure of Man’

(Burgess, 1989). Heskett (2005) claims that in Europe, the term ergonomics

had connotations with accident prevention and worker health, whereas in the

United States, the term human factors had connotations with increasing

productivity. American researchers in human factors focused on

psychological and social aspects, while European researchers in ergonomics

focused more on human anatomy and physiology (Reese, 2002).  Today the

two terms are used synonymously.

The idea of user centered design emerged in the 1960s under the name ‘pilot

centered design’. It was argued that pilots should be involved in design and

development activities from the initial phases of a project (Butler, 1996).

Butler reminds that in that period, cognitive abilities were not included in

ergonomic studies, focus was on motor and perceptual abilities. During the

60s and 70s, the prevalent view was modelling human and machine as two

components in a system (Butler, 1996). Thus, the functions of a machine

should be allocated between humans and machines, according to each one’s

intrinsic characteristics. Comparisons were made between human

characteristics and machine characteristics to allocate appropriate functions to

each. For example humans were characterized as being arbitrary, being able to

think, and reactioning slowly whereas machines were characterized as having

no arbitrary behavior, not able to think, reactinoning quickly, et cetera. The

focus was on enhancing users’ performance and decreasing errors.
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Parallel to technological developments, Human-computer Interaction (HCI)

became an independent area in the 1970s and it first appeared in Bohem-

Davis’ book, Man-Computer Dialogues (Moroney, 1995). Initial theories in

HCI were also adopted from cognitive psychology. According to Scerbo

(1995), usability concept appeared in 1984 and given the name use-ability.

Scerbo explain that according to the 1980s description of the concept,

usability is achieved when one makes effective use of a product’s full

potential and does so willingly. Bennet was one of the first to apply the term

usability engineering in the 1980s (Butler, 1996). Research in usability

engineering was dominated by cognitive science. Studies were based on

rationality and scientific rigor, which modeled the human as a rational being,

whom, if given suitable paths, will behave more effectively (Johnson, 1998).

The assumption is that, humans just like machines, act the same in similar

situations and think in an isolated fashion, independent from social and

emotional needs. Button (2003) claims that cognitivists limited human action

with purposes, intentions, goals, motives, and plans. In fact, human

information processing theory proposed that users can be studied like a human

information processor (John, 2003). Human information processing theory is

utilized in many task analysis methods (Johnson, 1998), because it yields

clear, applicable results for system development. Cognitivist approaches were

criticized for seeing users from a narrow point of view and for modeling the

user limited to rational decisions and objectives.

Norman’s (1988) conception of user’s model and designer’s model became a

milestone in usability studies (Figure 2.1).  Norman, explained that designer’s

way of thinking (designer’s model), is different than that of the people who

use the products (user’s model). Designer’s only mean to communicate what

s/he intends is the product itself. Conflict appears when user understands

something different than what the designer had aimed.
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Figure 2.1 Norman’s Conception of User’s Model and Designer’s Model

(Norman, D.A., 1988, p.16).

One stream in HCI research directed towards understanding users’ model by

usability tests (Dumas and Redish, 1999) and task analyses (Hackos and

Redish 1998; Diaper and Stanton, 2004). Bertelsen and Bodker (2003)

criticize that user models made by task analysis methods are idealized and

cannot capture the complexity and the contingencies in the real world. It

should be noted that although the satisfaction of user is acknowledged in HCI

and usability engineering, the main focus was on enhancing usability, rather

than enhancing user’s experience.

As computers and computer embedded products became ubiquitous in

consumer market, a transformation in HCI took place, especially in the

priority given to satisfaction of users. It is known from marketing research

that consumers ‘do not act rationally’ and evaluation of products is based on

satisfaction criteria as well as performance criteria. HCI researchers were

forced to consider user satisfaction seriously. They had little background on
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such ‘social and emotional’ aspects of users though. Social scientists were

introduced to the works in the area.

An anthropologist, Lucy Suchman (1987) paved way to collaboration of HCI

and social sciences by a seminal work in which she introduced

ethnomethodology into usability studies as she explored the usability of

photocopy machines (Caroll, 2003). In Scandinavia, activity theory, originally

developed in educational sciences, is employed in HCI studies by Bodker and

Kuutti (Bertelson and Bodker, 2003). In industrial design, social scientists

were extensively included in the design process in the 1980s. A psychologist

Fulton Suri, worked in ID TWO (which became IDEO) as a human factors

researcher. Another figure of social scientific research in design is Wilcox

who conducted field studies for Elektrolux vacuum cleaner design in the

1980s (Reese, 2002).

In the 1990s, emotional aspects of product use started to be mentioned as a

core aspect in product design, as well as in HCI. Researchers Uday

Dandavate, Liz Sanders, Leon Segal, Jane Fulton Suri and Alison Black

pointed out the importance of emotions evoked in users by products with the

work they carried out (Koskinen, et.al, 2011). Simultaneously, Jordan (2000)

introduced the term pleasurability in the 1990s. Jordan argued that usability

studies should not be limited to efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction;

there are emotional aspects of products as well, and pleasure of use is as

important as efficiency and effectiveness. Similarly, Bevan (1995) proposed

that usability should be seen as quality in use, i.e. usability is more than the

sum of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. In line with understanding

the quality in use, terms such as hedonic quality and engineering joy were

sugeested (Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek, 2011). Koskinen et al. (2011, p.27)

argue that abovementioned developments were a correction to the cognitive

psychology perspective. As the hedonic and emotional movement focused on
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measurable emotions and not “finely tuned emotions” (p.27) such as aesthetic

feelings, the key constructs of this movement were difficult to understand.

In 1997, Margolin used the term experience by referring to Dewey’s

definitions of experience and interaction (see Section 2.2.). He stated that the

focus of design discourse should be expanded from functionality to user

actions, which automatically adds social dimensions to user-product

relationship. He proposed the idea of experience as the concept that connects

the relation between product’s functionalities and user’s actions with the

product (Margolin, 1997). A proposal for focusing on the experience also

came from researchers in business management. In their seminal work, Pine

and Gilmore (1998) claimed that focusing on customer experience would

increase the added value of goods and services. Although Pine and Gilmore’s

focus was on customer experience, the concepts they mentioned were close to

concepts mentioned in user experience.

According to Keinonen (2010), user centered design developed from usability

to a socially focused paradigm, namely, user experience. The shift from

usability to user experience can be viewed as a change of paradigm.

Theoretical grounds of user experience are Dewey’s pragmatist philosophy,

symbolic interaction, emotional psychology or ecological psychology

(Koskinen, et al., 2011) as opposed to the cognitivist foundations of usability.

Koskinen et al. (2011) claim that Dewey’s pragmatist philosophy rendered

user experience concept with credibility, depth and openness.

Koskinen et al. claim that user experience (UX) is a conceptual innovation

which enabled the clarification of the area from unwanted connotations of the

concept pleasure as well as that it was not contested like aesthetics. For

aesthetics has a history in aesthetics, art history, and philosophy (Koskinen et

al., 2011). The reason for development of user centered design from usability
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to user experience was the orientation of user centered designers towards

satisfying user needs (Keinonen, 2010).

Although UX seems to be a new research area, it can be concluded from a

review of its historical background that, much of research in UX has its

foundations on work made in ergonomics, usability engineering and human-

computer interaction areas respectively. Battarbee (2004) notes that although

the term user experience is new, user’s experiences have always been taken

into consideration in industrial design. UX research differs from them by

focusing on experiential qualities of use, rather than product qualities (Bargas-

Avila and Hornbaek, 2011). Today, in user centered design, collaboration of

scientific and interpretive methods with creative ways of inquiry is considered

as a need (Squires and Bryne, 2002).

2.2 Definitions and Dimensions of UX

This section illustrates definitions and dimensions of UX from various

perspectives. It starts with theories on how a user’s experience forms. Then

dimensions of UX are presented and finally, recent understanding of UX is

presented.

2.2.1 Theories on Formation of UX

In the newly developing UX area, “a commonly accepted definition is still

lacking” (Kujala et al., 2011; p.1).  In spite of the lacking agreement on a

definition, there are works on the notion of experience. Some of the UX

studies are built on them. For example, Dewey’s works on experience is

commonly referred by UX researchers.

Dewey (1938) developed one of the earliest theories of experience as a new

approach to education. His conceptualization of experience provided a basis
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for user experience research (see Luojus, 2010; Koskinen et al. 2011). Dewey

took individual as the unit of experience. He defined two aspects of

experience: continuity and interaction. Continuity is longitudinal aspect and

interaction is lateral aspect of experience. Continuity of experience means that

a lived experience partially shapes the succeeding ones. This aspect is

discussed in section 2.3 (Time Component in User Experience). The second

aspect, interaction, takes place between individual, objects and other people.

Dewey explains that “experience does not occur in a vacuum; there are

sources outside an individual which give rise to experience” (p.40).

Experience is formed because of interaction between the individual and

his/her environment.

In usability, use context consists of artifacts and physical environment and

social environment (ISO 20282-1, 2006). The term use context can be thought

to be a partial equivalent of Dewey’s concept of environment. In parallel to

use context in user centered design approach, Dewey defines environment as

consisting of other people or artifacts. Artifacts and people can be, for

example, mobile phones and friends. Environment consists of the conditions

which “interact with the individual’s personal needs, desires, purposes,

capacities to create the experience” (p.44). Dewey includes social set up as

part of the environment as well: for example, talking tone of a teacher creates

an environment for the student.

Dewey notes that situation and interaction are not separable. As a person lives

in the world, he/she lives in a series of situations. An interaction takes place in

conjunction with a situation. As the individual moves through various

situations his/her “environment expands or contracts” (p.44). This happens

because experiences are building up on each other; knowledge or skills that

one gained in a situation becomes a tool for handling the next situation.
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Dewey’s concept of experience provides a theoretical basis for user-product

relationship.

Buchenau and Fulton Suri (2000) suggest that in essence, UX is a dynamic

relationship of people, places and object. Therefore, in parallel with Dewey,

they support the definition of UX as happening through people’s relations and

contexts. They add that experience changes as it is influenced by other people,

places and objects. Buchenau and Fulton Suri emphasize the importance of

social circumstances and environmental conditions on user experience.

Forlizzi and Battarbee (2004) theorize that UX first happens in the

unconscious then transcends to cognitive state. In the cognitive state, it

becomes “an experience”. The moment it becomes an experience, it becomes

something that is memorable and something that might be communicated in

social situations. Battarbee (2004) suggested the notion of co-experience in

her dissertation. According to Battarbee, user experience should not be

studied as a process of an individual user.

2.2.2 Dimensions of UX

Research in UX has its roots in usability discipline. Bargas-Avila and

Hornbaek (2011) analyzed that instrumental, pragmatic or task-oriented

aspects of use are associated with traditional usability, whereas non-

instrumental, non-task oriented or hedonic ones are associated with UX. This

does not imply that instrumental qualities are excluded from UX research. On

the contrary, it is commonly agreed that UX is more than usability. For

example, user satisfaction, being the usability component which opened the

path for research on pleasure, emotions and aesthetics, is still an indispensable

part of UX. However, satisfaction is seen as an inadequate definition with
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respect to the many facets of hedonic qualities in product use (Vermeeren et

al, 2010).

Nielsen recommends that UX and usability should be distinguished (Nielsen,

n.d.). Usability is “a quality attribute of the user interface, covering whether

the system is easy to learn, efficient to use, pleasant, and so forth” (n.p.),

whereas user experience is a broader concept including qualities that make a

product a joy to own and use.

Bevan (2008) offered a compilation of all UX dimensions which include both

instrumental and non-instrumental dimensions in Table 2.1. In the table, the

first row illustrates the product qualities as UX, functionality, interface

usability, learnability, accessibility and safety. The mentioned qualities are

dependent on aesthetic attributes, functions, easy to use interface, learnability,

technical accessibility, and safe and secure design. Interpretations of UX in

the literature are pragmatic goals (do goals), hedonic goals (be goals) and

actual UX. Pragmatic goals are being efficient and effective. Hedonic goals

are related with stimulation, identifications and evocation. Actual UX is hard

to measure directly. Therefore, consequences of UX can be measured, which

are satisfaction with achieving pragmatic and hedonic goals. Pleasure,

likability, comfort and trust are sub-dimensions measured by UX researchers.
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Table 2.1 Factors Contributing to Usability and UX (Bevan, N., 2008, p.15).

As a result, research in UX can be separated into two broad categories of

focus towards user-product interaction: instrumental and non-instrumental.

2.2.2.1 Instrumental Dimensions

Instrumental dimensions in UX are those that are associated with usability in

general. Mahlke and Thürig (2007) refer to effectiveness, controllability,

learnability as instrumental qualities. Hassenzahl (2004) grouped usability

associated concepts such as complicatedness, clarity, predictability,

practicality under the concept of pragmatic qualities. Desmet and Hekkert

(2007) explain instrumental interaction as using, operating and managing a

product.

Keyson (2008) emphasizes the importance of instrumental interaction in UX.

One reason for this emphasis is that he defines UX with respect to intelligent
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products. At the time of the publication, intelligent products suffered from

usability problems, and smartphones had not yet changed the interaction

design paradigm. The components of user experience related with

instrumental qualities are as follows:

a) Understanding and sense of being in control: An understanding

of how a product is operated or which actions a user can do with

it.

b) Expected and perceived functional performance of a product:

Product’s enabling or disabling accomplishment of user goals.

(Keyson, D., 2008, p.512).

Gross and Bogartz (2012) found out that importance of instrumental versus

non-instrumental qualities of a product differs according to product type. For

entertainment products, non-instrumental dimensions become prominent for a

positive UX, whereas, for goal oriented products instrumental dimensions

become prominent.

2.2.2.2 Non-Instrumental Dimensions

Non-instrumental dimensions are those that are related with human needs and

values (Gross and Bogartz, 2012). Non-instrumental interaction takes place

without any direct purpose of operating a product such as while caressing a

product or feeling the softness of a couch (Desmet and Hekkert, 2007).

In an analysis of 587 publications in usability literature between years 2000-

2001 Hornbaek (2005) summarized the main dimensions measured in

usability studies, apart from efficiency and effectiveness. The measured

dimensions were preferences, attitudes, perceptions and satisfaction.

Measurement of preferences was utilized to compare different interfaces.
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Measurement of attitudes was about interface and content as well as other

persons related with product use. For example, a product might enhance

feelings of connection to one’s friends. Lastly, perception measurement meant

to evaluate the outcome of interaction with a product, or interaction quality

such as task difficulty, fastness, et cetera. It is clear that satisfaction,

preferences, attitudes and perceptions were seen as a part of usability. In later

years, those dimensions were transferred to user experience in the form of

non-instrumental dimensions.  It seems that UX researchers assume usability

principles as a given, and then build the discussion to intangible aspects of

interaction with a product.

According to a recent study by Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011) the

percentage of non-instrumental dimensions in UX literature in years 2005-

2009 are presented in Table 2.2. The study employed a systematic search and

analysis procedure. At first, UX related academic databases and google

scholar were scanned. A total of 1254 papers were found. In the final

selection 51 papers were analyzed by the two authors, for interrater reliability.

The percentages were based on the selected 51 papers. Selection criteria were

1) the study being based on empirical study; 2) it being about user experience

and mentioned UX as a new movement.
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Table 2.2. Dimensions in UX Research (Bargas-Avila, J. and Hornbaek, K.,

2011, p.5).

UX constructs Percentage
of
constructs

Affect and emotion 24%

Enjoyment, fun 17%

Aesthetics, appeal 15%

Hedonic quality 14%

Engagement, flow 12%

Motivation 8%

Enchantment 6%

Frustration 5%

Other constructs (values,

spontaneity…)

23%

Note: Percentages do not sum up to 100% as several dimensions may be
explored in the same study

As seen in the above table, most of the dimensions are related with affective

phenomena. For example, Höök (2013) claims that emotions are an integral

part of UX. Desmet and Hekkert (2007) define UX as affect that results from

the interaction between user and product. They note that affective response

results from (all components of) interaction, including usability. Therefore at

this point, a clarification on the notion affective phenomena is needed.

Affective Phenomena

In psychology, types of affective phenomena are defined as preferences,

attitudes, moods, affect dispositions, and interpersonal stances (Scherer,
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2005). Preferences are evaluative judgments. Preferences are relatively stable

judgments, such as liking or disliking something, or preference of something

over another. They create tendencies of approach or avoidance. Attitudes are

beliefs and inclinations towards people or groups of people, objects, and

events. Unlike preferences, attitudes are not generated by encounter with

stimuli. However, in case of an encounter with or thinking about a stimulus or

an object, an attitude may become salient. In this case, the salient attitude

results in affective states such as hating, valuing or desiring. Therefore, an

attitude can increase the likeliness of a specific emotion.

Moods are close to emotions, where moods are more diffused states than

emotions, and they last longer. Moods can affect experience of a person.

Moods can emerge without any apparent event. They may last for days, and

they are usually not very strong. “Being cheerful, gloomy, listless, depressed

or buoyant” are some mood examples (p.705). Affect dispositions are related

with a person’s tendency to experience some moods more often, or it is being

more easy to feel certain emotions in face of a situation. For example,

nervous, anxious, irritable, reckless, hostile, jealous are some affect

dispositions. However, the above terms can also indicate a momentary

emotion. Therefore, a person who is anxious and a person who feels computer

anxiety should be distinguished.

Interpersonal stance is a “characteristic of an affective style that

spontaneously develops or is strategically employed in the interaction with a

person or a group of persons, coloring the interpersonal exchange in that

situation (e.g. being polite, distant, cold, warm, supportive, contemptuous)”

(p.705).

Furthermore, Scherer (2005) explains that there are two types of emotions,

namely utilitarian emotions and aesthetic emotions. Utilitarian emotions are
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those commonly referred to as “anger, fear, joy, disgust, sadness, shame,

guilt” (p.706). They are utilitarian because they help a human being to adapt

to a situation and thus to survive in the world. Utilitarian emotions can help

humans to take action such as fighting or running away, to recover from a sad

event (grief), increase motivation (joy, pride) or create social obligations

(Scherer, 2005). In sum, utilitarian emotions facilitate the well being of

humans in various aspects such as satisfying needs of body, accomplishing

goals and complying with social values.

On the other hand, aesthetic emotions do not serve for acting to a situation

aiming for survival or wellbeing; at least not as a priority. Aesthetic emotions

are those that one feels by looking at a work of art, listening to music.

Referring to Kant’s words, Scherer (2005, p.706) decribes aesthetic

experience as “disinterested pleasure”. Aesthetic emotions are a result of

appreciation of qualities such as appreciating the beauty of nature,

appreciating music, appreciating a work of art, etc. Scherer exemplifies such

aesthetic emotions as “being moved, […] admiration, bliss, ecstasy,

fascination, harmony rapture, solemnity” (2005, p.706). Scherer notes that

aesthetic emotions can result in physiological or behavioral changes, but they

do not prepare a person for adaptive actions as in utilitarian emotions.

Emotions

User experience was frequently modeled where emotions were at the core,

especially during the 2000s. According to Desmet and Hekkert (2007)

interaction results in aesthetic experience in which user’s senses are gratified,

an experience of meaning that user attaches to a product, and finally,

emotional experience where feelings are elicited (Desmet and Hekkert, 2007).

They propose a framework of UX formed by aesthetics, meanings and

emotions in Figure 2.2. Aesthetic experience happens when auditory, visual,
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tactual or olfactory senses are satisfied. Experience of meaning is interpreted

as a cognitive process by Desmet and Hekkert, rather than a construction

between two individuals. User interprets an interaction, retrieves it from

memory and forms associations. In this way user recognizes metaphors,

assign personality to products, or evaluate personal or symbolic significance

of products. For example, experiencing luxury, or experiencing attachment is

formed at the level of meanings. Emotional experience is user’s emotional

reaction to interaction such as “love and disgust, fear and desire, pride and

despair” (p.61). A product’s significance for a person has an effect on the

resulting emotions. For example, a user does not evaluate a product per se, but

evaluates the benefits that it provides. Such an evaluation results in an

emotion. For example, a mobile phone creates joy because it connects a

person to beloved ones (Desmet and Hekkert, 2007).

Figure 2.2. User Experience as Affective Response. (Desmet, P. M. A., and

Hekkert, P., 2007, p.60.)

Mahlke and Thüring (2007) proposed another UX model where they

connected instrumental and non-instrumental qualities of products with
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emotional responses. In the Components of User Experience (CUE) model,

Mahlke and Thürig (2007) propose that user characteristics, use context, task

accomplishment and product features all together form interaction

characteristics. Throughout interaction, user perceives certain qualities of

product, i.e., instrumental and non-instrumental qualities. In CUE model,

instrumental qualities are system support, ease of use, controllability, and

effectiveness, which are the qualities that enhance usability and usefulness of

a product. On the other hand, non-instrumental qualities are about appeal and

attractiveness of a product, such as visual aesthetics or haptic qualities. Both

instrumental and non-instrumental qualities ignite certain emotions in user.

All three factors help user to form a general appraisal of the product. Figure

2.3 below illustrates the CUE model.

Figure 2.3. Components of User Experience (CUE) Model (Mahlke, S. and

Thüring, M., 2007, p.916).
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2.2.2.3 Process Based Dimensions

Apart from the affect focus, some definitions of UX emphasize the process of

interaction. Vermeeren et al. (2010) define UX as an evaluation of interaction

before, during and after using a product. Similarly, Höök (2013) explains that

an experience is a unit which is defined as a quality and has a beginning and

an end. Anticipation before use and perceptions resulting from use are all

included in the concept of UX (Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek, 2011). Desmet

and Hekkert (2007) name this aspect as non-physical interaction which is

fantasizing, remembering and anticipating usage of a product. They illustrate

non-physical interaction as anticipation of a fit body when a fitness device is

purchased.

Vermeeren, et al. (2008) suggest a process based understanding of user

experience. They provide a UX framework, illustrated in Figure 2.4. In the

framework, emotions lie in the heart of experience. Product qualities are

depicted as external factors to user’s inner process while she/he makes sense

of the design of a product. The user goes through a process where she/he

anticipates, connects, interprets, reflects, appropriates and finally recounts an

interaction. During this process, compositional dimensions and dimensions of

aesthetics and meaning come into play.
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Figure 2.4. UX Framework . (Vermeeren, A. P. O. S., Kort, J., Cremers A. H.

M. and Foliker, J., 2008, p.73)

Schulze and Krömker (2010) mention the temporal and contextual aspect of

UX, while including emotions and motivation as “the degree of positive or

negative emotions that can be experienced by a specific user in a specific

context during and after product use and that motivates for further usage”

(p.2). Kjeldskov (2013) points out the importance of technologically changing

world, where products are not used in isolation. Today products have become

a part of a digital ecosystem, comprised of laptops, smart phones, tablets and

other products that work in synchronization.

The UX dimensions across many studies are not defined clearly and their

differences and similarities with existing dimensions are not clear (Bargas-
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Avila and Hornbaek, 2011). Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011) criticize this

phenomenon as dimension explosion in UX literature. Nevertheless, recent

studies contribute to clearing up the term-forest about dimensions (Bargas-

Avila and Hornbaek 2011, Gross and Bogartz 2012, Roto et al. 2011,

Hassenzahl 2011).

Nonetheless, definition of user experience has been added to ISO 9241, title

being Human Centered Design Process for Interactive Systems. The ISO

definition of user experience is (ISO FDIS 9241-210, 2009 c.f.Bevan, 2009,

n.p): “A person's perceptions and responses that result from the use and/or

anticipated use of a product, system or service”. This definition can be seen as

a general definition, as it does not detail the nature of perceptions and

responses that result from use of a product. As well as that, the definition

limits experience to individual user and excludes the social dimensions, which

are being discussed in numerous UX studies.

2.2.2.4 Dimensions Beyond Interaction

Conceptualization of UX has moved from ideation of an isolated user

interacting with a product to the idea of user acting in the world. Höök defines

experience by citing from Dewey as follows:

…an experience has a unity that gives it its name, that meal, that

storm, that rupture of a friendship. The existence of this unity is

constituted by a single quality that pervades the entire experience in

spite of the variation of its constituent parts (Höök, 2013, n.p.).

In a similar perspective, Hassenzahl defines experience in the context of

product design:
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…an episode, a chunk of time that one went through [...] sights and

sounds, feelings and thoughts, motives and actions [...] closely knitted

together, stored in memory, labeled, relived and communicated to

others. An experience is a story, emerging from the dialogue of a

person with her or his world through action (2011, n.p.).

In a recent publication, Hassenzahl (2013) reflects that UX is not formed of

styling, material or features of a product. In contrast, UX is the story created

through using a product while a person does something. The idea of user

acting in the world transcends the former understanding of user interacting

with a product in a specific use context. In recent publications, UX is seen as

a holistic perspective of user-product interaction (Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek,

2011; Kjeldskov, 2013, Schulze and Krömker 2010), which covers

meaningful and valuable aspects of product for the user (Vermeeren et al.,

2010) in addition to the aspects that are associated with usability.

Schulze and Krömker’s (2010) model is an example where the focus of UX

research shifted from product qualities towards fundamental human needs.

Their framework of UX including basic human needs is illustrated in Figure

2.5. In the model, basic human needs are seen as basic reason of product use.

Product qualitites influence the fulfillment or non-fulfilment of the basic

needs. User experience is comprised of three components, namely emotion,

motivation and reflection. Emotions are related with user’s internal state;

motivation is related with the cause of using a product and reflections is

related with temporal dimension. According to Mahlke and Thüring,

interaction of the three components forms UX. Mahlke and Thüring remind

that one to one relationship between each basic human need and its related

product quality is yet to be explored.
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Figure 2.5.  Framework of UX. (Schulze, K. and Krömker, H., 2010, .p.2)

Consulting to literature and domain experts, Schulze and Krömker have

formulated a guide that relates human needs with product qualities. The basic

human needs are listed as relatedness, influence/popularity, stimulation,

competencies, security and autonomy. Product qualities that serve those needs

are explained as follows:

 Relatedness: communicate fast and easy, find community of interests,

integrate one self;

 Influence/popularity: raise popularity, present oneself, adopt different

roles, gain influence;

 Stimulation: have fun, be creative, find balance,have a feeling of

success;

 Competencies: reduce complexity, avoid stress, gain competencies,

optimize time management, reduce work, help oneself, orient oneself;
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 Security: feel secure, feel not being watched, build trust, hand over

responsibility, have data control;

 Autonomy: manage information on one’s own, take over

responsibility, help oneself, have data control, preserve identity,

present oneself. (Schulze and Krömker, 2010, Table 2)

They claim that basic human needs are the reason people use a product;

therefore, UX depends on fulfillment of those needs. Product qualities namely

utility, usability, visual attractiveness and hedonic quality influence UX, but

as a function of basic human needs.

Apart from human needs, Stienstra (2012) suggests an understanding of UX

in terms of ability to change human behaviour. According to Stienstra (2012)

UX cannot be designed directly. The notion should be understood as the role

of artifacts in changing user’s behavior. Therefore, UX design can and should

address societal issues.

As a result, the past few years have seen a tendency to define UX no longer

according to the characteristics of interface but rather as an episode: a story

which crystallizes in the user’s mind. Whereas before it was an aggregated

quality developed through the users’ balanced evaluation of instrumental and

non-instrumental components; a quality where the product played the leading

role, now there is a tendency to see UX as a feeling; a story where the socio-

cultural environment is dominant as a result of its filtering through the users’

mind. In consequence, the focus of UX research shifts from the specific

design of a product to the socio-cultural aspects where design is perceived as

having a more limited influence.
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2.2.3. Measurement of UX

There are numerous measurement methods applied by UX researchers and

practitioners. A survey made among UX researchers and practitioners

revealed 82 different methods (Roto et al., 2011). Field studies, laboratory

studies, online studies and scales or questionnaires are the major UX

evaluation methods. For the purposes of this study, methods that aim to

measure UX are considered. Therefore, the following section focuses on

scales.

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)

One of the oldest measurements that might be related to UX, before the term

“user experience” was conceptualised, is the scale that is based on (TAM) by

Davis (1989). As its name suggests, TAM was devised to predict the

empoloyee acceptance of new technology products in the work environment.

TAM theorizes that acceptance of a product or system is determined by the

user’s perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness respectively (Davis,

1989; Venkatesh and Davis, 2000). The two constructs are measured by 12

items in the original questionnaire with a seven-point Likert scale.

TAM has been widely recognized and studied since 1989. In fact, Yousafzai

et al. (2007)  found 145 studies that extend TAM for different kinds of

products and systems, for example software systems, software packages, PCs,

world-wide-web, e-mail, internet banking, e-commerce, and microcomputers.

Apart from extending TAM to different product groups, the factors effecting

technology acceptance is also examined and integrated to TAM. For example,

Venkatesh (2000) extended TAM to include emotional factors, intrinsic

motivation and control. Wixom and Todd (2005) proposed a model to

integrate TAM and user satisfaction. Note that emotional factors and
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satisfaction are considered as external variables that determine perceived ease

of use or perceived usefulness. Hence, mentioned factors are indirectly

included in the model. Although being a fundamental model, the aim of TAM

is to predict adoption of products and systems and not to examine various

aspects of users’ experiences.

Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI)

SUMI (Software Usability Measurement Inventory), one of the few

standardized scales for measuring usability was started in European

Comission MUSiC project in the 1990s and published in 1993 (Kirakowski

and Corbett, 1993). The website of SUMI informs that the scale is

standardized via 2000 responses regarding various softwares (“What is

SUMI?” website) It focuses on usability of softwares, including an affect

component. SUMI is comprised of subscales which measure efficiency,

helpfulness, control, learnability and affect; affect taken as measuring

likeability of software. Although SUMI is a validated, and moreover a

standardized tool, its use for UX purposes are limited, as it was developed

mainly for measuring ‘traditional’ usability of software. Affect is taken as a

general concept in SUMI. An exemplary part from the current SUMI is

provided in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 2.6 An exemplary part from SUMI (What is SUMI?, 2011)

Hedonic Utilitarian Scale

One of the scales that address both hedonic and utilitarian qualities of a

product is Hedonic Utilitarian Scale (Voss, et al., 2003). It is developed in

marketing research for evaluating consumer attitudes towards products or

different brands of a product. It is a seven-point semantic differential scale.

The items are provided in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3. Hedonic Utilitarian Scale Dimensions and Items. (Voss, K.E.,

Spangenberg E. R., and Grohmann B., 2003, p.312).

Hedonic Dimension Utility Dimension

Fun- Not fun Effective – Ineffective

Dull - Exciting Helpful – Unhelpful

Not delightful - Delightful
Functional – Not

functional

Not thrilling - Thrilling Necessary - Unnecessary

Enjoyable – Not enjoyable Practical - Impractical

Although the items that refer to hedonic and utilitarian dimensions seem

similar to those mentioned in user experience research, Voss et al. (2003) had

no intention of generating items with respect to product usage. It was based

on the attitudes towards products such as tobacco, beer, shoelaces, blue jeans,

athletic shoes, glass figurines, video games, alkaline batteries, paperclips,

automobiles, et cetera. Therefore, items that refer to usage (for example,

efficiency) or user experience are most probably missing.

User experience is based on both instrumental and non-instrumental qualities

of a product, as well context of use, and for many digital consumer products,

social environment can be said to be influential. Therefore, there is a need for

instruments that measure non-instrumental qualities. The measurement

instruments used in user experience research which focus on non-instrumental

qualities are explained in the following. The instruments are selected from a

classification of all user experience methods employed in academic

publications and user experience industry (see Vermeeren et al., 2010).
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AffectGrid

AffectGrid, developed by Russel et al. (1989) is a scale that measures the

emotional state of a person at the time of application of scale. They claim that

the scale is fit for “any study that requires judgments about affect of either a

descriptive or a subjective kind” (p.493). Descriptive kind of judgment here

means that participants describe the kind of affect they observe, for example

by looking at an image of a facial expression. Subjective affect is one’s own

affect against a stimuli. For example in Russel et al.’s study when participants

were shown spider photographs, spider-phobic participants marked higher

arousal.

Russel et al. (1989) explain that AffectGrid can be used to measure present

mood of a participant, a feeling expressed in a face or feeling expressed by a

word. It has two dimensions. The first dimension is pleasure-displeasure; the

second one is arousal-sleepiness. The scale is prepared in a grid format, where

one of the axes shows pleasure dimension, the other shows arousal dimension.

Participant puts a mark on the grid to indicate her current emotional state. The

visual format of the scale is not an arbitrary design. Placement of pleasure and

arousal dimensions in an orthogonal fashion, and selection of a 9-point (place)

grid comply with previous theories on affect. There is a short training part

before a participant learns how to fill the scale. Basically, a participant is

asked to put a mark on the grid to show her reaction to the stimuli. Scores are

calculated from left to right and from bottom to top. For example, score of

lowest square in far left is 1; lowest square in far right is 9 points. Likewise,

the square at the upper left is 9 points. The format of the scale is illustrated in

Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7. The Affect Grid. (Russell, J. A., Weiss, A., & Mendelsohn, G. A.,

1989, p.494).

The aim of Russel et al. (1989) in developing AffectGrid was to provide a

scale that enables participants to fill out quickly and easily so that rapid and

repetitive measurement can be made. For example, according to Russel et al.,

affect fluctuates while a person listens to music. This scale is claimed to be fit

for taking continuous measures. On the other hand, the developers warn that

the scale is fit for measuring instant affect, and that there are complexities in

measuring feelings accumulated over time. Besides, Russel et al. suggest that

if there is more time for filling the scale and if the focus is on mood of an

individual, then using another scale with more items will provide more

reliable results. AffectGrid is best when participants are required to fill the

scale numerous times and when time is short.
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Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW)

Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW) is about elicitation of emotions (Affective

Sciences, n.d.). In this respect, it can be very useful in user experience

research. The user is asked to focus on a specific object, event or a situation

and then asked to mark her emotions on a circular chart. The chart is given in

Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8 Geneva Emotion Wheel. (Affective Sciences, n.d.)

Happiness
Joy

Enjoyment
Pleasure

Feeling disburdened
Relief

Longing
Nostalgia

Irritation
Anger

Contempt
Scorn

Guilt
Remorse

Worry
Fear

Sadness
Despair

Wonderment
Feeling awe

Tenderness
Feeling love

Disappointment
Regret

Pity
Compassion

Amusement
Laughter

Disgust
Repulsion

Envy
Jealousy

Embarrassment
Shame

Pride
Elation

Astonishment
Surprise

Involvement
Interest

No emotion felt

No emotion felt

Other emotion

felt
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The size of the circles in the figure indicates the intensity of the relevant

emotion. User is also allowed to select two emotions simultaneously. The

Geneva Emotion Wheel is based on two main dimensions namely

control/power in the situation (y-axis) and positive/negative quality of the

situation such as pleasant/unpleasant (x-axis). The visual organization of the

emotion labels on the wheel are based on empirical data and discussion with

experts. Obviously, Geneva Emotion Wheel is not a sufficient instrument for

measuring user experience, as it is devised to measure emotions; other aspects

of user experience are out of the scope of Geneva Emotion Wheel. The

strength of Geneva Emotion Wheel is that Sherer (2005) worked on

differentiating attitudes and preferences from emotions. In user experience

literature, such a differentiation is not common.

Self-Assessment Manikin Scale

Another scale from the emotional domain that is related with UX is Self-

Assessment Manikin Scale, developed by Lang, P. J. in 1980 (cited in: Suk,

2006). The scale is comprised of three dimensions, namely valence, arousal

and dominance. Valence is one’s response to a stimuli ranging from approach

to avoidance (Suk, 2006). Dominance dimension is described by Suk (2006)

as the feelings of control over an event ranging from having total control to

having no control.

Self-assessment scale is mainly developed for measuring emotions towards an

advertisement. Instead of words, the dimensions are represented by

pictograms, which make it easier to work with children, illiterate users or

foreigners. However, Suk notes that it is still necessary to explain the meaning

of images to the participants, without directing them to specific emotions.

Figure 2.9 illustrates the scale. Rows from top to bottom represent valence,

arousal and dominance respectively.
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Figure 2.9 The Self-Assessment Scale. (Irtel, H., 2007)

Aesthetic Scale

Lavie and Tractinsky (2004) focused on assessing dimensions of perceived

aesthetic quality of websites. Aesthetics is a ‘contested’ concept (Koskinen et

al., 2011) so Lavie and Tractinsky limited their understanding with dictionary

definition of the concept: “‘an artistically beautiful or pleasing appearance’

(The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language), or as ‘a

pleasing appearance or effect: Beauty’ (Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate

Dictionary)” (Lavie and Tractinsky, 2004, p. 272). Lavie and Tractinsky

(2004) found two dimensions of aesthetics, namely classical aesthetics and

expressive aesthetics. Classical aesthetics are related with understanding of

aesthetics in history (of Western World). This dimension emphasizes orderly,

clear design. Lavie and Tractinsky claim that classical aesthetics are similar to

the design rules which are suggested by usability experts. Expressive

aesthetics, on the other hand, is about originality and designer’s creativity.

Expressive aesthetics also involve breaking design conventions. Table 2.4
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illustrates the scale items. It is a seven-point Likert scale in which choices

range from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.

Table 2.4. Aesthetic Scale Items (Lavie, T. and Tractinsky, N., 2004, p.285).

Classical Aesthetics Expressive Aesthetics

Aesthetic design Creative design

Pleasant design Fascinating design

Clear design Use of special effects

Clean design Original design

Symmetric design Sophisticated design

Attrakdiff2

Scales which include both instrumental (usability, utility) and non-

instrumental (affective responses, hedonic qualities, etc.) dimensions are still

rare in the literature. Attrakdiff2 developed by Hassenzahl (Hassenzahl,

2004), is a scale which includes both dimensions. As well as that, it is

developed for use in user experience discipline, unlike other scales developed

for use in marketing, psychology or ‘classical’ usability. Therefore,

Hassenzahl’s scale is selected for the current study.

Attrakdiff2 is a bi-polar, 7-point semantic differential scale. Its constructs are

comprised of two main UX dimensions, namely pragmatic/instrumental

qualities and hedonic/non-instrumental qualities. Hedonic qualities are

measured by two sub-constructs, which are hedonic-identification and

hedonic-stimulation. Hedonic-identification qualities are related with
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satisfaction of social needs where users express themselves through objects.

Hedonic-stimulation qualities are related with personal development needs

and the product’s role in fulfilling them. Pragmatic qualities are related with

traditional usability qualities that enable effective and efficient

accomplishment of usage tasks. The pragmatic construct includes items such

as controllability, practicality, clarity, simplicity, etc. Attrakdiff2 is illustrated

in Figure 2.10.

1.Part: Hedonic-identification
Isolating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Integrating NA
Amateurish 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Professional NA
Gaudy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Classy NA
Cheap 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable NA
Noninclusive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Inclusive NA
Takes me distant
from people

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Brings me closer to
people

NA

Unpresentable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Presentable NA

2. Part: Hedonic-stimulation
Typical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Original NA
Standard 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Creative NA
Cautious 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Courageous NA
Conservative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Innovative NA
Lame 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Exciting NA
Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Challenging NA
Commonplace 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 New NA

3. Part: Pragmatic
Technical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Human NA
Complicated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Simple NA
Impractical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Practical NA
Cumbersome 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Direct NA
Unpredictable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Predictable NA
Confusing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Clear NA
Unruly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Manageable NA

4. Part
Ugly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Beautiful NA
Bad 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Good NA

Figure 2.10 Attrakdiff2 Scale (Hassenzahl, M., 2004, p.327).
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2.3 Time Component in User Experience

Time component in UX is one of the areas that are still understudied.

However the need for an understanding of UX processes that take place in the

long-term has been lately acknowledged by researchers in the area

(Karapanos, 2010; Roto et al, 2011; Luojus, 2010). There are a few UX

studies on the subject, but there are highly relevant studies in other disciplines

such as sociology, anthropology, information science and marketing. User

experience studies, as an emerging interdisciplinary area, employ the theories

and findings from such various disciplines whenever necessary.

In this section, the most relevant studies found in other disciplines are

highlighted in order to provide the theoretical foundation for the present

research. At the end of the section, the few studies which focus on the time

component in UX will be discussed as well.

Activity theory has its origins in educational research. It has been modified

and applied into research in human-computer interaction. Activity theory

explains long term usage as a dynamic process. It has many levels of

approaching to user product relationship: activities users do with a product,

different levels in interaction such action and operation levels, as well as

relationship with other products and social dimension. By employing activity

theory Petersen et al. (2002) investigated long term use of an innovative TV

with complicated functions. They found that that “use continuously develops

over time, new use possibilities emerge and others fade away” (2002, p.75).

They claim that when new technologies are involved, usage develops over

time; it diffuses to old habits, to present context and expectations for the

future. Petersen et al. (2002) describe this phenomenon as development in use.

This is because a product has more possible uses than it had been originally
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intended, and, design does not solely determine how it is seen and actually

used by people (Petersen et al, 2002).

A similar theory about evolution in long term use is provided by Akrich

(1992). Akrich (1992) illustrates a theory of de-scription through cases in

which a product is designed in a first-world country and is adopted in a third-

world country. The main proposal of the theory is that, designers define a

world view and a way of life through the products they design. Therefore they

inscribe specific tastes, skills, motives, aspirations to products that they think

the users possess. On the other hand, when users acquire a product, they

negotiate those inscriptions by using the products in their own way. Users

overwrite their own tastes, skills, motivations, aspirations into the product.

They re-script it in terms of their own worldview, and their way of living

(Sorensen, 2006). Akrich’s theory explains that the misfit between designers

and users will result in disagreements, negotiation and breakdowns as the

product, users and use context adjusts to each other.

One of the most referred studies relevant to time component in use of

products is domestication framework developed by Silverstone et al. in the

1990s as an approach to examine the adaptation of media technologies in

households. Later, the framework is used for examining adaptation of other

products, including mobile phones (Sorensen, 2006).

Domestication framework examines technology use in the complexity of

everyday life (Berker et al., 2006). Lehtonen (2003) mentions that

domestication process is affected by the users as well as non-users.

Experiences of friends, colleagues or family members shape the usage of a

new product. There are four phases in the domestication process:

Appropriation, objectification, incorporation and conversion. These phases
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are shortly described below, based on Silverstone et al.’s (1994) definitions,

but interpreted from the perspective of product usage:

Appropriation: The product is a commodity before acquisition, but it

becomes an object when it is owned. In appropriation phase, the product gains

significance for owner. There are several strategies of appropriation. A

passive strategy is to take the product as it is and make no effort to change it.

Another strategy is to add something from one’s self to the product, for

example putting stickers on one’s laptop or attaching protector casings for

mobile phones. The highest level of appropriation is to completely change the

product.

Objectification is the integration of the product into space structure of the

household. The place of a product reveals the meaning that the members of

the household give to it.

Incorporation is the fitting of the product (usage) into the time structure of

daily life. The routines of usage are set in incorporation phase. The resulting

usage may be different than what the designers have intended. Some functions

of the product might be abandoned or changed. The product alters the

organization of time as well; it might leave free time for other activities, shift

time, help the control of time or enhance the quality of time spent.

Conversion phase is when users relate the newly created meaning of that

product to the outside world, to their neighbors, friends, etc. The product

reflects their tastes, judgments and strengths of their material resources.

The main point of domestication framework is that it suggests that users do

not take products as a given tool; conversely, they construct it actively in

terms of patterns of use and meanings (Sorensen, 2006). Domestication is a
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two way process, “a state of becoming affected as the term refers to a learning

process whereby things and people reciprocally influence each other”

(Lehtonen, 2003, p.364)

Long-term usage process is also examined by use of social ecology theory, in

a study made by Forlizzi for innovative robotic vacuum cleaners (Forlizzi,

2007). Social ecology theory offers a looking glass where a phenomenon can

be examined through micro, meso and macro levels referring to people under

study, their neighborhood or organization, their region or population

respectively (Forlizzi, 2007). Forlizzi adapted the theory into design area,

which she called product ecologies. A schematic representation of product

ecology is shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11 Product Ecology Diagram (Forlizzi, J., 2007, p.12).
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Activity theory, ecological theory, theory of de-scription and domestication

framework involve social mechanisms. On the other hand, some researchers

focus on long term user-product relationship, without rejecting the existence

of macro-social context.

By following an ethnomethodological approach, Salovaara (2007) defines

emerging use patterns where “new uses are invented for tools, they develop

into practices, start spreading within a user community” (p.209) and adds that

it is a step by step process which takes place now and then as opportunities

emerge. A new product is tried to be fit into existing (social) practices and this

process may result in problems (Salovaara, 2007). Salovaara argues that

understanding use patterns will help understanding how and why users

innovate new uses, avoid using certain products or functions, and which

strategies they apply when confronted with problems. The result will be new

design concepts or at least design inputs.

Stewart (2003) suggests a framework which has four components:

Background of People, Events, Activities and Social Networks: BEAN.

Background refers to the past experiences of users. Activities refer to the

current activities of users. Events component defines the events that make a

change in the routines of users. Social network is considered as users’

relationship with other people. A product’s long-term usage can be observed

through BEAN framework.

Saga and Zmud (cited in Agarwal, 2000) proposed a three stage process in

longitudinal usage: Acceptance, routinization and infusion. In acceptance

stage, decision to use is given and usage is just started. Attitude towards use,

intention to use and frequency of use are main indicators of acceptance stage.

Routinization stage is identified by perception of usage as being the “normal”

thing to do. If the particular technology is for work, then during routinization,
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an infrastructure is constructed in the company with regard to the new

technology. Infusion stage is reached when more functions of the new product

are used, and complex tasks are accomplished with it. There is both an

extension of usage and even emergent use, such as invention of new ways of

using the product that is not deliberately designed by designers.

Carroll et al. (2002) limit the scope of study with individual user and a

specific product. They focus on the individual user’s process with a given

product. Carroll et al. propose long term use as transformation from

“technology as designed” to “technology as used” (p.2). They studied young

people’s use of WAP phones from their first encounter until integration into

everyday life. When a new product is encountered, the user might choose not

to discover its capabilities or might not be able to explore them. In this case,

non-appropriation happens, where user either discards the product or uses it in

the simplest level. If the user experiments with the product, process reaches

the second stage. There are two possibilities in the end of the second stage:

dis-appropriation or appropriation. Dis-appropriation happens when user

rejects the product. Appropriation happens when user shapes the product in

accordance with her/his needs and use situations. If appropriation happens,

then the product is integrated into daily life of user. Figure 2.12 illustrates the

stages and possible paths of the process.
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Figure 2.12 Technology Appropriation Model based on young people’s use

of (non-smart) mobile phones (Carroll et al., 2002, p.1778).

In marketing area, Mick and Fournier’s (1998) work can provide an

explanation for the first stage in Carroll et al.’s work. Mick and Fournier

studied consumer strategies related with new technology products, including

usage strategies after purchasing. According to them, people follow either a

confrontative strategy or avoidance strategy regarding usage of new products.

Confrontative strategy consists of accommodation, partnering or mastering

strategies. Accommodation happens as tendencies, preferences, routines

change according to the perceived requirements, abilities, or inabilities of a

product. Partnering strategy is establishing a close, committed attachment

with a product. In mastering strategy, users dominate a product by thoroughly

learning its operations, strengths, and weaknesses.

Avoidance strategies include neglect, abandonment and distancing. Neglect

strategy is showing temporary indifference toward a product. In abandonment,
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user might decrease or discontinue usage of a product or leave a product

unrepaired if it is broken. Distancing involves developing restrictive rules for

when or how a product will or will not be used, or physically placing a

product in an unobservable or remote site.

Apart from the studies in development of use and changes in users, some

researchers propose a technology oriented focus in order to provide

operational criteria for design. Walker et al. (2009) explore evolution process

in long term use, but focus on the technological processes. They argue that,

before the proliferation of digital technology, how to use and how to interact

with a product was prescribed by producers. For example, it was not possible

to alter the way one uses a cable telephone. As products became digital, both

the functions and interaction possibilities increased. Today, how to use and

how to interact with a product can be “created” by users. This shifts the

understanding of technology from is to does. In other words, the focus is not

on what the product is, but on what the product does, that is on the activities it

enables. From this point of view, the change in long term use is explained as

follows.

Initially, users encounter a given product, they start using it. Throughout

usage, new uses are discovered, which are not intended by designers. Newly

discovered uses lead to new needs. Designers answer such new needs in the

new versions of the product. In this way, both user needs and the products

evolve in a continuous spiral. Walker et al. (2009) illustrate the evolution of

SMS in mobile phones. SMS was designed to inform customers about their

bills. It was also possible to send SMS between consumers of a GSM

operator, but such a use was not intended, it was just possible. Walker et al.

call this ‘initial condition’ for evolution. Eventually, SMS became a

worldwide communication function among mobile phone users, and even

became most preferred way of communication between young people.
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Lindholm et al. (2003) suggest approaching users as both an object (someone

who is acted upon) and an initiator of change.

Keyson (2008) emphasizes that co-evolution of uses and products is

happening faster in parallel to the increased pace of technological

developments. It is becoming harder for designers to research or even think

about newly developing needs and user goals. Producers can only add features

(without thinking about real user goals) in order to keep up with competition.

As a result this complicates interfaces, leading to negative user experience.

As a solution for making the user-product evolution more manageable for

designers, Huang and Stolterman (2012) propose an analysis way for

examining new uses and reciprocating product changes. They do not focus on

many dimensions of user experience but rather take a product-centered

approach to co-evolution. Figure 2.13 illustrates a case of evolution of

photography function in mobile phones. In the figure, green color indicates

designer’s contribution; red color indicates user contributions in change.
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Figure 2.13 Visual Analysis of Mobile Photography in Long-Term Usage

(Huang, C.C. and Stolterman, E., 2012, p.464).
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In time snapshot 1 (shown by dotted horizontal line), mobile phone is

introduced. In time snapshot 2, a camera is added to the mobile phone. Thus a

photo taking function and photo taking interface is introduced. At the same

time, multimedia messaging service is also offered by mobile phone

operators. In time snapshot 3, the illustrations shows that photos can be sent

as a message to other mobile phones.Users create their own use with available

functions. The mobile phone becomes a platform of “asysnchronous co-

experience” (p.465). Then, GPS function which relates the photo with current

location of user is added to the phone. Designer’s goal is to provide some kind

of photo sorting function. However, users convert the function into other uses

such as geo-tagging themselves in a certain place and sharing it in social

media. In this way, by examining the change in products and respective new

uses, designers can see the formation of needs or they can research an

evolving use in detail. Huang and Stolterman (2012) note that they

purposefully exclude UX related dimensions except developing use and use

goals.

The abovementioned studies focus on long-term usage process of products, in

relation to user strategies, use environment, social processes. They do not

refer directly to user experience. However, many of the points made in those

studies are directly applicable to UX.

UX researchers commonly refer to Dewey’s works as a source in conceptions

of experience. Dewey (1938) offers and understanding of long-term

experience by introducing the principle of continuity of experience.

According to continuity principle, “every experience lives on in further

experiences” (p.27). Every experience has an impact on the succeeding

experiences and modifies the quality of them. In addition to modifying the

quality of future experiences, previous experiences influence the path of the

next experience. This happens because an experience affects attitudes; it
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causes people to develop some preferences and aversions. As a result, in

relation to preferences and aversions that are formed, a person selects a

certain path, or finds it “easier or harder to act for this or that end” (p.37).

Dewey gives the example of spoiling a child: If a child is over indulged, s/he

will form certain attitudes. For example, s/he will form an automatic demand

that people and objects will conform to her/his wants. Therefore, the initial

indulging will have a continuous mark on her/his future experiences. In terms

of UX this phenomenon can be thought as a user’s becoming a technophobic

person or just the opposite, a techno-lover.

Another point that is relevant to UX is that, according to Dewey, “every

experience influences to some degree the objective conditions under which

further experiences are had” (1938, p.37). In Dewey’s definition, objective

conditions include artifacts and physical environment as well as other people.

For example, when a child learns to read, s/he opens up a new environment.

Dewey’s continuity principle is an important point for temporality of UX,

because today many digital products offer innumerable functions and features

that open up new objective conditions for users. Especially in the case of

smartphones, an experience about a feature can lead user to prefer new ways

of doing things, which in turn form new experiences, operating under new

objective conditions, new formation of preferences and so on.  Dewey offers a

spiral-like view of experience such that as a person lives throughout

experiences, her attitudes, preferences and context is shaped which in turn

shape new experiences. The spiral moves endlessly.

Vermeeren et al. (2008) warn that most UX research evaluate short term

experiences. However, long term positive UX makes users more loyal to

products, and they have a higher tendency to recommend the product

(Varsaluoma and Kontta, 2012). Short term usage evaluations underestimate
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users’ changing goals and needs. How and why UX develops over time

should be considered in initial stages of design (Vermeeren et al., 2008)

The idea of continuous evolution is also present in UX studies, though they

are not directly based on Dewey’s works. The studies on how and why UX

evolves in the long term are limited. For example, Karapanos et al. (2010)

examined experiences of six users during the first month of purchase of an

iPhone. However, the aim was not exploring evolution of user experiences but

to devise a measurement method for retrospective elicitation of user

experience. Therefore, the study is limited with one month’s usage.

Karapanos based UX process on the domestication framework.

Figure 2.14. Temporality of User Experience (Karapanos, E., 2010, p.92).
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The model offered by Karapanos (2010) represents the temporality of

experience (Figure 2.14). In this model, phases of orientation, incorporation

and identification in domestication framework are interpreted as phases that

reflect different qualities of a product, as illustrated by the inner cycle in the

figure. Before using a product, the user anticipates an experience. With the

initiation of usage, experience evolves: user’s familiarity with the product

increases; user forms a functional dependency and finally an emotional

attachment with the product, shown by the middle dark colored circle in the

figure. Karapanos (2010) visualizes micro-temporal experiences as a

transition from inside to outside of the circle, illustrated by thin arrows

experience and judgment. Therefore, there are many episodic experiences as

the bigger process continues. Episodic experiences show different qualities of

the product such as aesthetics or daily usefulness. Different types of

experiences might take place in the same day; however, Karapanos found that

their distribution changes over time, making the transition among the phases.

Karapanos (2010) interprets orientation as feelings of excitement and

frustration as the user experiences new features and encounter learnability

issues. During incorporation, the product becomes meaningful for the user.

Long-term usability issues overcome learnability issues and usefulness

becomes the most important factor in overall judgments. In the last phase,

identification, the user accepts the product into her/his life. It participates in

social interactions, represent self-identity and differentiate from others or

integrate to others. A sense of community is created.

In conjunction with Karapanos’s work, Kujala et al. (2011) point to

importance of evolution of UX over time. The study is based on elicitation of

user experience by retrospective interviews where UX curves are sketched by

users. The curves are drawn on given templates which consisted of
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predetermined UX dimensions, namely attractiveness of the phone, its ease of

use, utility, degree of usage and general experience (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15. UX Curves: An example from user’s drawing on learning

(Kujala et al., 2011,p.5)

The studies above show that some factors about UX fade out, while others

emerge, and some continue to exist in long-term usage. For example

learnability in the above example (Figure 2.10) might completely disappear

from user’s accounts on experience, while a new dimension, say,

compatibility with friends’ phones might emerge. Aim of Kujala et al.’s

(2011) study is developing feasible methods for informing the design of new

products.

On the other hand, there are studies which aim to base the concept of long-

term UX on theoretical foundations. Luojus (2010) combined activity theory
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and Dewey’s concept of aesthetic experience with empirical research in order

to define long-term UX (2010). In the study, long-term UX is called expanded

user experience. According to Luojus, there are two dimensions of UX. The

combination of the two creates expanded user experience or eUX:

(1) Temporal UX, which describes how the user experiences the

consequences of an action (level of combined actions),

(2) Long-term UX, which describes how the user experiences his or her

activity (activity level) (p.126).

Note that, Luojus mentions actions and activity in terms of activity theory.

Activity theory offers concepts to define human-product interaction by linking

social and individual levels in the analysis (Kuutti, 1996; Nardi, 1996). An

action is connected to a goal or object (Bødker, 1987) which points to the

concept of motivation in action. The unit of analysis in activity theory is

motivated action. Operation and action are two sub-levels in activity.

Luojus (2010) explains that temporary UX is about a moment where an action

takes place and related with the result of that specific action. Therefore,

temporal UX is not enough to be relied on for design decisions. On the other

hand, long-term UX is created over time, as user experiences the

consequences of her activities. To author’s knowledge, the study by Luojus is

a first in defining a model of long-term UX.

Another, less abstract study by employing activity theory is conducted by

Bødker and Christiansen (2012). The study is built on Karapanos’ model

(Figure 2.14.) and Carroll et al.’s (2002) appropriation model (Figure 2.12). In

addition to focusing on the individual user, Bødker and Christiansen took into

account the social aspects as well (Bødker and Klokmose, 2012). The study is

based on long term usage of iPhone®. Like Karapanos’s work, the study is
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based on retrospective interviews, where users narrated their experiences from

the beginning days of acquiring the product. Some of the users were using the

product for a few months, some for several years at the time of interviews.

Hassenzahl and Sandweg (2004) argue against such retrospective data

elicitation methods in UX, by claiming that only the most recent issues will be

elicited. Especially in exploring evolution of UX in long term use,

retrospective interviews can be said to highlight the user’s perception of long-

term evolution. Therefore, fading uses, and fading experiences cannot be

captured.

Bødker and Christiansen (2012) focused on the second stage in Carroll et al.’s

(2002) model of appropriation. According to second stage of this model, after

exploreing the product, a user integrates it into daily life. According to

Bødker and Christiansen (2012), there are two levels in second stage: micro

level and macro level. In the micro level, user makes the product her/his own.

Initially, there is anticipation, and then user becomes familiar with the

product. S/he develops repertoires and finally develops new forms of use.

This process has three dimensions: Purpose, tradition and idiosyncrasy.

Purpose dimension stands for user’s exploration of smartphone applications

(new functions) and finding use purposes. Tradition plays a role in micro level

appropriation in terms of the traditions in the user community. For example,

Bødker and Christiansen observed that users had a tradition of sharing their

calendars with family and colleagues and they developed a form of use for

this tradition. Thirdly, every participant used the product in a different way

according to her/his needs. For example one user used the product to study a

foreign language, while another user read poetry. This is named as

idiosyncrasy dimension. Simultaneously, in the macro level, user changes the

way of living. In the micro level, there is a change in usage capability whereas

in the macro level, there is individual and social exploration of product. As

the product is appropriated, context of use expands as well. Apart from
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integrating a new product into her/his life, user’s life expands itself. She/he

starts doing activities that she/he did not anticipate. An interesting finding is

that, Bødker and Christiansen found that the product is first appropriated in

social context and then in individual level.

In February 2011, a document was prepared by thirty leading academic and

non-academic researchers for the purpose of clarifying the concept of user

experience (Roto et al., 2011). Time component is mentioned in this work, by

defining different UX types over usage period (Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16. Time based UX types (Roto et al., 2011, n.p.).

According to Roto et al., there are four types of UX, namely anticipative,

momentary, episodic and cumulative. Anticipative UX is based on user’s

expectations before using a product. Momentary UX is defined as the change

of feelings during interaction with a product, and it lasts for a very short time.

Episodic UX is the assessment of an episode in usage. Cumulative UX is

defined as the views on the product as a whole after using it for a while. For

example, users can have negative opinions during use, but as they attain
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successful results, their negative opinions might diminish. The impact of

momentary UX is seen on cumulative UX. The defined process is in line with

Dewey’s principle of continuity of experience. Although Roto et al.’s work is

not an academic publication, the contributors can be said to be the leaders in

the area and the propositions point out the significant debates in user

experience area.

The mentioned studies in this section show that evolution of UX in long term

is an understudied area. However, the importance of long-term UX in

understanding the usage or non-usage of products is largely acknowledged.

2.4 User Experience Regarding Mobile Phones

In this study, long term UX is explored through the case of smartphones.

Therefore, in this section, relevant studies on mobile phones are examined.

2.4.1 An Overwiev of Smartphone Usage in Turkey

The most prominent design characteristic of smartphones is that the product

provides a platform on which new functions can be added. The functions are

small software programs and are called applications. After purchase, users

can build their device by selecting and downloading applications from an

online application database as if they are choosing ingredients for a pizza.

Applications range from web browsers to cookbooks. By 2012, there were

500.000 different applications for smartphones and they were downloaded 25

billion times in total (Kjeldskov, 2013). In this respect, smartphone owners

can be said to be both consumers and producers, namely prosumers (Walker

et al., 2009).
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Users are not constrained with place and time when they are building their

smartphone. For example, they neither have to go to a technical service shop

for installing new applications, nor have to declare their choice at the point of

purchase. They may start downloading applications as soon as they purchase

the device or may download months after purchase.  It is also very easy to opt

out from an application by deleting it in the interaface. That said, smartphones

are designed for modification, they evolve throughout usage process.

Therefore, co-evolution is ever present in smartphone usage.

In 2012, The Nielsen Company conducted a survey on usage of mobile

phones around the world (The Nielsen Company, 2013). The Turkish branch

of survey is made in metro stations with 4,042 people between ages 16-64. In

addition, 776 smartphone users are interviewed during the survey study.

According to the survey, 19% of all mobile phone users owned a smartphone.

The age structure of smartphone owners in Turkey is given in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5. Age Structure of Smartphone Owners in Turkey (The Nielsen

Company, 2013, p.11).

Age
Percentage of smartphone

ownership in mobile phone users

16-24 30%

25-34 24%

35-44 16%

45-64 9%
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As it is seen in Table 2.5, over half of the smartphone users are between 16

and 34 years of age. It is clear that smartphones have a younger user

population. Smartphone ovnerwhip decreases as user age increases.

Table 2.6 indicates the percentage of Turkish smartphone users who did a

certain task in the last 30 days at the time of the survey. As it is seen in the

table, the major use is communication and socialization related use goals.

Text messaging, social networking and instant messaging is in the top third

uses where respectively 78%, 69% and 50% of all smartphone users said they

accomplished those tasks. Next comes social networking and instant

messaging. The least used functions are mobile banking, online shopping, QR

code reading and mobile wallet with less than 5% of users.
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Table 2.6. Tasks accomplished in the past 30 days by Turkish smartphone

users (The Nielsen Company, 2013, p.20).

Tasks Percentage

of users

Text messaging/sms 78%

Social networking 69%

Instant message 50%

Applications 38%

Web browsing 37%

E-mailing 33%

Streaming online music 22%

Location based services/GPS 10%

Video/mobile TV 9%

Mobile banking 4%

Mobile shopping* 3%

QR scanning/barcode reading 2%

Mobile wallet/NFC 1%
*Mobile shopping includes product browsing, comparing
prices and reading product reviews.

The Nielsen Company provides a snapshot of the type of applications

regularly used in smartphones (2013). The percentage of Turkish smartphone

owners who use certain applications are given in Table 2.7. It is seen that,

almost half of all smartphone users regularly use social networking. One third

of all smartphone users play games with the device regulary. After that, in

decreasing order comes video/movie watching, following news, looking up

weather, doing banking and finance tasks, navigating, shopping and using the
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smartphone for productivity purposes are regular activities of users. The

Nielsen Company found that Facebook, Twitter, Google, Youtube and eBay

rank in the top ten websites in mobile usage all over the world. In Turkey, the

top used smartphone function is recording video for 85% of users aged 16-24

and 75% of users aged 25-44 (The Nielsen Company, 2011).

Table 2.7. Regularly used applications according to percentage of Turkish

users (The Nielsen Company, 2013, p.23).

Regularly used applications Percentage

of users

Social networking 49%

Games 32%

Video/movies 14%

News 10%

Weather 9%

Banking/finance 6%

Maps/navigation/search 5%

Shopping/retail 4%

Productivity 1%

There are many aspects of social context of mobile phone usage. In the

following sections, research on specific dimensions of mobile phones and

smartphones that are relevant to user experience are discussed.
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2.4.2 Digital Ecology of Mobile Phones

According to Walker et al. (2009), introduction of iPhone created a paradigm

shift. Smartphones enable entrance into the internet universe comprised of

other people, other devices and vast information. It signifies transition from

industrial age products to information age products.

An information age product is irrational, as it enables user to change, modify,

reinterpret and adapt the product according to her/his preferences. They are

divergent as smartphones offer many different functions by applications

(Kjeldskov, 2013). Walker et al. (2009) claim that this aspect makes it hard to

anticipate user goals and possible uses. Non-linearity means that a product is

more than the sum of its parts. New capabilities of a product may emerge as

users, environment and the product interact with each other. For example,

SMS capability is a capability that emerged as an outcome of such an

interaction between users and product. Lastly, Walker et al. (2009) explain

equifinality where use context and user needs and goals are highly dynamic.

Users may accomplish the same tasks by different methods.  In this respect,

Walker et al. (2013) suggest that designers should not design end products,

they should design initial conditions. Smartphones evolve throughout the

usage process, that is, they become something (Walker et al. 2013).

Information age products emphasize irrationality, non-linearity and

equifinality whereas industrial products emphasize rationality, linearity and

stability (Walker et al., 2009). Industrial products assume a certain rational

behavior by user. The beginning state and end state is clear and how to reach

the end stage is prescribed by the design. For example, with a cable phone,

handset is lifted, the number is dialed from the keypad and then the voice of

the receiving user is waited. How to accomplish each step is clearly defined

by design and there is no other way of using a cable phone. Secondly, an
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industrial product is the sum of its parts, there is no network. It is linear;

causes and effects are predictable. Thirdly, an industrial product has stability.

Context of use, user goals are static; they do not change over time. For

example, a cable phone is used for telephoning someone; it does not become a

game console or a book reader.

In this respect, Walker et al. (2009) explain that smartphone is an information

age product that does things. In contrast, an industrial age product, such as a

cable telephone can be seen as a product that is. Walker et al. claim that

designers should design the initial conditions and let it become something in

the hands of its user.

As stated above, smartphones are information age products. Information age

products are not isolated devices. They are used in conjunction with other

devices such as pads, notebooks, computers and other smartphones. As well

as that, they are a part of interrelated technologies such as web based services.

They enable seamless flow of tasks (Hakkila, 2012). For example, a user

might take a photograph with a smartphone, can upload the image to a mail

server, send it to a friend and then can receive an answer (Hakkila, 2012). In

this respect, smartphones enable continuity of tasks in an activity, whether the

activity involves transmission from product to product or product to a

network. The author observed that continuity of task flow is taken for granted

by smartphone users. If the continuity of task flow is broken, users have a

negative experience.

Bodker and Klokmose (2012) mention artifact ecology where an activity is

distributed among using different products. Each product’s role is determined

by its capability. Usage of a specific product is influenced by other products

which the user owns (Bodker and Klokmose, 2012). Similarly, Kjeldskov

(2013) claim that smartphones are a part of digital ecosystem and designers
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should consider the “whole”, a.k.a other devices and systems which are used

in conjunction with the smartphones rather than the individual product.

Walker et al. (2009) claim that the whole is characterized by its parts, but

more importantly, by the relation between the parts.

2.4.3 Mobile Experience of Time and space

Smartphones free many activities from time and space. Most of the time,

people use their mobile phones while they do other activities (Magnusson, et

al., 2012). In a survey conducted in Sweden with 149 participants, Magnusson

et al. (2012) found that 93% of people use their mobile phones while they are

walking, 70% use it while cycling and 79% use it while driving a car.

According to Ling (2008) usage of mobile phones can be seen as a second

layer to a present activity. People might use their mobile phone either as a

subordinate activity or as a dominant activity (Ling, 2008). For example,

using a mobile phone between small intervals during a meeting in the office,

or sneaking messages under the table during a class at school adds a

subordinate activity layer to meeting or the class. On the contrary, people

might choose to make mobile phone usage the dominant activity. For example

if a user excuses her from the meeting and answers a call, then the mobile

phone usage becomes the dominant activity. Ling (2008) suggests that the

choice reflects which activity is more important for a person at a specific

point in time.

Layering of activities implies certain design requirements for smartphones.

Magnusson (2012) criticizes that design of current smartphones demands

user’s attention priority. The designers assume a quiet environment, and

interaction requires both hands of users. Unlike regular products, smartphones

need to be designed so that interaction does not need continuous focus from
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the user (Magnusson, 2012), as user frequently uses a smartphone as a

subordinate activity. Very few people stop walking while they use a mobile

phone.

From a sociological point of view, Ling (2008) claims that mobile phones

disrupt co-present activities by interrupting the communication flow in the

social group. When one of the people in a group focuses on her/his phone, the

social coherence of the group (in this case the meeting) is ruined. Rest of the

people in the group either pause the common activity or they continue without

the user. In each case, the flow is stopped. Boston Consulting Group started to

promote ‘predictable time off’ from smartphones (Harvard Business School,

2012, p.2) which can be seen as a partial solution to interruptions of flow.

Mobile phones enable connectivity. Mobile phones, especially smartphones

enable remote banking, remote shopping etc. Users can run errands while they

travel from work to home. Mobile phones also enable teleworking (Haddon,

2004). A survey among the employees of Boston Consulting Group showed

that, because of connectivity, employees and especially managers feel the

pressure to be available seven days of the week for twenty four hours

(Harvard Business School, 2012). On the contrary, people can become

available for their family and friends during work hours. For example mobile

phones enable ‘remote mothering’, where a mother can contact with her child

seven days and 24 hours (Haddon, 2004).

The promise of information and communication technologies was to increase

efficiency in many ways, one of them being time-shifting (Haddon, 2004).

Unfortunately, the promise seems to have turned out to be just the opposite

with the introduction of smartphones: Smartphones have become a source of

time-stress (Harvard Business School, 2012). On the positive side, users can

manage their time more efficiently with running errands in otherwise useless
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time slots. On the negative side, time shifting brings about a pressure to work

during leisure time.

Mobile phones changed time planning strategies as well (Haddon, 2004).

People had to plan meetings and other activities beforehand. With the

introduction of mobile phones, Haddon observed that people arrange

spontaneous meetings as they are able to reach each other all the time.

Smartphones took improvisation one step further: they enable realtime

information about the location of friends with the help of social networking

applications. One of the participants in the present study was enthusiastic

about such an application. Instead of having to call friends beforehand, he

could check the whereabouts of his friends and choose the place to spend a

Friday afternoon accordingly. Smartphones enable micro planning as well.

People can have information about traffic congestions and change their routes

accordingly (Haddon, 2004).

2.4.4 Experience of Socialization

Mobile phones differ from other products as they are not used per se, but they

are used as a way to interact with other people. Haddon (2004) claims that

users manage information and communication technologies in social context

of use. People adjust their existing social practices as they use a new

technology (Haddon, 2004).

As mobile phones diffuse in society, new norms of usage are formed

(Haddon, 2004). For example, it might be considered rude to take a call

during a dinner. Haddon mentions that mobile phone usage reflects old social

habits as well (2004). For example, students used to sneak small notes to

eachother during classes, now they secretly send messages to eachother via

smartphones.
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In this respect, mobile phones create a ‘connected presence’ (Ling, 2008). The

connectedness led to a layered presence. One of the layers involves

communication with co-present people, that is, the people who are in the same

space with the user (Ling, 2008). The second layer involves communication

with people who are spatially far from the user through mobile phone. Ling

calls it mediated communication (2008). He explains that “mediated

interaction can sometimes take precedence over the co-present interaction”

(2008, p.5).

There are different views about the consequences of connected presence

(Ling, 2008). One view is that mobile phones become a barrier for interaction

with non-intimate people. Mobile phones ruin social bonds between non-

intimate people causing increased individualism (Ling, 2008). For example,

when people travel, they call to people whom they know instead of meeting

with the traveller in the next seat. Also, mobile phones are used to create a

personal sphere in public spaces (Ling, 2004).  A person who concentrates on

her mobile phone in a cafe connects with her personal world and can isolate

herself from the others in the cafe. Smartphones enable a lot more than

communication with other people, it is common to see people who have

buried themselves into their smartphones in public spaces.

Mobile phones have become inseperable part of daily life, they create a back

channel in intimate relationships by creating “a running sense of the other’s

location and situation” (Ling, 2004; p.192). It tightens intimate social bonds

while loosening non-intimate social bonds. Ling (2008) argues that mobile

phones are so common that they have become a part of interaction rituals in a

social group. “It expands the flow of interaction beyond face to face

meetings” (Ling, 2008, p.18). A person who does not join in the ongoing

back-channel is considered as breaching in ethnomethodological terms.
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According to Ling, co-present interaction and mediated interaction are

complementary sides in socialising (2008). It is observed that teenage couples

maintain mediated interaction via mobile phones all the time except during

sleeping and bathing (Ling, 2008). “It extends interaction beyond the period

of co-presence” (Ling 2008, p.128). Ling’s observation can explain the data

elicited by The Nielsen Company shown in Table 2.4. The table illustrates

that the three most used applications in smartphones is text messaging, social

media applications and instant messaging.

Just like dressing in a certain manner, usage style of mobile phones can

signify membership to a social group.  Ling found out that young users had a

common style of writing text messages (2008). They used specific

punctuation and a certain argot. The utilisation of a certain spelling required

longer steps with a mobile phone keyboard. For example, in Sweeden young

users differentiated themselves from old users by writing the letter “ӓ” instead

of “a” in text messages.

The author of the present study observed that the norms of mobile phone

usage is still evolving as smartphones diffuse every aspect of daily life, from

business to family relations to leisure. It used to be rude to place a mobile

phone on the dinner table, but today, it is considered more rude not answering

an incoming call even if it is received during a dinner.

2.5 Conclusion of Literature Review

It is clear that UX is a concept that contains dimensions of usability, but goes

beyond it. The dimensions of UX include for example emotions, hedonic

aspects, meaning of use and aesthetics. UX can be seen from a holistic

perspective, where user needs and social environment play a critical role.
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In recent publications, UX is seen in a more holistic way (Hassenzahl, 2011;

Höök, 2013). Holistic perspective implies that UX is not limited with the

interaction of user and product; but is a story, with all social and personal

expectations, aims and consequences related with product use. UX is also

related to the degree that a product fulfills human needs. Those human needs

are autonomy, stimulation, security, relatedness and competencies (Schulze

and Krömker, 2010). Similarly, UX research should consider social

environment in which usage of a product takes place. Therefore, social rituals,

lifestyle, interpersonal relationships are also relevant to UX research.

A general classification of UX dimensions can be made to simplify the

analysis of a user’s experience with a product. UX is comprised of

instrumental and non-instrumental aspects of usage. Instrumental aspects are

those that are frequently associated with usability. Instrumental aspects also

include the concept of digital ecologies (Kjeldskov, 2013) which means that a

product operates in connection to other products. Non-instrumental aspects

are related with user’s preferences, attitudes, emotions, the meaning s/he

attaches to a product, aesthetic perceptions. As well as that, a product’s design

attributes that lead to enjoyment, fun, frustrations, engagement are also non-

instrumental aspects of UX.

Apart from dimensions of UX, the temporal evolution of UX is also taken into

account (Roto et al, 2011; Luojus, 2010; Karapanos et.al, 2009). According to

this view, various dimensions of UX become dominant in different usage

stages. Usage stages are defined in various ways, although there are

commonalities among them. Before starting to use a product, there is

anticipation about usage (Karapanos et al., 2009). After usage starts, initially,

users learn about the product, try different things with it, and become familiar

with it. Karapanos et al. (2009) call this stage orientation; Carroll et al. (2002)

call it Level 1 of appropriation. Then users incorporate the product
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(Karapanos, et al., 2009) into their life. Silverstone et al. (1994) define two

layers in incorporation as, objectification and incorporation. Objectification is

related with fitting the product into space structure of a household.

Objectification may not be applicable for mobile phones. Incorporation is

fitting a product into time structure of user’s daily life. During this stage,

some new uses emerge where users invent new uses (Salovaara, 2007).

Carroll et al. (2002) call this stage Level 2 in appropriation. In the last stage,

user converts product in terms of meaning (Silverstone, et al., 1994),

identifies her/himself with the product (Karapanos et al., 2009). Carroll et al.

(2002) call this stage Level 3 in appropriation. Saga and Zmud (1994; cited in

Agarwal, 2000) define a routinization stage where it becomes the normal

thing to use a product. In fact, Saga and Zmud (1994; cited in Agarwal, 2000)

define an infusion stage after routinization, but that occurs when a product or

system diffuses into organizational structure of a company. During infusion,

uses that were not anticipated by designers might emerge. In this model,

routinization is depicted as a mid-stage in the temporal evolution of products.

However, the model is based on organizational context, such that the third

stage is diffusion of a system in the infrastructure of an organization. As a

result, routinization can be taken as a stage where a product’s usage attains a

regular regime.

The study described in the following chapters is based on a model that

represents the temporal stages in usage. The model is illustrated in Figure

2.1.7 Based on this model, user experience related findings will be developed

and elaborated.
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Figure 2.17. The Model of Temporal Stages in Usage (Based on literature

findings).

According to this model, during initiation, users start learning the product.

They try various usages that the product offers. Such usages are guided ones,

intended by design. During appropriation, users get accustomed to using

basic functions of the product, but also they try new usages, what Salovaara et

al. (2007) mentions as emerging use. In this stage, users incorporate the

product into their daily life, where they develop routines of using the product.

In routinization stage, the product becomes a meaningful object for users;

they might identify themselves with the product. Users shape the product in

accordance with their needs and use situations. Bodker and Christiansen

(2012) call this type of usage as idiosyncratic use. During the process of use,
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different instrumental and non-instrumental aspects of UX become influential.

The longitudinal study in this research explored the stages of use of

smartphones and the relevant UX dimensions that become important in each

stage.
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CHAPTER 3

3. METHODOLOGY

The focus of this thesis is the evolution of user experience over time for the

case of smart mobile phones. A research is carried out on the long-term usage

of smartphone

es over an extended period of time, in two stages. The first stage is a

longitudinal study exploring user experience of smartphones. It is found that

user experience considerably changes during the first month (Karapanos,

2010). Therefore, for this stage, three months is considered as long-term. The

second stage of the research is based on the findings of longitudinal study. In

this stage, a scale is developed for long term user experience dimensions. The

methodology was devised in order to fulfill the aim of the study, which is to

systematically inquire the evolution of UX over time. As a result of this study,

it is expected to produce a model of long-term user experience reflecting the

evolution of UX dimensions involved. The details of the methodology are

explained in the following sections.To remind, the research questions are as

follows:

1. What are the stages of evolution of UX in the long-term?

2. How do prominent UX dimensions change during long term

usage?
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3. What are the factors that initiate a new stage during the evolution

of UX?

4. Which constructs are prevalent in long term UX?

3.1 Research Structure

The research has two main stages. The first stage is longitudinal data

collection on dimensions of UX by applying three techniques, namely

Attracdiff scale, interviews and follow-up questionnaires. In the first stage, it

is aimed to reach a grounded theory of UX dimensions in the long term use of

smartphones. In the second stage, the findings of the first study are used as

input for developing a long term experience scale. The research questions and

relevant studies that aim to answer them are as follows:

1. What are the stages of evolution of UX in the long-term?

The first question requires a longitudinal, explorative research design.

Therefore, a qualitative approach is adopted. Users’ perceptions regarding

smartphone experience are elicited every two weeks for duration of three

months. The elicitation method was in-depth interviews carried out each

month, and doing follow-up telephone questionnaires in between the

interviews. In-depth interview protocol Month 1 is found in Appendix A, in-

depth interview protocol for Months 2 and 3 are in Appendix B. The follow-

up questionnaire is in Appendix C. The findings are analysed by Grounded

Theory method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

2. How do prominent UX dimensions change during long term usage?

The second question was answered by a synthesis of two methods: the

longitudinal study defined above. Grounded Theory analysis helped to

observe the evolution of UX in long term use. Secondly, the Attrakdiff2 scale
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developed by Hassenzahl (2004) was used in order to measure the change in

instrumental and non instrumental UX dimensions. The scale was applied

three times, once a month. While users filled in the scale, they were probed to

gain an understanding about the factors that caused their scores.

3. What are the factors that initiate a new stage of evolution of UX?

As a result of the qualitative methodology to be applied for the research and

the analysis of the results, it was also hoped to gain insight on the initiators of

stages of evolution.

4. Which constructs are prevalent in long term UX?

For the fourth question, a scale development study was conducted. The scale

was based on the findings of the longitudinal study.

3.2. Literature Review on Longitudinal Study

Law and Schaik (2010, p.314) claim that user experience measurement should

be “self-reported, trajectory-based and adaptive” and questionnaires,

interviews and think-alouds are important in this respect. One way of

capturing user experience is by an approach which aims to see a phenomenon

from the eyes of the user. This is called interpretive approach (Maxwell,

1996). In the interpretive approach, the researcher learns users’ language,

their terms and their accounts of behaviors. Narratives are a form of interview

that aims to see how users view the phenomenon through making them

engage in storytelling. For example, analysis of narratives focuses on how

they “set an order on the flow of experience to make sense of events and

actions in their lives” (Riessman, 1993; p.3). The important point in narratives

is that, interviews are designed as semi-structured or unstructured.
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Determination of Sample Size

Sample size in qualitative research is generally smaller, compared with

quantitative studies. In qualitative research approach interviews are continued

until a saturation point is reached. In this study, a tentative sample size

determined by the examination of similar in-depth studies. For example,

Silverstone et al. (1994) based the domestication framework on the study of

20 households; Sorensen (2006) interviewed 21 participants in a study of

mobile phone domestication in Norway. Karapanos (2009) built a model of

user experience over time on the narratives of six participants. Bodker and

Christiansen (2012) did a study on long term use of iPhones by starting with

12 users for the first interview and completed second interviews with 5 users.

Grounded Theory Analysis

Grounded Theory method was first introduced as a way to systematically

analyze qualitative data in the 1960s. After the wide acceptance of the

method, Glaser and Strauss continued their work separately, leading to two

versions in Grounded Theory method. Strauss worked with Corbin and moved

Grounded Theory towards validation and systematic analysis. Glaser on the

other hand, stayed closer to the original version and emphasized the

emergence of theory (Charmaz, 2006). According to Charmaz (2006),

Grounded Theory is widely used by quantitative researchers as well as

qualitative researchers. Grounded Theory offers flexibility, because of this

reason; researchers from varying theoretical positions adopt it in their

research (Charmaz, 2006). Researchers with a positivistic stance use

Grounded Theory as a coding technique and do not necessarily focus on the

underlying differences.
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The advantage of Grounded Theory method is that the results are ‘grounded’

in the users’ accounts. In other analysis methods, analysis is initiated by

juxtaposing theoretical categories on the data. Such methods are suitable for

the purpose of theory testing or elaboration.

In Grounded Theory analysis, it is recommended to do the first cycle of

coding with a free mind, without imposing categories from the literature. As

the codes evolve and are refined, literature is consulted for further ideas, and

they are also integrated into codes. For the purpose of this study, no pre-

defined categories about longitudinal UX could be found to apply in data

analysis. Hence, analyses are done with an ‘empty mind’ as suggested in

Grounded Theory method; and without any pre-defined UX categories.

Naturally, existing UX categories and dimensions from the literature are used

as a foundation in analyses to enhance theoretical sensitivity, but the

advantage of grounded theory approach is that, the analysts are not being

limited with known UX categories. The open coding procedure enables

construction of new themes about the subject in hand. Researchers are

explicitly cautioned to bracket their own assumptions and ‘to let the data talk

for itself’.

Open coding is a “process of breaking down, renaming, comparing,

conceptualizing and categorizing data” (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p.61).

Open coding consists of identification of variables in a narrative, labeling

them either with appropriate concepts or labeling ‘in vivo’ where user’s exact

words are written as codes. The point of coding is not to generate a summary

of narrations, but to conceptualize data in order to open new ways of thinking

and to be able to compare between different times and different users.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) make the following note for correct and incorrect

coding through an exemplary observation in a restaurant (Table x.x), where a
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lady is standing in the kitchen and (seem to be) doing activities like watching

the cooks, looking at the schedule on the wall, talking to waiters, etc. Note

that Strauss and Corbin explicitly avoid defining the lady as a ‘restaurant

manager’ before any analysis is made. The aim of the Grounded Theory

analysis is to reach beneath the taken for granted explanations and common

assumptions, and thus to have a deeper understanding of people and their

context.

Table 3.1. Correct and incorrect coding examples (Strauss and Corbin, 1990)

Incorrect coding Correct coding

Talked to the waiter Conferring

Read the schedule Information gathering

Does not interrupt the cook Unintrusiveness

The stages in Grounded Theory analysis are open coding, axial coding, and

selective coding. In open coding, attention is given to artifacts and interfaces,

people, events and their relationship with UX. The second stage in grounded

theory analysis is axial coding. In axial coding, relationships between

categories which are made in open coding are identified. Final stage is called

selective coding. A core category is identified about UX, for example,

‘usefulness’. Then the core category is related with other categories,

relationships are refined and validated.
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3.3 Methodology of the Longitudinal Study

Longitudinal study consisted of three techniques. The first was a semi-

structured interview, second was generation of statements about UX, and the

third was measuring known UX dimensions by Attrakdiff2 scale. Figure 3.2

summarises the procedure of the longitudinal study. In the figure, in-depth

interviews, follow-up questionnaires, measurement by Attakdiff2 scale and

generation of statements are illustrated on a three months schedule. Basically,

a user was contacted five times within duration of three months. Three of

them were monthly interview that lasted between forty minutes and two

hours. During each meeting, the in-depth interview, generation of statements

and Attrakdiff scale were completed. Remaining two contacts were telephone

calls for follow-up questionnaires, and they lasted between ten minutes and

half an hour. During the call, users were shortly probed about critical

incidents they mentioned during previous interviews and were asked to

construct some statements and to rate them.
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Figure 3.1 Procedure of interviews and follow-up questionnaires

3.2.1. Participant Profile

The participants in the longitudinal study are chosen among undergraduate

and graduate university students. Such a restricted sample is selected in order

to control user characteristics such as age group, education level and use

environment that highly affect UX. Recruitment activities for the interviews

included placing written announcements to METU dormitories,

announcements made through social media and informal announcements by

academics to students. Help from author’s personal contacts were also

accepted.
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The sesions took place in convenient places for participants; at university

campus or in the city center. Some of the sessions were made via video call

(Skype®) because the participants were from another city; or because they

were on a trip. The sessions lasted for approximately two hours.

During the recruitment process, three pilot users were interviewed in order to

refine the interview protocol. Pilot users were not included in the study as

they were not students. The planned sample size was 20 users. A total of 30

participants agreed to participate, but because of summer vacations, 26

participants could participate in the study. Four participants abandoned the

study after the first interview. Three participants were not available for the

second interview but completed other interviews. Two participants could not

be contacted for the last interview. As a result, the findings in the study are

based on 21 users. Eighteen participants were using a smartphone for the first

time. All the users had been using their smartphones for at most a month.

Three participants (U3, U14, U25) had previously used a smartphone. They

were included in the study as their previous smartphones were of a different

operating system. U25 had her previous smartphone stolen at the time of the

first interview. She had just bought a new one with a different operating

system. At the time of the second interview, she found her previous phone so

she decided to discontinue using the new one and switched to her old phone.

Therefore, U25 was removed from the study, but an interview was made in

order to understand the reasons for her decision to discontinue using. U23

decided to change his smartphone after the first interview. Therefore, four

interviews were made with him. Table 3.4 illustrates participant profile.

Mobile phone definitions in the table are based on The Nielsen Company

(2013) report on mobile phones.
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Table 3.2 Participant Profile

USER NO. GENDER AGE CLASS DEPARTMENT INTERVIEW PHONE PREVIOUS PHONE

U1 F 27 Master Industrial Design Samsung Galaxy S3 Multimedia phone

U2 F 28 Graduate
Nutrition and

Dietetics
Samsung Galaxy

Ace
Multimedia phone

U3 M 33 Graduate
Accounting and

Auditing
Sony Experia S Smartphone

U5 F 21 Undergraduate Informatics HTC Desire HT Feature phone

U6 M 28 Graduate Informatics iPhone 4S Feature phone

U7 M 21 Undergraduate
Mechanical
Engineering

Blackberry Curve
9300

Multimedia phone

U8 F 21 Undergraduate Econometry iPhone 4S Feature phone

U11 M 28 Master Automative Design Samsung Galaxy S3 Multimedia phone

U12 M 38 Graduate Physics
Turkcell Maxiplus 5

(Android)
Multimedia phone

U13 F 31 Graduate Industrial Design iPhone 5 Feature phone

U14 M 29 Graduate Music Samsung Galaxy S3 Smartphone

U16 F 26 Graduate Industrial Design LG Nexus 4 Multimedia phone

U17 M 28 Master
Aerospatial
Engineering

Samsung S3 Mini Multimedia phone

U18 F 24 Undergraduate Law Blackberry Colt Feature phone

U19 F 31 Graduate Industrial Design Samsung Note 2 Multimedia phone

U20 F 27 Master Chemistry HTC Desire Feature phone

U21 F 29 Graduate Graphical Design Samsung Galaxy S2 Multimedia phone

U22 F 27 Undergraduate Accounting iPhone 4S Multimedia phone

U23 M 23 Master
Mechanical
Engineering

m1: Sony Experia;
m2, m3, m4: Galaxy

Note 2
Multimedia phone

U24 F 20 Undergraduate
Physical Educatin

and Sports
Samsung Galaxy S3 Feature phone

U25 F 18 Undergraduate
Physical Educatin

and Sports

m1: Samsung
Galaxy S3; m2:

iPhone 4S
Multimedia phone

Multimedia Phone: Has touchscreen and/or QWERTY keypad, but without an advanced operating system
Feature Phone: No touchscreen and/or QWERTY keypad, and without an advanced operating system
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3.2.2 In-depth Interviews

In-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted in the first, second and

third month of usage (Appendix A, Appendix B). Therefore every user was

interviewed once a month for three months. Based on the findings from the

first interviews, new questions were formulated for second and third

interviews. In addition to that, each participant’s critical comments were

noted on the interview protocol so that they were probed in specific

participant’s later interviews or follow-up questionnaires. In this way, it was

possible to understand if certain problems were resolved, or if certain

perceptions continued to be salient. In sum, as the interviews progressed,

revisions in the question format were made and some questions were added in

parallel to the recommended practice of doing theoretical sampling in

qualitative research tradition.

Audio recordings of interviews were made and, in some instances of the

narration, photographs of interface were taken. The interviews were decoded

by using common media players and a custom-built device that enabled pedal

control for audio files. In total, approximately eighty hours of audio records

were decoded.

3.2.3 Generation of Statements

Generation of statements was done twofold. Interviewees were expected to

generate statements at the end of each interview, as well as during the follow-

up phone calls. Users were asked to summarize all their narrations into four or

five main points at the end of each interview session (Appendix A, Appendix

B). Then they were asked to rate these statements according to the level of

importance for their satisfaction. In addition to users’ statements, the

interviewer wrote a few statements on UX related points made during the
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interview. The users rated them as well. Ratings were made by giving a score

between 0 and 10. Interviewer’s statements were based on theoretical

knowledge about UX, but the users decided which of those aspects were more

important for a positive UX.

Two weeks after each interview, participants were contacted by telephone for

a 10 minute follow-up questionnaire in order to monitor the UX process in

detail (Appendix C). The things users said were written down in the form of

statements. Similar to those in the interviews, users were asked to rate each

statment according to its importance from 0 to 10. The rated statements were

then used as input for developing the long term UX scale. In addition to user

statements, findings from the Grounded Theory analysis were used as another

source in the scale development.

3.2.4 Measurement of Known UX Dimensions: Attrakdiff2

The aim of measurement was twofold: One was to measure known

dimensions of user experience over time. The other aim was to encourage the

users to comment on the known dimensions of UX. By looking at the

Attrakdiff2 scale items, they would remember any experiences that might

have been glossed or missed during the in-depth interviews. Measurement

was done by using the Attrakdiff2 scale, developed by Hassenzahl (2004).

Measurements were done in the same session with in-depth interviews, that is,

during the first, second and third months of use. Users were asked to fill in the

scale, while they were probed to explain the reasons for their scores.

Attrakdiff2 was double translated into Turkish. The first translation to Turkish

was done by the help of an academic in industrial design, then, the Turkish

version was translated back into English by a native speaking professional

translator. This new English translated version was compared to the original
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scale in order to see the changes in meaning resulting from translation. The

minor discrepancies were corrected through a revision of the Turkish

translation. The Attrakdiff2 scale and its Turkish version take place in the

interview protocols in Appendices A and B.

3.3. Analysis of Longitudinal Study

3.3.1. Interview Analysis

The analysis of user narrations in the interviews were made by recommended

procedure in Grounded Theory method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

Considering the research questions in the present study, selective coding was

done after longitudinal data was obtained. Finally, theory about UX

dimensions was reached. Exemplary open codes can be found in Appendix D.

Interview analysis was done by using computer assisted qualitative data

analysis (CAQDAS) software, namely Atlas.ti v7. An exemplary screenshot is

provided in Appendix L. After a certain stage where some refinement of

codes were achieved and some sub-categories emerged, the rest of the

analysis was done by traditional pen and paper technique, where all the codes

and sub-categories were layed on a large space, and categorized manually.

The reason for this was the inadequacy of the computer screen for being able

to display all sub-categories in one glance and to be able to move between

them.

3.3.2. Analysis of the Statements

There were approximately 800 statements gathered during the longitudinal

study. The statements were written in excel sheets in the order of elicitation

time. Then, they are grouped to form categories. Figure 3.2 illustrates an

example of analysis below.
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Figure 3.2. Analysis of statements

The order of the statements was preserved such that the temporal order of

statements could be seen during the analysis. The categorization of statements

resembled the emerging categories in Grounded Theory analysis of

interviews, however, the statements also provided some interface related

categories as well.

3.3.3. Analysis of Attrakdiff2 Scale

The analysis of Attrakdiff2 scale is made with descriptive statistics. The mean

scores of each construct in the scale in the first, second and third interviews

are calculated and standard deviations are found. Then, the mean scores for

each construct is compared to each other. Deviations from the mean are

examined by returning to narrations and comments of respective users.
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3.4 Literature Review on Scale Development

In recent years, the importance of exploring long-term experience as a UX

dimension has been acknowledged (Vermeeren, et al.,2011, Karapanos, 2010,

Luojus,  2010). In spite of some longitudinal studies on temporal aspects of

UX (Bodker and Christiansen 2012; Luojus, 2010) the dimensions of long

term experience are yet to be explored.

There are measurement studies for UX, but to author’s knowledge, none of

them focus on long term UX dimensions. (See section 2.2.3 for a review of

UX scales). Interviews provide rich information and provide a perspective to

emerging UX dimensions in the long term. A tool to measure those

dimensions can help designers in evaluating alternative designs in the market,

and have competitive advantage. Secondly, companies can measure the UX

performance of their product’s previous version regarding long-term use.

Being informed about the long-term effects of certain design decisions can

enable producers to be prepared for the future.

A good scale is based on theory and empirical data. There is scarce theory on

how users evaluate long-term UX regarding underlying dimensions, although

there are numerous studies on (present) UX dimensions. Therefore, literature

is consulted during development of scale, but no models could be used

because they lacked temporal aspects. On the other hand, as it is advised in

scale development procedures, one of the most important sources of items

should come from the target sample (DeVellis, 2003, Netemeyer, et al., 2003)

in the case of this study, users who have been using a smartphone for a long

period. Longitudinal interviews in the present study are expected to provide

empirical data for the scale development.
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Spector (2005) explains that there are two approaches to scale development:

inductive and deductive. In inductive approach, initially scale constructs are

determined and item generation is made according to those constructs. In

deductive approach, items are generated first and then constructs are

uncovered by using complex statistics like factor analysis. Deductive

approach is an exploratory approach. In the present study, the constructs are

not clear, so they could not be determined initially. Therefore, the scale is

developed by a deductive approach. As a result, an exploratory method is

used for scale development.

A measurement model is needed to be generated first. This model defines the

number and nature of dimensions of long-term UX. For this purpose

exploratory factor analysis is used, as it is recommended as suitable in

identifying constructs (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004).

3.4.1. Theoretical Overview

User experience is the resulting perceptions and responses during and after a

user performs intended activities with a product. Some of the responses, such

as heart rate can be directly observed and measured. On the other hand,

dimensions such as satisfaction of user cannot be observed directly. In order

to have an idea about users’ satisfaction, a measure is needed.  “Measures are

proxies for variables that we cannot directly observe” (DeVellis, 2003, p.14).

The phenomenon (for example, user satisfaction) that is aimed to be measured

is named as a construct. A construct is called a “latent variable (DeVellis,

2003, p.14). It is latent, because it cannot be observed directly. The true score

of a variable still cannot be measured. What is measured is some proxy that is

scientifically proved to tell something about the variable. DeVellis (2003)

gives the example of measurement of blood pressure. In measuring blood
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pressure, what a doctor measures is not the true score of the patient’s blood

pressure, it is the level of mercury in a tube. Level of mercury is the latent

variable. Measures correspond to latent variables. The value of the latent

variable is predicted by the measurement, but the actual value, the true score

is not known.

Like the level of mercury in a blood pressure measurement device, there are

items in a scale which measure a dimension. Scales include several items

corresponding to a dimension. However, a phenomenon has more than one

dimension, each dimension being measured by several items. Scales are in

fact “a family of related scales” (DeVellis 2003, p.28)

The underlying assumption of a scale is that “an item’s score is caused by the

latent variable” (DeVellis 2003 p.16), that is the construct. Therefore, there

should be a correlation between the item scores and the true score of the latent

variable. As explained above, the true score cannot be measured by a scale,

but score of the latent variable can be predicted.  The theory suggests that “if

the items of a scale have strong relationship to their latent variable, then they

will have a strong relationship to each other” (DeVellis 2003, p.28).

Therefore, observation of correlation between the items of a scale enables

making inferences about the correlation between a specific item and the latent

variable.

It is explained above that the variation of items will be caused by variation in

the latent variable. However, there might be other, unaccounted reasons for

variation as well. This is called ‘error’. It shows the discrepancy between the

true value of a latent variable and the predicted value of that latent variable.

The main assumption of a scale is that, each item should be affected equally

by the latent variable. If items are not equally affected, then it is because of

the Error.
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Reliability in a scale is the proportion of variance that is due to the true score

of the latent variable (DeVellis, 2003). The rest is because of error, the higher

the error, the less reliable a scale. Remember that if items are strongly related

with the latent variable, then they should be strongly correlated with each

other. It means all items measure the same thing. In sum, high inter-item

correlation means the scale is internally consistent.

Validity is about measuring the right thing. For example, the items might be

reliably measuring the same latent variable, for example, variable A. Whether

latent variable A is the one that the scale is devised to measure is a question of

validity. The items might be measuring a variable B instead of variable A. In

terms of user experience for example, the items might be measuring

perception of aesthetics, instead of user satisfaction. DeVellis (2003)

mentions that there are three types of validity most relevant to scale

development, namely content validity, criterion-related (predictive) validity

and construct validity. DeVellis argues against considering face validity as a

type of validity.

Content validity is about inclusion of all potential items in the domain of the

phenomenon. Basically, content validity is increased if the scale is based on a

sound theoretical knowledge of the area. DeVellis notes that if the domain of

interest is well defined, then inclusion of all possible items is easy. On the

other hand, if the domain is not well defined as it is in user experience, then

expert opinion is sought. Domain experts should be consulted to review the

items for relevance and also to check if there are overlooked dimensions

(DeVellis, 2003; Netemeyer et al., 2003). Thirdly, Netemeyer et al. (2003)

recommend the population of interest as a source of items.  In the present

study, in addition to literature review, the source of items is the target
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population, that is, interviews with smartphone users. Numerous items are

generated from user’s authentic sentences.

Criterion related validity is about the prediction of variance. For example,

frequency of use might predict user satisfaction. Criterion related validity is

not about a scientific relationship between items and latent variable. It is the

strength of the empirical relationship between the items and the latent

variable. The traditional index for criterion validity is correlation coefficient

(DeVellis, 2003).

Construct validity is the “theoretical relationship of a variable to other

variables” (DeVellis, 2003, p.53). In terms of scale development, a construct’s

measure should ‘behave’ in accordance to its relationship with other

constructs. The type of expected behavior is determined by theories in the

relevant domain. In user experience for example, theory suggest that

perceived efficiency is inversely related with perceived complexity, directly

related with perceived ease of use and has no relation with perceived

aesthetics. Then when the construct of efficiency is concerned, its measure

(the item scores) should have a negative correlation with measure of

perceived complexity, positively with measure of ease of use and should have

no correlation with measure of aesthetics. Although correlations are examined

in evaluation of both criterion related validity and construct validity, their

difference lies in the aim of the researcher.

3.4.2 The Design of a Scale

The design of scale consists of deciding on the item format, its response set

and optimal number of items that should be included in the tentative scale.

Recommendations for item format are provided by DeVellis (2003) as

follows:
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 Items should be as short as possible, without refraining from

expressiveness. Lengthy items distract participants as well as bore

them. Too short items pose the risk of not being understood properly.

Therefore, an optimum length should be sought.

 Items should be able to express their meaning in a lower reading

difficulty level. It should be kept in mind that not everyone in the

target population has a high education or high literary comprehension

level. Complex sentences or sentences which have double negative

expressions should be avoided.

 An item should contain solely one idea. Double barreled items should

be avoided. For example, “I support civil rights because discrimination

is a crime against God” (DeVellis, 2003, p.67) is a double barreled

item.

 Items should be grammatically unambiguous. Sometimes, the place of

the pronouns can twist the meaning of a sentence. For example

“former state representative” might mean the representative of a

former state, or the former representative of a state.

 Items should mean only one thing. The possibility of secondary

meanings should be taken into account.

There is a debate as to whether all the items should be positively worded.

Negatively worded items have the advantage of pointing to the absence or low

level of an intended construct (Netemeyer, 2003). For example, an item such

as “the smartphone interface lacks proper shortcuts” is a negatively worded

item and it points to the lack of efficiency in advanced usage. Another reason

for adding negatively worded items are to avoid automatic fill-ins by the

participants without considering the specific meaning of an item. Also,

presence of negative items is believed to reduce affirmation bias or agreement

bias, checking towards the positive side without considering a specific items’

meaning (DeVellis, 2003, Netemeyer, et al., 2003).
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Netemeyer et al. (2003) and DeVellis (2003) recommend that initially, for

each construct, as many items as possible should be generated. Netemeyer et

al. note that item redundancy helps to tap a construct differently. Therefore,

wording and grammatical changes should be made to generate different items,

which have similar but slightly different meanings. Items with different

wordings which have the same meaning are useless and just create wording

redundancy (Netemeyer et al., 2003). In addition, Netemeyer et al. warn that

items with similar meanings increase inter-item correlation without increasing

content validity.

Redundancy of items pose a cost: cooperation of respondent. The longer a

scale, the lower the response rate. There are no set rules for item number,

(Netemeyer, et al., 2003) as it is a trade-off between validity and feasibility.

Naturally, multi-dimensional scales need higher number of items (Netemeyer,

et al.2003).  Netemeyer et al. and DeVellis advise that it is preferable to be

over-inclusive rather than under-inclusive in item generation. Netemeyer et al.

generated 110 initial items for a scale measuring family-work and work-

family conflict (2003).

The choice of response format is also a question of optimization. A scale

measures variance, therefore, the responses should be permitted to vary

(DeVellis, 2003). Dichotomous response formats such as true/false or yes/no

permit low variance. A scale is desired to have unbalanced distribution in

responses, in other words, there should be enough variance in the scores

(Netemeyer, et al., 2003). A response format permitting little variance leads to

low covariance. Multichotomous scales permit more variance. In general,

response formats vary between 3 and 11 scale points. In Netemeyer et al.’s

experience,  five or seven-scale points are adequate. Note that, the higher the

number of scale points, the more confused the respondent. A second choice in
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response format should be made between even or odd number of scale points

.An even number forces the respondent to state an opinion. Whereas an odd

number allows a neutral point. Netemeyer et al. (2003) claim that for some

items, a neutral response would be valid. For example an item about ease of

use, a neutral response can be valid. Considering the above arguments, a 5-

point scale is adopted for the present study.

3.4.3 Analysis of Tentative Scale

3.4.3.1 Expert Evaluation

DeVellis (2003) and Netemeyer et al. (2003) emphasize the importance of

domain experts in scale development, especially in under-defined domains

like user experience. In the first stages of a scale, it is highly advised in the

literature that as many items as possible should be generated and little should

be eliminated during expert evaluation. DeVellis (2003) recommends asking

experts about the theoretical fitness of dimensions in a scale, as well as the

missing dimensions in the evaluated scale.

3.4.3.2 Factor Analysis

Exploratory Factor Analysis is used to identify underlying dimensions in a

scale (Netemeyer et al., 2003, Lavie and Tractinsky 2004). Second usage is to

reduce item number so that remaining items increase the explained variance in

the scale (Netemeyer, et al., 2003). Note that once a redundant item pool is

generated, the rest of the steps in scale development aim to reduce the number

of items to a feasible point. Netemeyer et al. (2003) claim that typically,

exploratory factor analysis is done by employing principal components factor

analysis method. Another method is common factor analysis. However,
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Netemeyer et al. claim that the results of the two methods are quite similar,

particularly when number of items exceed 30.

The number of factors to be extracted is determined according to various

criteria. Netemeyer et al. (2003) provide several guiding criteria. A rule of

thumb is to eliminate items which have eigenvalues less than 1 (Kaiser-

Guttman criterion). Eigenvalue shows the amount of variance accounted by a

component and sum of all eigenvalues is equal to the item number. An item

with less than 1 eigenvalue means, it accounts for less variance than other

items. Therefore, that item is eliminated. However, as it is always the main

criteria in scale development, if an item is considered to have theoretical

value, then it can be kept for later tests. Netemeyer et al. suggest that

eigenvalues should be used as a guide, not as a rule.

Another rule of thumb for factor extraction is scree test. A scree test shows

eigenvalues. It looks like an L shaped curve. The factors on the part where the

slope approaches zero and the ‘elbow’ of the L are kept. As a rule of thumb,

the factors below the elbow explain little variance, so they can be deleted.

Especially for principal component analysis, this rule of thumb is useful. For

common factor analysis, a more careful approach toward deletion is

recommended. A third rule of thumb is looking at the number of items that

load on a factor. Loadings that are above .40 are considered substantial,

loadings above .50 are considered as significant. It is suggested that, a factor

is identified with at least three items with high loadings.

The basic aim of scale development procedure is to have a simple structure. It

means, items load highly on a minimum number of factors as possible. For

this purpose, rotation method is used. Rotation makes factors more

interpretable, so that item elimination more meaningful. The most common

rotation is VARIMAX as it shows simple structure.
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In sum, Netemeyer et al. (2003) explain that the decision to eliminate an item

should be based on theory and common sense of the researcher. The rules of

thumb explained above should be taken as guides. An item with a content

validity can be kept although it does not satisfy the above criteria.

3.5 Methodology of Scale Development

This section explains in detail the steps taken in developing the scale. The

summary of followed methodology is presented in Figure 3.3. Initially, a

literature review is made to examine present scales related with UX. No UX

scales regarding UX in the long-term are found. As well as that, it is found

that the dimensions of UX are defined loosely and there is no commonly

agreed understanding of measurable constructs regarding UX.  Therefore, the

scale is decided to be constructed on a deductive fashion. The findings of the

longitudinal study are used as a basis for item generation. After generation of

items, domain experts are consulted for evaluation of items. According to

their recommendations and evaluative scores, some items are eliminated.

Then data is collected to form a sample of 471 responses. The response scores

are reversed for negative questions. Floor and ceiling effects are examined.

Then item-remainder coefficients and Cronbach’s alpha are analysed in item

analysis phase. Based on the results, more items are eliminated. In the last

step, an Exploratory Factor Analysis is made in order to explore the possible

dimensions in long-term UX.
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Figure 3.3 Steps in scale development.
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3.5.1 Item Generation

In the interviews and follow-up questionnaires, user statements about their

experience with their newly acquired smartphones were elicited. In total,

approximately ten statements were elicited during each interview or follow-up

questionnaire. The statements were used as an input for item generation.

Additional items were generated to correspond to analytical constructs which

were informed by the interview analyses.

The stataments were both positive and negative comments about experience

with the phone. In parallel with users’ statements, scale items were both

negatively and positively worded. Item generation commenced with

approximately 800 statements and interview quotations which were made

from the interview excerpts. Then, similar statements/quotations were

merged, but terminology of users were kept in original. Statements regarding

the users’ initial experiences were eliminated. The criterion for elimination

was the duration of the situation or perception mentioned in the statements.

For example, if users still mentioned pleasure of discovery in the second or

third interview, then statements pointing to discovery were kept as a source

for item generation. On the other hand, many users explained in the second or

third interview that certain issues had changed since the beginning of their

experience. Such issues were not considered as an item source. In sum, the

items were those which corresponded to long term experience.

As mentioned earlier, the dimensions in long-term user experience are an

understudied area. In this case, literature could not be utilized as the direct

source of item generation, but literature provided a fundamental lens in

separating UX related statements from statements that could be studied as a

subject of sociology.
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A deductive approach was adopted in scale development. It is not advised to

reach a preliminary conclusion about constructs of a phenomenon, as the

constructs should be based on data from a large sample. The process of scale

development is based on generation of as many items as possible and then

reducing them by testing and re-testing in large samples. Therefore,

statements were grouped into two highly general aspects in user experience:

instrumental qualities and non-instrumental qualities. The mentioned aspects

were based on literature. In the light of the abovementioned criteria, 115 items

were generated for expert review. The items submitted to experts are given in

Appendix E, with English translations.

A 5-point scale was adopted for the study. A reason for the choice of item

format was that the higher the number of scale points, the more confused may

the respondent be. A second decision in response format was made between

even and odd number of scale points. An even number forces the respondent

to state an opinion, whereas an odd number allows a neutral point. For

example for an item about ease of use, a neutral response is valid. Items were

worded both positively and negatively, in order to include a lack of a product

quality.

3.5.2 Expert Evaluation

User experience is a newly establishing discipline, domain experts, especially

who has more than 10 years of experience is rare. The items were evaluated

by three domain experts, two of them having more than 10 years of

experience. They were requested to evaluate the items from two aspects: The

first was the format of the item, which referred to wording, grammar and

clarity of meaning. They were given instructions regarding proper wording of

items, similar to the one explained by DeVellis (2003). Second aspect for

evaluation was the theoretical relevance of items with user experience.
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Experts gave rating scores between 0-10. Experts were also provided a space

for comments related with format corrections and theoretical suggestions. As

a result of expert review, 115 items were reduced to 92. The elimination

3.5.3 Data collection

Life of a smartphone is approximately one or two years, depending on the

producer company. New models with new technological capabilities are

introduced to market each year or every two years. This fact has implications

on users’ long-term experience as well.

Interview findings in the present study indicate that as new product models

are introduced, users perceive their phones as old, low-technology, less useful

or even, obsolete. Therefore, long-term user experience can be fully

understood if the length of product life cycle is considered while choosing the

target population. On the other hand, the aim of the present study is to explore

possible UX dimensions. For this reason the sample consisted of users with

varying length of usage period. Brand and model of smartphones were not

confined in order to enhance the representativeness of the scale.

Netemeyer et al. (2003) claim that for exploratory factor analysis, the

suggested sample size is 200 to 300. Another recommendation is determining

the sample size so that there will be 5 to 10 respondents per item. There were

92 items in the tested scale.

The prospective scale was distributed through an online survey server,

www.surveymonkey.com. The scale was promoted through social media sites

and among university students and staff. A total of 411 responses were

received, but 171 of them had missing questions. As a second source, the

same questionnaire was distributed in paper format in Ankara, Turkey. The
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responses were collected in central locations in districts of Çankaya and

Yenimahalle. The surveyors got permission from Governorship of Ankara.

There were a total of 230 respondents. Questions in the scale were rotated in

four groups. As a result, the sample size on which the analyses were based is

471.

An optimum regarding the two criteria is satisfied for sample size. In other

words, there were approximately 5 respondents per item and the

recommended minimum sample size of 300 is highly justified.

3.5.4 Item Analysis

First of all, items are inspected for floor and ceiling effect, to make sure they

had relatively high variance. In order to inpect this, mean scores and standart

deviations of each item’s scores is examined so see if there are any items that

has means near the extremes of the range, that is, mean scores that equal to 1

or 5, in the 5-point Likert scale and low standart deviations. None of the items

were found to be problematic in this respect.

Before proceeding further, negative items were reversed. There were 24

negative items in total. The scores were reversed by applying the formula

below, where n is the maximum score in the response set:

Reversed score = (n+1) – score

Thirdly, item-remainder coefficients are computed using SPSS statistical

software. Items with correlations below .40 were eliminated.
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3.5.5 Factor Analysis

Exploratory Factor Analysis was used to identify underlying dimensions in a

scale (Netemeyer et al., 2003; Lavie and Tractinsky 2004). Therefore,

exploratory factor analysis was made by principal component analysis

method. The number of factors to be extracted was decided according to three

rules of thumb that are commonly used in scale development (Netemeyer et

al., 2003; Spector, 1992). The first rule of thumb is the Kaiser-Guttman

criterion, which is eliminating the factors with eigen-values less than 1.

Second is eliminating the items with factor loadings less then .50. The third

rule of thumb is considering the factors which are loaded with at least three

items. It is suggested that the abovementioned rule of thumbs are used in

combination. In addition, Spector (1992) strongly suggests that the final

decision for elimination or retention of items and factors should be based on

theoretical relevance.
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CHAPTER 4

4. FINDINGS OF LONGITUDINAL STUDY

This chapter presents the findings of longitudinal study, before a theoretical

model is proposed In this regard, the findings of the first, second and third

interviews are presented as well as the user statements collected in between

the interviews. Therefore, UX during the first, second and third months are

presented in the following sections. The sub-categories are given in Appendix

K.

4.1 Findings Regarding UX in the First Month

This section presents the analysis of UX related narrations of users during the

first month of usage.

4.1.1 Used Functions and Use Purposes

During the interviews, users were asked to tell about the purposes for which

they use their smartphones, including the applications they had downloaded.

The main sub-categories of functions used in the first month are basically the

default features of the smartphones such as camera and GPS/navigation aid.

As well as that, pre-loaded applications for web browsing, mail

syncronisation, applications related with music, games and
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calendars/organisers/reminders were put into use. Users also downloaded

social media apps, online communication apps and synchronized their mail

accounts. They mentioned watching TV series and viewing online videos. In

the first interviews, it seemed that users were discovering the capabilities of

the device and the things that it enables. Therefore, not many diverse

applications were mentioned.

As for use purposes, users defined more abstract use purposes such as helping

friends, killing time, as an antidote to loneliness, as part of a common activity,

getting involved in a communication channel with other smartphone users,

staying up-to-date, following social media, as a supportive tool for hobbies

and lastly, for supporting activities in the office or school.

Users emphasized the relationship of the smartphone with their computer.

This is because the device offers synchronization with many computer

softwares. Users started to use smartphones and computers as a substitute to

each other. For example, U11 told that he downloaded computer software

from his smartphone when his wi-fi was broken. Then, he transferred the

software to his computer by connecting the smartphone with the cable. U2

said her goal in purchasing a smartphone was to avoid carrying her notebook

around. She thought a smartphone could be a substitute to a computer in many

ways. Similarly, U3, U6, U14, U21 said they used their smartphone as a

substitute for computer. The main motivation behind substitution was the

practicality of a smartphone. U3 said “I don’t want to go next to the computer,

wait until it is fully turned on, etc.” Likewise, users substituted smartphones

for mp3 player, home stereo, a modem and sometimes even television. As a

consequence to substitution, a main source of positive or negative UX

appeared to be the synchronization, compatibility and file sharing capabilities

of smartphone operating sytem with that of users’ computers.
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Users were asked to tell their story from decision to buy a smartphone to the

way they use their current device. Most users interviewed were acquainted

with smartphones as they observed their friends while they used a

smartphone. Also, some users said it was common to try out their friend’s

smartphones. One user, U8 said they did online shopping for her by using her

cousin’s smartphone. Therefore, a smartphone interface came as no surprise

for some users, while it was a novel experience for others.

The choice of a specific smartphone model depended on many criteria:

technical specifications such as memory and chip power, the operating system

and battery life. In addition, users mentioned the influence of

recommendations of friends and family. Users had certain expectations about

the way they would use the device. They expected to be able to have a

constant connection to the internet, ability to check e-mails frequently, and

being able to participate continuously in the communication channel in the

office. U11 and U12 mentioned the apps he saw in friends’ smartphones, and

he expected to use the same app when he acquired a smartphone. U3

mentioned the general expectations he read in the user community forums:

current users in the forums expected the launch of the new interface; the word

was that it would offer a revolutionary use experience. Thus, he was happy

that his smartphone had the technical capacity to upgrade to a newer version

of the operating system.

After acquisition of a smartphone, there are some basic operations that need to

be made. These are opening of a user account where a password protects the

users from accidental payments, setting the language and country of

residence, carrying the contact numbers from the old phone, et cetera. In

addition, users purchased internet packages. Such operations were either

completed at the point of purchase by the sales personnel, or users did them

themselves. Users also sysncronised their online accounts with the phone.
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These were e-mail accounts, social media accounts, data storage accounts,

calendar accounts and any other account that users were accustomed to use in

their computers. This can be seen as moving into a new house. Next, some

users replicated the customisations they had in their previous phones. For

example, U2 put the same image to the new desktop and set the same Elvis

Presley song as ring tone in her new device. U21 was frustrated when she

realized that the new phone re-arranged the grouping of contacts’ information

in the phone book. Moving in also included downloading of music, rewriting

critical notes to notepad in the new phone. U6 said he started to replace his

paper organizer with smartphone’s notepad and calendar. In the beginning,

users utilized the functions that they were already acquainted with from the

computer or from their old phone.

Some users started discovering and adapting new functions that the

applications offer, whereas it can be said that some stayed in the basic level of

usage. U2 said her use was limited to internet browsing, mail and social

media, alarm and instant messaging. U2’s usage is highly contrasting with

U1’s usage; U1 had already changed the whole interface of the smartphone

within a week of initiating usage. The difference between users in terms of

usage levels during the first month pointed to the necessity of creating a code

category representing user types.

4.1.2 Learning

Learning category is about operation of the smartphone interface, that is, how

to do the tasks users needed to do. Findings about searching, downloading and

trying out the apps are categorized under discovery (Section 4.1.3).
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4.1.2.1 Learning methods

Users had different strategies for learning the interface. Some were already

acquainted with the smartphone interfaces, because it was common among

university students to pass phones between eachother during lectures. Users

who were interested in discovering a smartphone could easily put their hands

on various models owned by their peers. More enthusiastic users said they

used to spend their sparetime in smartphone selling points in order to examine

various models. Again, depending on the user type, some users had never

been interested in a smartphone interface before, so they had no prior

knowledge when they acquired one. In this case, they got help from the shop

assistant at first, and then from friends and family members. U2 and U8 said

they were frustrated during learning and getting accustomed to the new

device.

A major source for learning the new interface was friends and acquaintances

who had a similar model with that of user. Users asked how to do certain

tasks to the people near them. U7 thought he could have learned better, if his

friends had a similar phone. Now he had to learn everything all by himself,

which slowed down the process.

Internet, especially user communities were mentioned as a major source of

help in learning the interface. Only U8 mentioned reading the user’s manual.

U8 said she was not an active user of internet herself, although she did online

shopping. However, she shopped with her cousin, using the cousin’s

smartphone and account. U8 can be said to be a secondary user (Hackos and

Redish, 1998); since while she sported the utilities of smartphone, she did not

handle it herself. Another source of help came from family members, friends

and acquaintances. U23 said people came to his office to ask for help about

their smartphones, as they saw him as an expert in electronic devices. Apart
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from that, it seemed in a social gathering, conversations were frequently about

comparing smartphones and solving how to do tasks with a smartphone.

Learning strategies included trying out fictious scenarios with smartphone.

For example, U3 said he frequently imagined tasks and tried them out with his

new device, such as connecting the device to the play console, etc. Apart from

trying out imagined tasks, users said they were very involved with their

phone, and that this caused jokes among other people around. U13 and U11

said they even brought the device into the bathroom. U20 said now she looked

like the very people she mocked for being glued to their phones.

U11 had a different strategy in learning: he turned off all the advanced

settings until he felt comfortable with the basic operation of the phone. Then

he gradually turned on advanced settings, such as motion controlled

commands.

4.1.2.2 Stages in learning process

There are some distinctive stages observed in the learning process. Users were

chosen among first time smartphone users. Therefore, they had little

experience in doing many tasks, even if they had the opportunity to try out

friend’s phones.

U2, U7, U8, U12, U14 mentioned that they had an orientation stage with the

new interface. When probed, it became obvious that they were trying to do the

tasks with the same steps they were accustomed to, from the previous phone,

or from the computer interfaces. For example, U2 had no problem in setting

ring tone since the new phone enabled the same sequence of interaction steps

with her old phone. However she had problem in finding out how to start

browsing the internet. U8 said she literally cried in the first days of usage, as
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she could not find out how to make phone calls with the new interface. In

addition to learning the correct steps in accomplishing tasks, some users had

difficulty with the touchscreen controls. U5, U14, U21 mentioned doing

unintended actions while operating the touchscreen. The unintended actions

included making accidental calls or opening wrong menus. U7 had to un-learn

the terminology of interface, as the menu names in his old phone did not

match with those in his new phone. The orientation stage can be said to be

overcome when users un-learned the old way of navigating in the interface.

Learning process continued with accidental discoveries as well. Some

discoveries came as good surprises others, as negative incidents. U7 learned

setting the volume when he received a loud call in 6:30am.

Apart from interaction style, users needed to learn the interface architecture.

U11, U12, U14 said they were frustrated because they could not grasp the

places of things such as menus and apps and the differences between the

interface elements such as widgets, apps, menus, desktop pages, shortcuts, et

cetera. For example, U20 said she ‘lost’ the newly downloaded files. U1 and

U7 said they could not find some of the applications in the interface. In this

case, the search function became as a savior, and turned an otherwise

negative UX into a positive one.

Once users learned the basic tasks they needed to do with the phone, they

started to customize the interface. U1 and U11 enthusiastically explained the

ways they arranged widgets and shortcuts, as well as arranging multimodal

interaction settings. U1 even changed the interface of the phone with another

one.

Some users quit the functions they perceived as hard to learn: U8 did not load

her music into phone to avoid learning syncronisation with its special
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programme. U5 used her old phone’s alarm function until she got used to

setting the alarm sounds of new the phone.

The time it takes a user to learn the interface depends on the motivation of a

user. U2 said she quit learning new things after the first week because she got

bored. U11 was still enthusiastic about the advanced settings he learned

during the second month. U1 learned many aspects of the interface by

watching other users’ videos available on the Internet, before she purchased

the phone.

4.1.3 Discovery

Discovery is about finding out the potential activities that a smartphone

enables. Users find out various applications and they way they can be utilized

in everyday life. During the first interviews, users mentioned that they were

almost glued to their phones in the beginning. The reason for this is partly

because they were in the process of discovering the things that can be done

with a smartphone.

The main source of discovery seems to be friends, as they recommend the

apps they use. Another common source is browsing the application databases

(stores) and reviews. U13 downloaded an application specifically designed for

discovering new applications. The application recommended most popular

applications of the day, most downloaded apps, and so on.

There are two sides for discovery: discovering an activity that the phone

enables, and the discovery of the appropriate application that helps doing that

activity. Discovering the activity and its relavant application is an iterative

process. U3, U11 and U12 imagined some functions, and then searched for it.

Users downloaded many applications just to try. Users also mentioned they
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downloaded and tried out some apps in case they need it in the future. They

were being ready for potential needs. Many applications were downloaded

just for trial. Other applications were discovered because of a contingency: for

example when the user was looking for an open pharmacy at night, when

there needed to calculate a taxi fare, et cetera.

Discovery category consists of two sub-categories: transfer of existing

activities of user to the phone and emergence of new activities. Transferring

the existing activities involves switching to doing certain activities with the

phone. For example, U19 said she started to edit photos with the phone,

instead of using photo editing software on the computer. U8 switched to doing

online shopping from the phone. Emergence of new activities is a result of

smartphone offerings such as navigation functions, instant image sharing,

online communication applications and the like. U11 started writing instant

messages as it is very easy and can deliver a range of files including images

and voice. U7 was very happy about the conference call function of the

smartphone, as his closest friends used it frequently. U1, U5, U7, U8, U12,

U14 mentioned navigation functions as a very useful new thing in their daily

life. U1 said she used to get lost in the city before her smartphone. U8 said

she started to read newspapers during breakfast and she found it as an

indulging experience.

All the users enthusiastically explained the discoveries they made with the

new phone, except U2. U2 said her interest in the phone faded out after the

first week, now she did not search for and discover anything. After

discovering many activities and many applications, some users held a

perception that “there is an application for everything” as U1 put it. U5, U8

and U12 said they did not plan to download any new applications, but they

expected they could find new applications when a need emerges.
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When asked about their future plans, some users mentioned acquiring new,

useful habits because of the smartphone: U2 and U7 said they wished to start

using organizer functions regularly. U12 wanted to gain a new skill:

application coding.

4.1.4 Factors Leading to Positive and Negative UX

UX is closely related with the above stages of use purposes, learning and

discovery categories. The factors leading to positive or negative UX are

grouped under a separate category, but they were expressed as users narrated

the things they do with their smartphones, the things they liked or disliked

about it and the incidents they found important.

Users told that they compared their smartphone interfaces, technical aspects

and supported applications with other people’s smartphones. The result of this

comparison led to the formation of positive or negative perceptions in one’s

own smartphone. Also, four users expressed their satisfaction or

dissatisfaction with the new smartphone as they compared similar tasks they

did with both phones. Therefore, if the new phone enabled the same task in an

easier fashion, or if the new phone offered an advanced version of the same

function, then it created positive UX.

4.1.4.1 Negative UX

In the beginning phases of use, users who had difficulty in learning the

interface can be said to have negative UX. However, it did not affect the

overall satisfaction with the phone unless the learning problems were solved.

Similarly, some interfaces were perceived as hard to learn in the beginning.

This led users to take some discretionary acts, such as U11 turning off the

advanced functions related with multimodal inputs. Lack of guidance from the
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interface was mentioned by U8, when she could not start using the basic

functions of the smartphone because she did not open a user account. U12

said he was disappointed in the learning phase, but it passed as he managed to

learn the interface. U5 could not find how to set an alarm and it caused her to

be late to school. However, in the end of the interviews when users were

asked to make an overall evaluation of their experience with the phone, such

negative experiences seemed to be forgotten.

On the other hand, users expressed higher frustration when they perceived the

interface as cumbersome. This factor was expressed in the third month, when

users were more confident about themselves, and when they did not blame

themselves. In the first month, U1 had become an expert in the interface, so

she perceived any difficulty in interaction as a deficit in the interface, rather

than her lack of knowledge.

Another source of negative UX appeared as users adopted to use a

touchscreen. A touchscreen needs constant attention of user, in contrast to

keypad inputs. Also it is prone to accidental touches. U14, U21, U23 and U24

mentioned that it was harder to write on a touchscreen, and they sent awkward

messages frequently. U8 and U14 mentioned they had hard time with the

touchscreen as they accidentally touched wrong areas of the screen and then

could not find their way back to the previous menus. U14 expressed this

problem as “the touchscreen is too touchy”. U21 made unintended calls to

people at inappropriate times, or to people she was not close with, so it

created embarassing incidents.

Another negative UX that affected overall perception of the smartphone was

the ergonomic relationship of the device with user’s hand. U11 and U14

needed to make calls with single hand. They had to call people from the car,
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when they were out walking and in other situations where they did not have

both hands free.

Update alert caused inconvenience for U8 and U13. U13 said she felt she had

to make updates all the time, and this distracted her. U8 said she deleted

applications which needed frequent updates. U8 expressed a negative aspect

related with the lack of file sharing feature with other smartphones. She

wanted to transfer a photo to her friend’s phone, but her phone did not have

the right feature for that. So she had to send it online.

As for aesthetic considerations, interface design and interaction design were

mentioned as a source of disappointment. Some of the smartphone interfaces

were seen to be lacking beauty and appeal. U1 changed the interface with a

more appealing one. U11 said the phone could have a better looking interface,

but it is compensated by its highly customizable architecture.

Resource management was mentioned by all the users as a negative aspect of

smartphones. It is about managing the battery life until a user has access to

electrical power source or a computer. During the first month, users said they

were using their phones excessively while they tried to learn the interface or

while they searched and tried out new appliacations. The battery drained out

during the day, when users were at school. U6 specifically expressed the high

level of frustration related with battery life. The strategies for extending the

battery power was turning off navigation applications, or even turning of

Internet connection. Having to turn off useful applications of the Internet is

contrasting with the main purpose of a smartphone. Those smartphones that

enabled battery monitoring were frequently mentioned as a useful aspect of

the device. A secondary resource that is managed is data use. U12 said he quit

using applications that consume too much data. Users searched for wi-fi

connections whenever possible.
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In the first month, two users, U6, U13 and U20 mentioned their concern about

being glued to their phone, even among friends. They perceived themselves as

not being social. In later months, they said they were less glued to their

phones.

In the first month, users were still enthusiastic about their devices. It is

observed that users were inclined to tolerate many problems. For example,

U11 was unhappy with the aesthetics of the interface but he perceived it as a

minor negativity compared to the benefits the smartphone offered. U12

tolerated the break downs by saying that he was over using the device. U21

was frustrated about the errors occurred while adapting to using the

touchscreen but she concluded that other menus were easier to operate with a

touchscreen. U1 justified the low battery life with the large size of the screen

her device had.

4.1.4.2 Positive UX

The factors related with positive UX can be categorized into two groups: the

solutions to problems mentioned in the previous section and other factors.

The first impression of some users was that their device enabled a vast

potential of activities. U12 expressed this as a smartphone being an “endless

ocean”. U3, U14 and U23 enthusiastically explained the things that the

smartphone enables, even though they did not try them yet. It was the

potential that created a preliminary positive experience.

Ease of learning the interface was mentioned as a satisfactory aspect.

Depending on the model of the device, and the type of user, some users had
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difficulty, others felt comfortable in learning. All users mentioned learning as

a negative or positive factor in satisfaction during the first interviews.

After one gets used to touchscreen and has learned to do necessary tasks, the

practicality of the interface is revealed. U1 and U11 appreciated that the

interface offered alternative paths for doing a task. U11 said that the best part

of the device is that it permits him to set his own shortcuts. Also, ease of

reaching to settings menu was mentioned as a positive aspect by U7, U11 and

U14.

Clarity of the settings, and the ease of manipulating them were also mentioned

by U1, U16, U23, U24, as a positive experience, especially in case of resource

management. The device had a problem, but it also offered a remedy as it

allowed the user to manage it. U5 made distinction between critical tasks and

casual tasks, and she turned off the functions related with casual tasks when

she needed to economize on the battery. Another positive experience occurred

when U3 and U14 discovered the privacy settings.

U1, U3, U7 and U21 were satisfied with the size of the device, as it fitted their

hand comfortably. U7 said larger size phones were not fit for trouser pockets.

Interface aesthetics, and interaction style created a major reason for

engagement. U6, U13, U19, U21, U22 mentioned the beauty of the icons, the

engaging transitions between menus as an aspect that led them to play with

the phone. U19 and U6 mentioned they were stumbling upon little surprises in

the interface, for example when they discovered new gestures.

The smartphones are used in conjunction with other systems. As it is seen in

the previous sections, major use purpose of a smartphone is to be connected to

other people, to school or to work. Therefore, it is important that the

smartphone supports many file formats, many programs that users frequently
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use and other devices that they are connected to, such as computers, cars and

other smartphones. Apart from being an important source of positive UX, the

capability of seamless integration seems to be a selection criterion as well, as

U1, U3, U11, U12 and U24 explicitly expressed.

U7, U11, U13, U21 and U22 mentioned that they were now a part of

smartphone world, where most of their friends were already inhabitants. The

main reason was the communication possibilities the smartphone applications

offered. Also, U11 mentioned that he could participate in the conversations

that he was exluded from before owning a smartphone.

Finally, users expressed that smartphone created a big change in their life. U6

and U13 were enthusiastic about the functions offered by their phones and

they said they would feel lost without it. U11 and U12 said they would have

purchased a smartphone years ago if they knew about its positive effects on

their life. They both said they felt the loss of years without the comfort of

owning a smartphone. This can be seen as being attached to the functions of

the device. U6, U7 and U11 said the smartphone made them feel secure, as

they could reach information quickly and act on it. For example, U6 needed to

make an emergency payment when he was out of reach of a bank or a

computer. He accomplished it with his phone.

4.2 Findings Regarding UX in the Second Month

This section presents the analysis of UX related narrations of users during the

second month of usage.
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4.2.1 Idea of Contingency Discovery

It is observed that discovery of applications continued into the second month

of usage albeit with a slowed pace. U3, U6, U7 and U12 mentioned one new

application they discovered in the second month. U1, U2, U21 said they do

not make many discoveries anymore. One of the reasons for slowing down of

discoveries was observed to be the emergence of a trust towards instant

discoveries. Users thought that they could find and download an application

whenever and wherever they felt a need. For example U3 and U12 said they

knew that a certain application existed but did not bother to download it now.

4.2.2 Shaping of Usage

After initial learning and discovery of many applications, users started doing

two things with the smartphone: they widened and deepened the tools for their

activities on the device. Widening usage happens as users discover numerous

complemantary applications for an activity. For example, U12 downloaded

alternative Internet browsers, each having a different advantage. For example,

U6, U20 and U21 mentioned they varied the communication applications in

their phone. U21 said the best part of a smartphone was that it enabled her to

be able to use alternative communication channels with other people, the

device did not limit the channel and she could communicate with people with

different smartphone models.

On the other hand, deepening usage happened as users started to do the tasks

in a more efficient way or used specialized functions or applications for the

activities they did before. For example, U12 started to use an Internet browser

which enabled monitoring data consumption. U6 was using notepad for the

things to remember, but in the second month he switched to using

notifications. U6 started to use specialized applications for purchasing flight
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tickets. U3 connected the online calendars he used with the one in the

smartphone and synchronized it with all his devices, the laptop and

smartphone.

It is also mentioned that users had many applications that they had

downloaded out of curiosity but did not use anymore. U12 named those

applications as “dying applications”. U1 and U11 said they had numerous

applications that were downloaded but never used once. It can be said that

usage started to stabilize in the second month.

Stabilized usage included formation of certain activities that a user does with

the smartphone. Instant acquisition of information is one of the things that

users mentioned as almost an addiction. Similarly, U2, U3, U6, U7, U11

mentioned that they got used to using their smartphone as a remedy for

avoding idleness in many situations, such as during travelling or waiting.

Other things mentioned were using the smartphone as an organizer and as an

alarm clock.

Users were observed to having started doing new activities that they did not

do before the acquisition of a smartpone. U6 opened a social media account,

U11 started to communicate via messaging, U7 and U14 started taking photos

in everyday life. This phenomenon can be called emerging use.

4.2.3 The Interface

Smartphones are designed for customization. As usage progresses, users

change the place of applications, create shortcuts, change the settings or delete

useless applications in the interface. This can be seen as a house keeping

activitiy. House keeping goes hand in hand with advanced usage. When asked

if they learned anything new, U11 and U19 mentioned a few things but they
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did not place much emphasis on them. However, U14 was very frustrated

regarding the same subject of shortcuts: he could not find shortcuts to the

functions he frequently used. This created a major source of frustration.

Another usage is observed to be about transitions between different mediums

and devices. For example, U11 explained that he took a photo with his

smartphone, then sent it to his office mail and saved it to his computer. U3

searched for information on the Internet, then saved it as an image, and

uploaded it to a cloud service, and then he opened it in his computer. He also

mentioned taking videos of his dog and then transferring the video file to the

computer, which is in turn connected to the television.

Smartphones were perceived as a substitute to the computer in the first

interviews. In the second interviews, a small change seemed to be happening

in this perception: smartphones were mentioned as complementary devices for

computers. For example, U1 and U11 said that they used their smartphone for

contingency needs, such as controlling mails, searching for instant

information, scanning latest news, et cetera. However, they preferred the large

screen of computer for many other tasks. Each device has its own advantage

and users exploited it as they got used to having all of them. On the other

hand, U11 and U14 mentioned that he perceived a smartphone as an

entertainment device; in contrast, a computer is for studying or working. On

the other hand, some activities were claimed to be easier to do from a phone,

like banking transactions and online food ordering.

It is observed that as users stabilized usage, a few new expectations began to

be formed. U3, U12, U24 mentioned that they would like to purchase a faster

device with a bigger screen.
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4.2.4 Factors Leading to Positive and Negative UX

The factors that lead to positive or negative UX are explained in the following

sections.

4.2.4.1 Positive UX

First of all, users perceived the smartphone as an addictive device which

“saved life” in many situations. This is related with the activities enabled by a

smartphone. In regard to interface, practicality of interface became prominent

in shaping user experience after the learning was completed. It is observed

that it was important for users to reach frequently used menus and functions

quickly and in minimum steps. Of course for some models, the opposite was

true.

As mentioned before, the ability of seamless interaction when users

transferred data between their smartphone and other devices created a positive

experience. A common aspect of a smartphone was its handiness compared to

a computer. Smartphone interface enables very quick access to programs, and

the screen size helps avoiding too many features in a program. The result is

the increased usability of many applications. Users frequently mentioned they

did not bother to go near a computer to accomplish small tasks.

4.2.4.2 Negative UX

During the second month, the utterences of negative UX increased compared

to the first interviews. It could be that the initial enthusiasm of users left its

place to a more neutral evaluation of their smartphones. Secondly, as users

learned the interface and started using it in daily life, they became aware of

usability problems. Those usability problems existed in the first month as
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well, but users were blaming themselves, or they were unaware of them yet.

As usage advanced, engagement with the interface transposed into using the

interface in the fastest way possible. Therefore, any extra steps to reach the

accomplishment of a task, especially in frequently used functions became a

source of negative experience.

One of the continuing problems was about the touchscreens. U14 made

unintended calls, U13 sent messages full of typing errors. This problem was

expressed in relation to problems in fast usage of phones in daily life. Single

handed usage was not possible with some smartphone models; therefore users

of large size phones mentioned that they experienced problems.

Automatic settings or automatic actions of the interface were not welcome.

Especially if it was done by overwriting user-made settings. U11 and U21

said they did not like it when the device re-organised their contact numbers

and mail addresses. They could not reverse this process, which was expressed

as a negative experience.

There were still some problems related with the interface, as explained above.

Users adopted various strategies for the problems. They were coping with the

problem, tolerating it or they quit solving the problem. Coping included

attempting to solve the problem by trying in the interface or by asking friends’

help. Tolerating the problem involves accepting the problem as it is, but

without causing any negative points in the overall evaluation of the device.

Finally, quitting involves avoiding usage of the problematic aspects, or if the

user has to use it, stopping searching for a better way to the same task. For

example, U14 found sending instant messages too cumbersome. He did not

search for alternative ways for sending messages, and then a friend told him

that by just swiping his finger, he could send a message. By the time the help

came, he was too frustrated to learn the shortcut. A frustration in the most
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frequently used menus of the interface affected his motivation to use the

product.  In U14’s case, the most frequently used function were, finding and

calling or messaging contacts.

Resource management issues were not solved, but were carried to a new level.

In the first month, the strategies were about limiting usage. In the second

month, strategies that focus on the efficient use were added. For example,

U12 monitored his data usage and spared the most data consuming tasks to

the end of the month, when he consumed the remaining data in his quota.

Another strategy is to delete the applications that consume too much data or

too much battery power.

4.3 Findings Regarding UX in the Third Month

This section presents the analysis of UX related narrations of users during the

third month of usage.

4.3.1 Re-allocation of Functions

During the first and second interviews a strong tendency was observed

regarding the smartphone’s relationship with other digital devices and

computers. Users preferred smartphones to computers claiming that a

smartphone is more practical. In the third interview, U2, U7, U14 and U19

started to allocate the tasks between smartphones and the computer or tablet.

U2 reverted to using her computer for online shopping; U14 reverted to using

his tablet for navigation purposes while he is travelling. U7 restarted carrying

his music player to save smartphone’s battery power. Users evaluated a task’s

necessities and choose the device that best suits that task. The consolidation of

devices into smartphone was still present, but more care is given to making

the right choice between smartphone and other devices.
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Another factor about re-allocation of functions is related with the capabilities

of smartphones. If the users were satisfied by the functions offered by

smartphones, then that function’s use has increased. For example, U11, U16

and U19 said they started taking more photos with their phones, as the camera

quality was high. U19 and U21 started editing photos on their phones because

it offered the most crucial functions in photo editing, like cropping, enhancing

color, et cetera. In the previous interviews, both users had said that they

would prefer using professional photo editing programs on their computers.

U1 and U8 said they read news from their phone and it became a habit, as the

phone’s interface allowed for uncluttered viewing of the news sites. Likewise,

U3, U5, U7, U8, U11, U12, U19, U21, U23 mentioned they used navigation

function both for finding an address, for monitoring traffic congestions or for

sending their location to people they are trying to meet. This can be seen as

leveraging capabilities of a device.

4.3.2 Formation of Routines

In the first month, users mentioned certain use purposes and the functions

they started using in their smartphones. In the second month, users were

observed to having started doing new activities that they did not do before the

acquisition of a smartphone. This phenomenon was called emerging use in

Section 4.2.2. In the third month, widening and deepening of usage still

continued, but a new phenomenon is also mentioned frequently, which is

formation of habits. It is observed that emerging use either transferred into use

habits, or they just faded out. For example, U21 got used to listening to music

while commuting; U14 frequently found the names of the music he heard

during the day, U19 started editing photographs on the phone.
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4.3.2.1 Use Purpose as Habitual Use

Some of the use purposes that were discovered in the first interviews were

expressed as a habit during the third interviews. Using the phone to avoid

idleness during spare time slots is mentioned by U1, U2, U6, U11, U12, U20

and U24. U20 said she even used her phone to avoid awkward situations

when several people come together in the office, but does not have anything

to say to each other. “Then everyone starts fiddling with their phones” in

U20’s words. Another formation of habit can be seen as getting used to

reaching instant information anytime, anywhere. U1 explained this as “now

you cannot argue about anything because someone just takes out her phone

and finds a right answer, putting an end to the argument”. U11 said he feels

secure as he can reach anything he needs to know in a certain time. Third

habit is related with being in constant connection to one’s social circle

through communication applications and sometimes, social media. U16 said

she can follow her friends and join the meetings as many of her friends use

social media for planning even the most casual meetings. It became a habit to

check social media accounts frequently. The functions that became habits are

defined as becoming indispensable in daily life.

Users U6, U8, U11, U12 mentioned using their smartphones for running

errands, such as doing payments with online banking applications, purchasing

travel tickets, purchasing concert tickets and the like. As well as that U11,

U16, U17 explained that they can continuously keep an eye on their e-mail,

making them more efficient at school or work. It seems they were able to

squeeze small tasks into empty time slots during the day. U20 said now she

spent less time in front of the computer as she is able to distribute her internet-

based activities on little time slots during the day. She was happy as she had

more free time when she got home. In addition to being able to answer e-

mails, doing payments, buying tickets and the like, smartphones became a
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personal secretary for some users. U3, U6, U11 mentioned that they used the

organizing functions of their smartphones a lot. This can be called enhanced

efficiency in daily life. The new life of users included integration of

smartphone into everyday life as an indispensable thing.

4.3.2.2 Use purpose as Fading Use

Some of the functions and applications were welcomed with enthusiasm in the

first and second months. However, all of them could not survive to the third

month, and their use is faded. There are three main reasons behind the fading

use. One of the reasons is related with usability of the function or the

application. For example, U1 had a few applications for reading news, but

then she stopped using the ones with low usability. A second reason for

fading use is resource management. U12 stopped using an internet radio and a

navigation application because they consumed too much internet. He was

enthusiastic when he had discovered and started using them. U7 stopped using

music player function to extend battery life. A third reason for fading use is

user’s not finding the function useful. U3 downloaded an application that

works as a television remote control, but during the third interview he said he

did not use it at all anymore.

4.3.3 Discovery

It was observed that discoveries continued into the third month, but with a

slowed pace. During the third month, only two users mentioned they

discovered a new function. On the other hand, the potential of contingency

discovery was mentioned. The potential applications that could be

downloaded were kept in mind through following the state-of-the-art

developments in the smartphone world. U13, U12, U11, U6, U3, U23

constantly followed news and reviews about the new applications, system
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updates and new features in smartphones. They read technology blogs and

checked the application database once in a while. Another observation about

discovery was that several users mentioned downloaded-but-never-touched

applications. It seems users downloaded an application, left its trial to a later

time but then totally forgot its existence. Discovery seems to be continuing

but have gone to an inactive stage during the third month.

4.3.3 The Interface

Fading use is followed by housekeeping: deleting unused applications, or

putting them away in a folder in a distant corner of the interface.  By the time

users learned the basic operation of the interface, they started re-arranging it

according to their needs. They grouped applications according to usage

frequency, according to similarity of the functions (for example

communication applications, news applications, banking applications, et

cetera). Users also customized settings such as alerts, privacy filters, internet

options and the like. In sum, they molded the interface according to their

formed usage habits. In the third month the molding was stabilized.

4.3.4 New expectations

In the third month, users mentioned new expectations for their smartphones.

The expectations were mainly about technical aspects. U2, U3, U20 said they

would like a larger screen, U1, U3, U12 would be happy if their device was

faster. U24 said she would like to buy a newer, advanced version of her

device soon.

On the other hand, as users became better at using the interface, they expected

that the device keep up their advancing usage. Users U1, U3, U11, U14 and

U23 mentioned they used the phone very fast, so they expected that the device
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should keep up with their speed.  As users became advanced user, they started

seeing the negative side of some aspects of the interface. For example, U7

was not satisfied with interaction method of the internet browser and he

wanted to surf the internet in a more practical way. U14 was not able to learn

critical shortcuts; therefore he found the interface too impractical. He said he

was making calls frequently; he needed to group his contacts and each

contact’s phone numbers, e-mail addresses, social media accounts in a certain

way. However, he was not able to customize the contacts menu. U21 and U14

still made mistakes while they operated the touchscreen and because it was

the third month, they saw it as the device’s fault.

4.3.5 Factors Leading to Positive and Negative UX

The factors that lead to positive or negative UX are explained in the following

sections.

4.2.4.1 Positive UX

Users mentioned the practicality of their smartphones as a source of positive

UX. U1 stressed that she did many things from her smartphone because it had

a nicer interface. She ordered food, did payments and read newspapers from

the smartphone, although she had access to a computer when doing such

activities. She said mobile version of internet pages and mobile applications

of services had a concise and to-the-point interface design.

Potentiality of the functions was mentioned by U11 as making one feel

secure. He was sick one night; he downloaded an application that showed the

location of open pharmacies. In the third month he told this incident for

explaining what he meant for feeling secure. The smartphone’s offer includes

integration into the social communication channel to users’ friends, relatives,
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colleagues and any other people they might like. All the users downloaded the

communication applications that were prevalent in their own social circle.

U11 mentioned that after acquiring a smartphone he became more sociable.

U16 and U20 were both happy about the smartphone’s ability to enable

constant connection between people who live far from each other. Their

product enabled a feeling of being closer to people far away. The device

made it happen by enabling instant photo sharing, instant messaging, and

access to social media applications. It connects different functions such as

camera, GPS, internet connection and the interface enables seamless

interaction between them. It is one of the valued aspects mentioned by users

U1, U3, U11, U13, U16, U17, U19 and U23.

It seemed many users were attached to their phones. However, the nature of

the attachment was observed to be different among users. U23 and U24 were

not attached to the specific product they had purchased, since they said they

would change their smartphones as soon as a better model arrives. However,

they were attached to the things that a smartphone enabled in daily life. They

had a functional attachment. On the other hand, U6, U13, U11 and U1 were

attached to the specific phone they owned. This can be seen as product

attachment.

Engaging interface still mentioned.

4.2.4.2 Negative UX

During the third month, it was observed that forgiveness became an important

aspect in acceptance of the product. During the first month, users were

inclined to forgive the inconveniences about the device. Users were new to a

smartphone, so problems caused by usability were forgiven as there were

many other aspects that impressed the users.  For example, U1 and U11 were

not satisfied with the aesthetics of the interface, but they emphasized the
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ability to connect with all other devices. U13 was not happy with the

problems about integration to digital ecology, but very satisfied with

interaction aesthetics. Almost all users, but especially U14 and U18 who

decided to discontinue usage later on were experiencing the consequences of

usability problems and problems associated with integration into the digital

ecology. However, they were forgiving them in the early stages of use. In the

later stages of use, users learned the interface, discovered many functions,

customized the interface and they started making prioritizations about the

negative aspects of their experience. For U14, the usability of telephoning

function became important, and he stopped forgiving the product. Similarly,

U18 was not happy about the limited number of applications that were

compatible with her phone. She stopped forgiving this aspect. Both users

decided to discard their smartphones as they stopped forgiving its faults.

Users expressed negative experience about not being able to find the shortcuts

for frequently used functions. U14 and U21 were also unhappy as they could

not have satisfactory control on the interface. U13 did not like when she could

not have control over the alerts. U20 found the smartphone intrusive because

of alerts. Experiences mentioned as negative were related with advanced

usage and the devices ability to support an advanced usage. U14, U21 and

U24 mentioned the mistakes they still did with the touchscreen. Especially

U14 frequently opened menus by mistake, and he found it impractical having

to navigate back after he opened a menu.

Technical aspects became more prominent in the third month, in terms of

negative user experience. U1, U3 and U12 expressed dissatisfaction about the

freezing of the screen when they were quickly moving between menus.

In the long-term, some wear and tear appeared in the products. U16 said she

was upset with the scratches on the screen, as she thought that the phone was
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robust enough. U7 had to buy a case, because one of the buttons on the side of

the smartphone broke.

U14 and U18 mentioned that they started to think that their product’s image

was not fit for them. Interestingly, U14 decided to buy the phone similar to

the one U18 had, and U18 wanted to buy a phone similar to the one U14 had.

However they bought thought that their current phone could not reflect the

status of a career person that they are about to become.

4.4 Attrakdiff2 Scale

With each monthly interview, the Attrakdiff2 scale (Hassenzahl, 2004; see

Section 3.2.4), which is composed of pragmatic, hedonic-identification and

hedonic-stimulation dimensions in UX, was also given to users for them to

evaluate their perception about their devices. Some of the items in the

Attracdiff2 scale were not clearly understood by the users, even thought the

interviewer explained them. The items “isolating-integrating”, “noninclusive-

inclusive” and “takes me distant from people-brings me closer to people”

were not understood easily. However, when the same users’ narratives were

examined, similar attributes questioned in Attracdiff2 were found.

Similarly, some of the items seemed to bear different meanings among users,

and similar concepts were expressed from different points of view. For

example, the item “technical-humane” seemed to have a different meaning for

the users. U3, U6 and U11 took “technical” as being technically advanced.

For those users’ a “humane” smartphone meant too simple and less advanced.

U6 scored 2 towards “technical”, telling that his phone was technically

advanced because of the high sensibility of its screen to tactile input. On the

other hand, in his interview he was mentioning the humane aspects of the

phone. U1 took “humane” as being easily customizable. Talking of her phone,
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U1 gave detailed explanations on how many widgets needed to be resized in

order to fit to the screen. Presumably her rating should have been towards

“technical”. However she scored towards “humane”. In her terms, being able

to download a new interface and being able to customize the size of widgets

made her phone more humane. The various user comments like those above

might indicate cultural differences towards the perception of products. The

results of Attrakdiff2 scale are illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Attrakdiff2 over time

As it is seen in the Figure, the dimensions can be said to stay stable over a

three-month period. On the other hand, interviews provided a different result.

The UX changes over time. Attrakdiff2 measures perceived attributes of
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products. It must be noted that there are many dimensions of UX, one of them

being product attributes. During the interviews, it was seen that for example,

users continued with their opinions regarding their phones, but the users

themselves changed the way they carried out their daily routines with their

phones. Therefore, the attributes of the phone can be perceived as stable, but

the experiences that the users underwent with their phone, was evolving. This

can be related with the recent arguments about user experience as a holistic

concept (Bargas-Avila & Hornbaek, 2011; Kjeldskov, 2013, Schulze &

Krömker 2010), rather than being limited to hedonic or pragmatic dimensions.
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CHAPTER 5

5. RESULTS OF LONGITUDINAL STUDY

This chapter consists of the findings of longitudinal interviews made with

smartphone users. Interviews were analysed by Grounded Theory analysis

method. Grounded Theory is an iterative analysis process. The analysis

process for the longitudinal study can be described as consisting of four

layers. The first layer is the basic analysis of individual interview of a

participant. In the second layer, a cross-case analysis is made to reveal

differences and similarities in the experiences of all users. The third layer of

analysis consists of longitudinal examination of experience of individual users

by integrating the data from interviews 1, 2 and 3 for each participant. Finally,

in the fourth layer, cross-case analysis of all users’ longitudinal experiences is

made.

As is usual for qualitative research, there are many so called side-results, that

could be utilized by designers of specific phone companies; but which are out

the scope of this thesis. Some of such findings are mentioned if they have

relevance to the research questions. For example, most users are irritated by

the low capacity of battery. The consequences were negative and even critical

in satisfaction. In a case like this, the focus of analysis was on the coping

strategies of users with short battery life and how they perceive such negative

aspects in the long term.
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Again, there are many findings that would be fit for other research areas. The

aim of this study is to present such findings as long as they can be useful in

UX research. Surely, a sociologist or a marketing researcher would have taken

a different standpoint.

The participant profile can be said to be relatively homogeneous in terms of

user characteristics. All participants are students, who use computers on a

daily basis. In addition, all participants have been active in social media and

other internet enabled communication channels in varying degrees. All

participants have been accustomed to using online versions of consumer

services such as banking, travel booking and shopping.

5.1 Exposure

User’s decision in adopting a new product is primarily influenced by social

factors. (Agarwal, 2000; Karahanna et al.,1999). Furthermore, the decision of

adoption is based on beliefs about both instrumental and non-instrumental

qualities of the device (Karahanna et al., 1999). An event provides the tipping

point for buying. User thinks there is a need for a smart phone.  For example,

U5 decided to actually purchase a smartphone when she started doing

internship in a company. There, she felt the need to keep up with the

continuous flow of e-mails from her supervisors. She felt she would be more

competent at work if she could check her e-mails before going to work in the

morning. Sometimes a purchase decision is not fulfillment of a real need, but

rather, a response to an incident which justifies the purchase.
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5.1.1 Information Gathering

It was observed that users gathered information through both personal

channels like friends, “experts” like acquaintances who are computer

engineers. They also started to follow the user community in the internet.

Main information sources were personally known people who had experience

with smartphones. The source selection might be specific to culture but also

an indication of a tendency to search about other user’s experiences rather

than objective data. At this stage, the usage scenarios that the user was

exposed to might turn into expectations.

5.1.2 Forming Expectations

The expectations expressed in the present study were in three main categories:

technical aspects, functional capabilities and usage scenarios. Technical

expectations were mostly about long(er) battery life, computing power,

sensitivity of touchscreen and memory size. Regarding technical expectations,

almost all users expressed frustration about shortness of battery life and U1,

U3, U12 were disappointed when the device reacted slower to inputs in later

interviews. U1 said the producer should have foreseen that users would

download a large number of applications (as they block memory) and should

have taken precautions against slowness in the long term use.

Functional expectations are those that are seen in other’s devices or in the

advertisements. Functional expectations are mainly about functions that “can”

be utilized, meaning, the potential of the device. For example, U3 said he

would watch his photos and videos on TV screen as his new phone enabled

connection to a TV screen. In the later interview, when asked, he said he did

not try it anyway. Technical and functional expectations were formed during

the selection process of a smartphone model, while users compared various
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models. Later, as usage progresses, expectations mold into those related with

user’s own use context.

5.1.3 Encountering Usage Scenarios

In daily life prospective users encountered various usage scenarios of a

smartphone while they were with friends and family. Usage scenarios are

sometimes in the form of buzzword, sometimes through shared usage of

phones between friends, sometimes through the help provided by smartphone

owners. For example U12 told that he admired when his friend used maps for

finding their way when they were driving in a far side of the city. When he

bought his smartphone, the first thing he did was to download various

navigation applications. In sum, user goals begin to shape during social

interaction with other people.

In daily life, users encountered various smartphone interfaces as well.

Sometimes, they happened to listen to two friends showing and discussing

their smartphones to eachother. Sometimes, they actually did some tasks with

a friend’s device. For example, U7 told that he was experienced in all kinds of

smartphone interfaces, because peers exchanged and discovered eachothers’

phones during the course lectures- especially if the lecture were taking place

in a boring amphi. In the end of three months, U7 decided to buy another

phone as soon as he got the finances. The reason he explained was because

it’s web browsing [interface] was not as practical as in others’ phones.

5.1.4 Solving Current Needs

Apart from encounters in social circle, expectations about usage scenarios

were also triggered by current needs that could be solved by acquiring a

smartphone. Users who were spending most of the day out of home or office,
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as many students do, felt a need to continue their presence in the virtual

world. They needed to monitor their e-mails, to check exam results, carry

important documents (for example, a curriculum vitae) and most importantly,

for being able to respond to social happenings around them via social media.

U7 and U6 explained that since mobile internet connection became

affordable, it transferred from being a luxury into a necessity in daily life.

Expectations about instant connection to social circle and user’s already

ongoing virtual life was a major expectation for buying a smartphone.

It can be concluded that user experience began considerably earlier than

becoming an owner of the product. Through her/his social environment, the

user was exposed to the world of smartphones. This experience can be named

as passive user experience. Figure 5.1 illustrates the first stage in user

experience.

Figure 5.1. The passive user experience
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What happens if the initial expectations are unmet? First of all, all the users

were so enthusiastic about the new possibilities enabled by a smartphone that

there were no expressions of frustration initially. All the users were very

contented with their phones, they were having some problems in learning the

interface, but it seemed to be welcomed as a challenge, or for users with no

technical interest, a petty inconvenience compared to vast potential a

smartphone offers. Only problem stated was about battery power. It can be

said that user’s were on ‘honeymoon’ with their phones, and did not reflect

much about their pre-purchase expectations. It must be noted that those

expectations are not forgotten, they just diffused into the background. After

the honeymoon was over, users started to express some unmet expectations-

the things that are not possible in their phone. For example, one user

mentioned in the second month that she just realized that the phone lacked a

front camera. This user had bought the phone primarily for connecting with

her close social circle, so being able to make video conversations was

important for her.

5.2 Initiation

Initiation stage involves users’ moving into the new device and starting basic

usage.

5.2.1 Moving-In

Once users got a new phone, they started moving their belongings in the old

phone to the new one. Such belongings were not mainly phone numbers. The

organization of phone numbers, customized ring tones, photographs,

wallpapers and other customizations made in the old phone were also moved.

It was expected that the new phone permitted making the same
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customizations. For example, U1 wanted to move her previous ring tone. It

was an Elvis Presley song.

5.2.1.1 Enhanced Functions

U21 and U14 were frustrated when their new device organized the contacts in

a new way. Organization of contacts is a tedious manual process diffused in

time, so a change is not welcome. For example, U14 organized his contacts

according to his type of relationship with a contact, such as “musicians, the

insurance people, travel agents, etc.” His new phone did not carry on such

grouping of information. It became a nuisance when he wanted to call

someone. Similarly U21 used to separate her contacts’ phone numbers and

other information. Her new phone integrated all of the information present in

various applications. For example, when she looked up a person in the

phonebook, she saw the cellphone number, skype© username, e-mail, etc.

This created redundancy of information when she needed to make a quick

call. Until the third interview she had tried many things to separate phone

numbers from other information but could not manage it. In the end, she

manually re-organized information of a handful of people whom she called

frequently.

On the positive side, when the smartphone offered a better option for the old

customizations, it was perceived as a nice surprise. U1 had set a photograph

of a loved one as wallpaper in her old phone. She was very happy to see that

the photo looked much bigger and looked better (higher quality with more

pixels). She had expected the same function and was happy to see that she got

a better version of the function.
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5.2.1.2 Consolidation of Devices and Tools

Users in the present study have been using social media, doing online

shopping, doing online banking, reading news from online sources. Therefore,

they aldready had their life partially going on in the virtual world. When such

users bought a smartphone, they ‘mirrored’ all their virtual life onto the

smartphone: they downloaded banking applications, set email accounts,

downloaded social media applications and so forth. Figure 5.2 provides a

visualization of UX during moving in.

Figure 5.2 Positive and negative UX in Moving-in stage
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In a short time, users begin to consolidate other devices into smartphone as

well. For example, they copied their music into smartphone or downloaded an

online music streaming application and stopped carrying mp3 players -which

U7 soon learned that it consumed too much battery power and reverted back

to mp3 player. Those who were happy about the photographing functions

stopped carrying a camera to special occasions. They stopped daily carrying

of tablets, netbooks or laptops (U14, U1, U21, U24).  In addition to devices,

some users transferred from using paper planners and paper notepads to using

applications designed for such purposes. U13 tried many organizer

applications, but could not find the flexibility of physical notebook in them.

So she reverted to her old notebook.

5.2.2 Basic Usage

Basic usage is the stage where users actively learned usage scenarios from

other users, either through intentional help provided by friends or through

observation of other smartphone owners. Also at this stage, users tried out

usage scenarios to which they were exposed during passive experience. Users

got involved in the smartphone world gradually. Social media applications

were downloaded to the phone, for example.

U8: “…I use whatsapp because many of my friends have it, they send

message via [whatsapp] instead of writing [sms]…we talk through it. It

is nicer, you instantly see what they write, the things they write arrive

instantly…it feels more sincere, I prefer to use it…”

Active browsing of applications were also considered, but it seems basic

usage mainly involves discovery through social context of users.
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5.2.2.1 Upgrading Interaction Habits

It is known that users carry old interaction habits to new interfaces (Krisler &

Alterman, 2008; Lee et al. 2012). The same is observed in users of the present

study, but in a slightly different way. U2 used the calendar of the smartphone

just like a paper calendar. She did not set reminders or integrated it with e-

mail. She just looked at the dates. U8 did online shopping on the computer.

When she got a smartphone, she shopped with the phone but without

downloading any application. She first opened the webpage of the retailer,

then zoomed in on offerings and so on. In a later stage, she downloaded the

retailer’s application. U6 used the notepad intending to substitute for his paper

organizer. In later stages of use, he discovered reminder functionality.

In basic usage, a user starts using basic functions but with care. U2, at this

stage explained that she turned off internet access once her task was finished

because she thought the phone would make updates without her knowledge

and she would end up exceeding her internet quota and would be billed with

extra charges.

Turning off internet access is contrasting with the main purpose of having a

smartphone. Such behavior indicates that the user feels that she cannot control

the ‘actions’ of the phone yet. It can be considered as a strategy for avoiding

risks.  In later interviews the user opted for a payment plan with higher

internet quota.

During basic usage, many errors are made, some of them are related with the

interface of the phone, and others related with the interface of applications.

The negativenes level of users’ experience is related with the type of error.

For example, errors that involve social relationships are considered as serious

faults. For example, adding the wrong person in Facebook has more negative
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consequences than mistakes done in setting the alarm. User’s learning sources

were peers, and ‘google’. The official websites were not mentioned. U2 said

that she looked up to the official website once, but could not find a helpful

answer so she reverted to her social circle.

5.2.2.2 Integration into Social Community’s Channel

It seems that the integration of smartphone into one’s life results in

considerable changes in the social context of users. There are smartphone

users and non-smart phone users. When one acquires a smartphone, she/he

gets into the channel. The segregation is due to smartphone functions that

enable social interaction over internet based applications. Figure 5.3 illustrates

various aspects of integration into one’s own smartphone community.

Sharing of photos, videos, messages are also new socialization ways for

smartphone users. For example, U4 and his friends used their smartphones for

sending photos of their design projects while they were working over the

clock. That made them feel that they were not working alone. U8 sent a photo

of a shoe to a friend to ask her opinion:

U8: “…my friend went to Trabzon, but she’s a girl whom I trust her

taste very much…well I was about to buy a pair of shoes, I couldn’t

decide if I should choose the red one or the one with the stripes…I tried

one of them, I’m in [the store], I took a photo while the salesman stared

at me. I sent it to her, asked her opinion. She answered me

immediately…”

U11 stated that after getting a smartphone, he started to be involved in many

small talks. Previously, he felt like an outsider when people talked about their
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smartphones, compared with eachother’s phone, shared some tips. Now he

could integrate into the chats in the group.

Figure 5.3 Integration into community channel

However, sharing is not limited with sharing the moments. Some users

literally share their phones with friends. U8 watched a TV programme with

two other friends on the phone and told that it is more enjoyable than

watching it on TV.

U8: “…we’re 3-4 people watching Eurovison. We are scrammed in my

bed, there’s only one phone but it is fun…people might think like (hey
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look at the upstarts four people watching it from a phone), but the fun is

worth it…”

U6: “...There’s a good game [in the phone], a backgammon. When two

people arrive,… we sit together, four of us. We say: let’s see if we can

make it to the first place [mentions the online game on the phone]…”

U5:”…it can broadcast the internet... For example, you’re somewhere

with no internet connection, you can connect to the internet from your

phone or help someone else use your phone to connect to the

internet…for example my friend connected to the internet via my

phone.”

Figure 5.4 illustrates the positive and negative experience sources during

basic usage.

Figure 5.4 Positive and negative UX in Basic Usage stage
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5.2.2.3 Consumed by the Interface

During initiation stage, the new interaction styles of smartphones are being

learned and evaluated. The gestures are considered to be enjoyable and fun.

U19 explained all the gestures she tried with enthusiasm. Similarly, U23 was

impressed with the ability to write with stylus on the screen, especially when

he could sign a digital petition. U13 explained that she was completely

consumed by her phone so much that it lead to jokes within her family. Her

father joked that she had become a completely different person, having love

affairs with inanimate objects. U1 was carefully cleaning fingerprints from the

screen each time she demonstrated how she did things with her smartphone.

U12 placed his phone back to his pocket carefully after he showed the

applications he downloaded. The interview was being done in a café, he said

he was careful not to spill food on the phone. It is both expressed in words,

and could be clearly observed that users were treating their phones with care.

Their narrations were full of enthusiasm. Most of the narrations were about

the fun of gestures and the graphics of the interface. U21 was particularly

impressed by the animated wallpaper. The wallpaper was a picture of grass

field, the grass in the foreground was slowly moving as if there was a mild

breeze.

5.2.3 Discovery of Product Potentials

Today, many digital products offer innumerable functions. It is up to the user

to discover how to use them. Bodker and Christiansen (2012) mentioned that

users of smartphones actually discovered how to make use of the functions

offered by the device, they called this concept as discovery of user goals. In

the present study, discovery is understood as discovery of new things to do

with a smartphone. Thanks to crowdsourcing of applications, smartphones

offer limitless functions in the form of applications that can be downloaded
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and directly used. In this case the question is not discovering how to

accomplish a task, but discovering what to do with the device. At this point,

user’s own interests play a prominent role, rather than learned usage

scenarios. It can be said that a user discovers user goals, rather than functions.

5.3.1.1 Plasticity

A smartphone can be seen as a moldable device which is used for almost

anything. It has a plasticity, both in terms of functions and in terms of user

interface. This is best explained by U11 stating “it’s just like you have a

magic box in your pocket”.

Until the first two interviews users were enthusiastic about new discoveries:

stock exchange applications, guitar chords, real-time sky navigation,

application which showed the place of a nearby ATM, a torch application to

be used during energy cut outs, a radio application which learns user’s music

style and so on.  Bodker and Christiansen (2012) called such individual usage

as idiosyncratic use.It is observed that discovery of user goals starts as soon as

users learn basic operation of the interface and does not stop afterwards. U1

explained that when one of her friends had an irrelevant problem, for example

an argument with a boyfriend/girlfriend, they joked by saying “oh, there’s an

app for that”. The vast potential of functions creates enthusiasm at first.

Initially, discovery of applications become almost a hobby. Users browse the

store for new and interesting applications, read reviews or talk to other users

about their discoveries.

Co-discovery of a new smartphone with a friend or family member is

frequently mentioned in the interviews. For example, U5 told that her uncle

discovered a video call function in his own phone, and then suggested that

they try it together. She made necessary settings and they made a video call.
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Similarly, U10 and U2 changed their words from “I” to “we” when the

subject is about learning the functions of the phone. They both meant their

spouses.

There is a saturation point for discovery of user goals though. Discovery

slows down after users and devices adapt to each other. At that point, all the

necessary apps in daily life already exist in the smartphone. However there is

another reason for the slowing down of discovery activities: user becomes

aware that she/he can find an application very easily, download it very easily,

and start using it directly ‘out of the box’ without working on setting it up.

U16 explained why she stopped discovery saying “I know I can immediately

download an app when it becomes necessary, so I don’t search actively

anymore”. The practicality of discovery creates comfort, both because of

usability but more importantly, in terms of creating a sense of trust. Thus the

phrase by U11: “it feels like there’s someone to watch your back just like

your best friend”. Users expressed a trust in that they could immediately find

and start using an application if they needed. Therefore, they stopped

searching for applications to be ready for “what if…” situations. They were

feeling a sense of trust towards the phone. Figure 5.5 illustrates the positive

UX factors in discovery leading to a sense of trust to the phone.
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Figure 5.5 Discovery leading to sense of trust.

5.3 Appropriation

This section explains the appropriation stage where it was seen that users

started adapting the device to their life and vice versa the device was adapted

to the users’ needs and preferences.

5.3.2 Advanced usability

5.3.2.1 Realising the problems

It is observed that as users learned more about their phones, the form of

negative experiences evolved from intuitiveness to understanding the system

architecture and advanced features. For example, U16 and U18 informed that

they were not able to locate the source folder or destination folder of some

applications or files. U16 said she frequently lost the place of newly

downloaded applications. U19 said she encountered many nice features but

added that “you cannot find something twice in this phone.”
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Some of the problems last for a long time. During basic usage stage, users

expressed problems about writing with a virtual keyboard, but did not bother

as they were consumed by the novel interface. The problem continued until

third interviews for numerous users. Keyboard is one of the most frequently

used elements of a smartphone interface. The virtual keyboard of a

smartphone is inevitably unfit for human hand. This problem of ergonomics is

tried to be managed by users through bypass strategies in appropriation stage:

U12 activated T9-word recognition system and gave his time in ‘teaching’ it

frequently used words. U23 and U24 downloaded a new virtual keyboard with

wider keys. U24 said in the final interview that she wrote more comfortably

because the new version of operating system included vibration feedback in

keyboard.  During the third interviews, most users stated that they were able

to write more comfortably.

5.3.2.2 Speed use

Another factor of usability that emerged in approptiation stage is about the

support of speed-use. Users do many tasks with a single device. U3 and U12

were not happy with the slowness of their phone. It might have been a

technical problem, but U12 explained it by saying “now I’m faster, it doesn’t

catch up with me”. U14’s biggest problem was the numerous steps required in

searching for a contact and placing a call. His previous phone, with keypads,

enabled navigation with fewer steps. He said “this phone is so slow for my

use, you want to do a simple thing, you have a long way to go [to that menu]

dit dit dit dit you press all the time…I’m so fed up with this phone”.

Advanced maneuvering of the product is of extreme importance. Users might

discontinue usage if product does not enable direct access to frequently used

functions. It must be noted that such criterion emerges during long term use,

even though users were initially positive about the product.
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Furthermore, a phone is used in most unexpected (undesigned) contexts, in a

car, during waiting in cashier line in the supermarket, when hands are

occupied, etc. In fact, a Swedish national survey conducted with 1010

respondents revealed that 42% of mobile phone owners read or write

messages during driving (Magnusson, et al., 2012). U14 explained that he

made all his calls in traffic jams to use time more efficiently. Unlike his

previous phone with physical keypad, the new phone required his attention all

the time. He had to see where he was pressing on the screen. Also, with his

previous phone, he was able to use the phone with one hand, but with a

touchscreen, single handed usage is not possible. In newer versions of

smartphones with large screens, single hand usage problem is partially solved

with a special setting that places the keypad to either side of the screen. Both

of the above problems created critical negative experiences for U14 since in

the final interview, he declared that he would sell his phone.

U3 and U1 were upset when their phone slowed down after several weeks. U1

reasoned that it had reached the memory capacity. U1 perceived it as a

problem related with usability rather than technical capability. She said the

producers should have known that users would load many applications to the

phone, so they should have limited downloads before the point where the

device would slow down.

5.3.2.3 Umbilical Cord to the Digital World

Smartphones have become ubiquitous, especially for young people (See The

Nielsen Company Mobile Report). The smartphone experience, when it was a

rare device, must have been different from the experience of it today. Today,

smartphones are part of a platform where users are almost limitless in the

activities enabled by the programs existing in the platform. Therefore, a
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person who starts using a smartphone simultaneously walks through a gate to

the digital universe, which Kjeldskkov mentions as digital ecology (2013). In

the present study, all the participants had personal computers, so their

activities were already partially taking place in the digital ecology. However,

a smartphone evolves into being an umbilical cord to that world, as a user is

constantly online with a smartphone. Therefore, user experience of a

smartphone cannot be segregated from its relationship with the digital

ecology. In fact, U1 and U21 bought their smartphone solely for constantly

being able to connect to the internet and to be able to use communication

applications which their friends were using. May be that is why, neither of the

two users talked enthusiastically about the new uses they discovered until the

third interview. They had a goal in mind and the product satisfied that goal.

And that goal was to be a part of the now virtu-real world where real life

interactions frequently happen via virtual world. Online shopping, banking,

social media communication, online chats are not secondary alternatives for

real ones; on the contrary, they are complementary to each other.

Especially for younger users, real life interaction with the world cannot be

separated from virtual one. This brings about a major source of negative

experience: If a product limits user’s freedom of movement in the digital

world, for example if it does not support all file formats, cannot communicate

with other smartphones or user’s computer, then that product is labelled as

“introvert, egoistic, self-centered” (U1, U3, U14). It is observed that some

users even cracked the operating system of their device in order to bypass

such limitations. The limitation of a smartphone in full integration to digital

world is evaluated during appropriation phase.
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5.3.3 Emerging Use, Increasing Use, Fading Use

In the initiation stage, users were occupied with learning the interface, and

started to discover many new applications. In the appropriation stage, most

users were continuously downloading many applications. Many applications

were also downloaded out of curiosity. U1, U3, U23, U12, U13 followed

application review sources, U24 relied on her boyfriend to come up with

useful or fun applications.

Towards the end of the appropriation stage, the intensity of searching and

discovering applications decreased. There were basic applications that were

frequently used, such as those related with social media, communicating with

other people, banking, online shopping, photo editing, virtual scanners, e-

books, and public transportation guides. Although each user had a particular

way of using her/his phone, some applications were still common to all.

5.3.3.1 Emerging Use

It can be argued that, users carried their daily life to their smartphones during

initiation phase. During appropriation phase new activities emerged. Two

types of emerging use can be mentioned: The first is the usages that are

carried to the smartphone medium as a result of the leveraging capability of

the device. For example, U13 and U21 started editing photos on their phone.

Previously they used complex photo editing softwares. U21 said her

smartphone’s photo editing function is so simple that she reverted to her

phone for editing daily photos. U1 said she used a food ordering system on

the internet. Now she ordered food from her smartphone because the

application of the same service was simpler.
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Users start experiencing the World through the phone via usage of GPS

applications, queer code applications and reaching information that one needs

in daily life, such as checking citybus routes, flight schedules, concert tickets,

etc. U5 and U19 converted to reading newspapers from their phone every

morning. U5 said she liked sitting in the balcony with her tea in one hand and

phone in the other hand. Such independence or ease of reaching information

makes a considerable change in one’s life as explained by a user below:

U8: “well whenever you want you can- for example the reason for me

selecting this one, for example is that sometimes you need to learn

something or should look at the bus tickets, ferry tickets for example I

can immediately check them. You don2t know when the bus arrives, I

can check them, I can have immediate access. For example Municipality

of Istanbul has an applicaiton, it shows the traffic congestions, shows

alternative routes, that’s also very useful. Checking on the bus schecule

has made my life easier when compared to earlier. I would call mom or

my brother if he’s at home, I called and asked could you check the

internet and tell me how I’m going to go to somewhere if I’m going

some place I didn’t know. Bu not, I can see which bus has the nearest

route without asking anyone.”

Likewise, users who had social media accounts said their activity level in

social media sites have considerably increased because of the smartphone’s

capability of being connected all the time.

Second type of emerging use is those activities that users did not do before

acquiring a smartphone. Checking whether forecasts, looking up addresses on

the map, following certain news sources, and for some users, gaming. U6 said

he got addicted to playing games because of the smartphone. Some users
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opened social media accounts as the phone enabled instant access and ability

to fill-in spare time.

5.3.3.2 Increasing Use

Apart from emerging use, increased usage of certain functions is also

observed during appropriation phase. This is related mainly with the

interfaces and usefulness of applications. Users downloaded alternative

applications for the same purpose, and used advantageous aspects of each

application. For example, U11 used different apps for navigation: one for

navigating in the country, another for navigation in traffic. U8 used various

online ticket applications. Some applications were good at offering private

theater tickets, another was better at public theaters.  This can be called

increase in width.

There can be increase in depth as well. During initiation, users start doing

activities with phones, but they are not exactly very knowledgeable about the

possibilities yet. For example, U5 did online shopping with the smartphone,

but she used web browser for this purpose. Later, she downloaded the

application of the online retailer. U6 was using notepad function for the

purpose of an organizer, then he discovored an application with reminding

option.

5.3.3.3 Fading Use

Fading use has two reasons. One of the reasons is related to the design of the

application. As a smartphone becomes an indispensable part of the user, and

users limit their usage if an application is consuming too much energy or too

much data. This is critical for UX researchers. The interface of the application

and the resource it consumes has critical importance for smartphone users.
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Products other than smartphones may not be as concerned about good design

of interfaces, since most software programs have a few alternatives. For

example, an academic has little choice of word editing programs, or statistical

analysis programs. On the other hand, a smartphone owner has a vast number

of alternative designs to choose from. Photo editing applications, news

readers, navigation applications, online shopping applications are offered by

many different designers. Fading use of those applications are mostly

influenced by usability or interaction aesthetics. U13 deleted some

applications because she could not stop them giving alerts. Also, she was

disturbed by the continuous visual alerts (badges) about system updates. U1

stopped using a news site because the smartphone interface was ugly and

cumbersome.

The second reason for fading use is related with approptiation or

disappropriation of certain activities. During initiation phase, users carry their

existing activities (such as checking mails) to the smartphone. During

appropriation, users invent many new usage goals. Towards the end of

appropriation, those invented activities stabilize. What is fading depends on

the particular needs and expectations of users. For example, U20 stopped

playing games. U23 stopped checking the weather forecast. U17 stopped

using an application for an online game he still played.

5.3.4 Resource Management

A frequent source of negative experience is related with resource management

capabilities of the smartphones. A smartphone becomes indispensable in a

short time. U1 expressed it as becoming like a part of one’s body, U11 as a

friend watching one’s back. If that friend fails to be there, that is, if the battery

dies during the day, then the user feels helpless. There are so many activities

tied to the device, being without it is absolutely unthinkable. All female users
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carried chargers or charge cables in their handbags, and male users bought a

second charger for dormitory/home/office; users who had a car bought a car

charger. Battery life was expressed as a consistent cause for frustration all

through the interviews. Shortness of battery life was finally accepted, but

users developed strategies for managing the battery life. The strategies

included not using (and finally deleting) high energy consuming applications,

turning off internet and GPS, and restricting entertainment tasks. U22 limited

her smartphone to a handful of critical functions and deleted the rest of the

applications as they consumed too much battery.

U1, U23, U24, U3 adopted specially designed applications that enable

monitoring of internet data usage. They monitored data for some weeks and

then deleted the applications that they perceived to be using too much data

unnecessarily. Functionality and resource consumption forces users to trade-

off between usage goals and usage longevity. In the final stage, usage routines

are partially shaped by the resource management issues. User experience

related observations are given in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 Positive and negative UX in Appropriation stage

5.4 New Routines

In the final interviews users mostly talked about their life in general with a

smartphone. The focus had shifted from specificities of interface to how they

used it in daily life.

5.4.1 Smartphone as User’s Social Extention

The last usage stage can be defined by a widely used concept in literature,

routinization. However, here, routinization for smartphone is neither a one-

way process nor an individual one. The device is shaped by the user, and the

user’s daily routines are shaped by the device. Shaping occurs by the

possibilities enabled by the smartphone, the digital ecology around the device

and through integration and interaction with other users. Therefore, the stage
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is called new routines. Formation of new routines occured in three

components: changing time structure (Ling, 2008) of life activities, changing

socialization habits and changing personal habits.

Smartphones enable micro planning. People can have information about

traffic congestions and change their routes accordingly (Haddon, 2004). U12

stated that the usage of smartphone enabled him to plan in minutes. He could

check realtime arrival of buses and get out of the house according to the

arrival time of the bus, instead of waiting in the busstop for a quarter of an

hour. He felt that he made efficient use of his valuable time.

Changing personal habits was explained by U17 as being more “sportive”

since he got his phone. He explained that since he got a smartphone he started

playing more basketball, indicating a change in his life.

“There is a mail group among friends. Each week we set up a team.

Team is formed by the first eight people who respond to the invitation

mail. Now that I have a smartphone, I can reply instantly and I can get

a place in the team.”

Smartphones enable many activities to diffuse to available time slots during

the day. For example it enables answering e-mails while travelling to school,

looking up to homework grades without having to go home, etc. The effect of

mobile phones in re-organisation of time is widely studied by sociologists

(Ling, 2008). In conjunction with time shifting, users told that they used their

smartphones for school/work purposes as it could be used anytime and

anywhere. U24 said “now I rarely turn on my computer when I’m at the

dormitory. This phone is sufficient, unless I’m doing homework”.
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U16 said since she got a smartphone she could catch up with friends via social

media messages. Increasingly, her friends did meeting plans by using social

media messages. Friends who are close to a certain location arranged ad-hoc

gatherings. Ling (2008) calls this micro-planning.

An interesting aspect of changing socialization is best described by U11 as

being more available for friends. Before he got a smartphone, he left his

phone at a remote corner at home. His family members or friends could not

reach him when they called, because he did not hear the phonecall. However,

with a smartphone he does many things and the device is with him all the

time. A side-benefit is that he can hear and answer calls. He is now more

active socially because he replies to calls.

U22 had an opposite change in her life. A smartphone enabled instant

messages over the internet, and it enabled location information to contacts.

The result is a social sanction of being available all the time. The sender

assumed she has her smartphone ready all the time (as is the general

assumption with smartphone owners). Her friends were cross with her if she

did not answer immediately. Location tags also posed a privacy problem for

both U22 and U20. U20 went to her hometown for a wedding, but informed

only a few of her friends. The ones she did not inform saw her location

through the smartphone application and got cross with her. U22 said the

people could see her whereabouts when she was out. This made her feel under

pressure. When asked if she could disable such information sent to others, she

said it would be rude to do that as everyone was making that information

available to eachother.

On the other hand, U24, U21, U12 and U16 were contented with the hyper

connectivity of a smartphone owner. They had downloaded all kinds of

communication applications that their contacts used. U24 said that “Today
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you can reach all your friends easily because there are lots of options

(channels) to communicate”. Some smartphones do not enable all

communication applications. In such a case, users can be very disappointed.

Users’ enthusiasm in the initiation stage was observed to have stabilized in

this stage. U19, who had been explaining the various gestures said she forgot

which gestures she was talking about. When, reminded, she replied: “ah, I

didn’t get accustomed to them, I now take the regular path, I go from the

menu, that’s more convenient.” Similarly, U23 did not use the stylus pen as

much as he expected.

U20 was self-consious about her engagement with her phone in the beginning,

and she felt weird when she fiddled with the phone in the presence of other

people. Later, she said that finally she became a normal person. She still used

the device in the presence of other people, but she was not that much

consumed now. Also she added that it became normal to fiddle with a phone

now. She got used to it. U13 said she still used her smartphone all the time,

but not as much as it was in the beginning. She thought that the people around

her also got used to her playing with the smartphone. She said “it became the

new normal”.

It can be argued that users were being consumed by their phone during

initiation. In the last stage, it came to a manageable level, also the close social

circle got accustomed to seeing them with a smartphone in their hand. Both

users and their social circle adjusted to having someone paying half their

attention to a device while with people. In sum, the smartphone became a

social extension of users in many ways.
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5.4.2 Device Consolidation

In the final stage, device consolidation stabilized. Users said they now rarely

used their computers for daily life goals, such as ordering food, searching the

internet, checking social media. U18 did not bother turning on her computer

when she come home from office where she does an internship. U19 said she

stopped using digital reader and converted to reading articles from the

smartphone. In contrast, U2 said she reverted to her computer for large screen.

However, U2 can be said to have stayed in the basic usage stage. She

downloaded a few applications and she did not use the smartphone as much as

she had planned initially. She said that she just used it for connecting to social

media and calling her close social circle via the internet.

5.4.3 Post-use Aesthetics

As a device is being used, some wear and tear happens. U1 was concerned

about the make-up dirt accumulated in conjunction points. U19 did not like

finger prints on the screen, she wiped them all the time, even during the third

interview. U16 said she was upset with the scratches on the screen, as she

thought that the phone was robust enough. U7 had to buy a case, because one

of the buttons on the side of the smartphone broke. He sticked it in place and

bought the case to hold it in place.

5.5 New Expectations

As a final word, it should be noted that users form new expectations as they

fully integrate the smartphone into their life. These expectations are mostly

expressed as those functions and features the user already enjoys, but with a

higher capacity. For example, a larger screen, a faster computing power,

longer battery life, but within the same product. Users who told that they
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would change the phone in appropriation stage expected that their problems

with instrumental qualities would be solved when they would buy a new

device. Other users said they would buy a higher version of the same device.

Therefore, the expectations are not about new usage goals. They are about

acquiring the same device with a little higher technology. It can be concluded

that the decision to change the product is given in the appropriation stage.

Three users decided to discontinue using their phones. Two of them expressed

reasons closely related to instrumental qualities of interface design. U14 was

frustrated about the touchscreen and too many steps in placing calls. U7 was

unhappy with the internet browsing interface. His phone did not enable

comfortable browsing as his friends’ phones did. U18 had a reason related

with self-image. She said her smartphone was not fit for her image as a

prospective lawyer. She needed a cooler phone.

Some users started to talk about their smartphones as if it is a loved pet, or a

loved person. U6 said jokingly, “I can never break up with her”. U25 lost her

smartphone, her father bought her a new one, but she was so attached to the

old one that she limited the activities to a minimum with the new phone.

During the interview, she was referring to the lost one as “my phone”, and

“this one” [with a sneer] to the new device.  She said “I used to play a game

with my phone [the lost one], but playing it on this one is not enjoyable”. She

used to buy colorful cases for her old phone, but never bought any accessories

for the new one. After a few weeks, the police found her phone. She

immediately gave the new phone to her brother and continued using her old

one. On the other hand, some users saw the device as a transparent box, which

will be replaced as new versions are launched. U23, U24, U12, U2 all

mentioned that they would replace their smartphone with a new one.
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U2 and U12 selected their smartphones on the basis of a tight budget, and

they mentioned that they would like a better one. The word “one” implies that

it is just a device. U23 and U24 said they like to keep up with technology, so

they would replace their current phone with a better one. Figure 5.7

summarizes UX related aspects in development of routines.

Figure 5.7 Positive and negative UX in New Routines stage

5.6 Discussion of the Longitudinal Study

In the long-term, it can be said that, not everyone follows through the usage

stages in exactly the same time period. The long-term UX patterns might hold

for all users, for example, all users might pass through a learning stage at first.

However, discovery stage might last for a few days for some users, whereas it

might last for a few weeks for others. Not all users experience the same stage

at the same time or for the same duration. Likewise, there is the widely known
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concept of experienced user with basic skills regarding the interface. Krisler

and Alterman (2008) explain that once users attain a basic understanding of

the interface, they shift their focus from interface tasks to doing activities in

the world. Thus, the users do not learn shortcuts, deeper menus or alternative

functions as long as they accomplish their goals. Others become advanced

users (Hackos & Redish, 1998) in a short time, learning shortcuts and

alternative paths. They have a correct user’s model of sytem in Norman’s

(1988; see Section 2.1) terms. It should be noted that everyone has a different

temporal schedule of their own. Users might be going through similar stages,

but in different times.

Therefore, the question is when exactly is “long term”? Is it the point when a

user becomes an advanced user? It is known that many users stay at the basic

level even if they use a product for years. This is called the “paradox of the

active user”: Once a user learns doing a task in some way, she/he does not

bother learning new, more efficient ways of doing it in the following usage

period (Krisler & Alterman, 2008). Is long-term the point where discoveries

stop? This is unlikely, considering the continuous updates to operating

systems, and in particular crowd sourced applications in digital devices. In

sum, long-term experience cannot be defined with a fixed time period.

It can be argued that, long-term usage can be defined as a stage where users

feel themselves in. It is seen in the interviews that, even after two months of

use, some users perceived themselves as “being new in the phone” (U2, U14,

U21). On the other hand, U1 and U23 told that they “got used to the phone” in

the first two weeks. Therefore, the long-term can be determined as leaving

behind the first stage in UX cycle, that is, the Initiation stage. The reason for

not including the stages Apropriation and New Routines is that, some users

might never reach that point.
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It is found that some aspects of product that are in the domain of sociology are

in fact closely related with user experience. Dimensions such as ergonomics,

learnability, usability, usefulness, interaction aesthetics, and attachment are

widely accepted dimensions of user experience. On the other hand,

dimensions such as mobility, connectedness, privacy, socialization are usually

discussed through a lens of social interactions and dynamics of society.

However, the ties of those dimensions with user experience had not been

pursued.

During the longitudinal study, a measurement of perceived pragmatic and

hedonic qualities is done with Attrakdiff2 scale developed by Hassenzahl

(2004). It seems the dimensions that are measured by the scale do not change

over a time of three months. The dimensions are related with measurement of

product qualities, namely pragmatic, hedonic-identification and hedonic-

stimulation. During the filling of scale, the author of the present study was

with the participants. The participants explained the reason for their scores. It

is observed that users gave different reasons in different times while they

were giving similar scores. In this case, it can be concluded that the

perception of product quality stays relatively steady, but for different reasons

for each evaluation.

The aim of this study was to make an exploration into prominent factors

during long term user experience. Apart from widely acknowledged user

experience dimensions, results point to an increasingly overwhelming

importance of ‘sociological’ dimensions on user experience in the long term.

The nature of smartphones affected the mentioned results. However, it can be

argued that, the results can be extrapolated to other mobile digital products to

be designed in the future. A digital product is not an individual object

anymore, but it is a part of a blogosphere, where workings of society play an

important role. Designing for a positive user experience, for digitally
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connected products should be far more relying on social capabilities they offer

than individual functions. The more they let a user to be a part of the digital

society in an easy but controlled way, the higher the overall user experience.

5.7 Limitations of Longitudinal Study

A longitudinal study design imposes some risks for the success of a study.

One practical risk is related with longitudinal cooperation of participants. The

participants were enthusiastic in the beginning, but several left the study. It

was expected, and more participants than needed were contacted in the

beginning. However, the leaving participant also left a two months’ work.

Second risk is reaching the participants on specific dates. The study was

started in summer, so many participants left for vacation. Organization of

interviews needed additional compromise from participants. In fact, two

participants had to leave the study because they could not be interviewed

during summer holiday.

Another limitation is the reliance on users’ narrations for usage information

that could have been collected in a more reliable way. UX is a concept that is

formed in the mind of user, but the way users really used the product can be

observed in an objective way. In this way, examination of the differences

between the narrations of UX and the tacit usage could provide interesting

results. Therefore, a technique for collecting objective data, without expecting

much from user, could be applied.

A deliberate limitation is the participant profile in the study. It is assumed that

young people are advanced users of technology. However Hartmann (2005)

showed that this is not always true. Studying young people’s experiences with

smartphones can be informing about the design problems that even the
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computer-literate user groups face. Therefore, the sample is comprised of

university students who have comparable skills and affinity to technology.

On the other hand, limiting user groups means limiting the extrapolation

possibilities of findings. For example, it can easily be claimed that long-term

UX patterns for student users vary considerably from long-term UX patterns

for elderly users, or for businesspeople, for example. Interesting observations

could be made by studying evolution of experience in elderly users and young

users. “Age has profound effects on both psychological and physical user

characteristics” (ISO 20282-1:2008). However, the findings by Lee (2007)

suggest that usage problems resulting from psychological and physical skills

of elderly users impose dominance on usage of mobile phones, and for the

elderly, usage is generally limited with basic functions. Hence, studying the

evolution of experience in elderly users is another case in itself. In spite of the

above mentioned limitations, once a long-term UX pattern is attained with

student participants, it can be revised for various user populations in further

studies.

Another limitation point is the ownership period of a smartphone. The

participants are selected from among first-time smartphone users and who

have been using their phones for at most a month. It can be interesting to

observe the first days of users with their phones.

A final point is about the effects of individual differences. In spite of the

seemingly homogeneous user characteristics, large variations in so-called

competencies in smartphone usage are observed among users. As well as that,

the accounts of user experience greatly vary when satisfaction reasons are

sought. In one extreme case, there is a user who still carried her old phone

with her during the first month because she could not learn how to use the

calendar in the new smartphone. In the other extreme there is a user who has
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formatted the smartphone and installed a new interface in the first few days

after purchase just because she did not like the graphics in the original

interface. As a result, individual differences appeared in analysis. The

experience can certainly be assumed to have been affected by individual

differences. For example, some of the negative experiences in learnability

might have been closely related with individual differences.
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CHAPTER 6

6. SCALE DEVELOPMENT

6.1 Item Generation

The scale is based on the findings of the longitudinal study. The method of

item generation is explained in detail in Section 3.5.1. The items were

generated from the user quotations elicited during the longitudinal study.

Initially, no constructs were decided, however, during item generation, care is

taken to include quotations that point to instrumental and non-instrumental

dimensions in UX. 115 items are generated in total. The items are given in

Appendix E with English translations.

6.2 Expert Evaluation

As explained in the methodology, three domain experts evaluated the

preliminary items. Two had over 10 years of experience in user experience

domain. The Expert 1 recommended that intuitive use and learning could be

included in the scale, even though it is a scale for long-term experience. In

parallel to this recommendation, items related with intuitive use and learning

is added.
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The first elimination is made in accordance to the theoretical ratings. The

mean score of expert ratings for theoretical relevance were 9,65 (standart

deviation 0,13). As seen in Figure 5.1, the distributions of all three experts’

ratings are skewed towards the upper quartile.

A major theoretical suggestion of experts was about elimination of the items

that pointed to specific interface modalities or specific features of phones. For

example items that refer to touchscreen keyboard and cameras are found too

specific. Those items were eliminated, unless they had been expressed

frequently or given high importance by users.
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Figure 6.1 Domain Expert Ratings Regarding Theoretical Relevance of Scale

Items

As for the expert revision regarding item format, a similar skewd distribution

is seen in the frequency distribution of scores. Mean format score was 8,23

(St.dev 1,23). Expert rating scores on format are provided in Figure 5.2.
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Expert 2 pointed out a few items that included jargon, namely

“customization”, “fast use” and “using to full potential”. In spite of the just

comment on avoidance of jargon, those items were generated from exact

quotations of user expressions, and thought to be referring to daily vocabulary

regarding device use. Therefore, the decision of elimination is left to the the

testing stage.  If an expert provided an alternative wording for an item, it is

applied and the item is kept. The items which were rated with lower than 5 for

format are eliminated if the theoretical score were lower than the average

theoretical score. If an item got low format score but had a theoretical score

higher than or equal to the average of theoretical scores, then that item format

is revised and kept. However, if an item got a low format score and there are

several similar items, then that item is eliminated.

In face of the skewed frequency distribution of theoretical and format scores,

item elimination is kept at a minimum, aiming for optimization of item

redundancy and respondent cooperation. As a result, a total of 92 items are

kept to be tested in a large sample.
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Figure 6.2 Domain expert ratings regarding item format of scale items.

DeVellis (2003) implies that consulting to experts does not necessarily require

rating of items. Actually, DeVellis suggest that the main contribution of

experts is in pointing out the missing dimensions in a prospective scale.

Experts can provide valuable input on theoretical relevancy, but if possible,

elimination of items based on theoretical relevancy should be based on

respondent data. Similarly, Netemeyer et.al (2003) recommend rating the
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items but adds that suggestions on item wordings as well as theoretical

revisions are of utmost help. Ratings are made just to provide an idea of

relative goodness of items, and the major contribution of expert evaluation is

theoretical recommendations especially in underdefined domains like user

experience. As a result, elimination of items were based primarily on

comments from experts and secondarily on the rating scores.

6.3 Data Collection

A total of 557 respondents answered the survey. After elimination of blank

questions, the analysis is made on a sample of 471 respondents. It is ensured

by a screener that all the respondents owned a smartphone. The sample is

composed of 53% female and 46% male respondents. Age of respondents is

given in Figure 6.3. As it is seen in the figure, 64% of respondents were under

the age of 35. This is in compliance with the smartphone user profile in

Turkey, where 65% or users are under the age of 35 (The Nielsen Company,

2013). On the other hand, users between ages 25-44 and 45+ are

underrepresented in the sample, as Turkish smartphone user population is

found to be 23% and 13% respectively (The Nielsen Company). The Report

by the Nielsen Company does not claim to be a statistically valid research, but

they conducted studies in major cities in Turkey.
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Figure 6.3 Age Profile of Smartphone Users

2.15% of the respondents have primary education and 24.89% are high school

graduates. The biggest group with a percentage of 46.78% has university

education. 20.60% of the respondents have a M.Sc. or 5.58% have a Ph.D.

degree or above. Figure 5.4 illustrates educational level of respondents.

Figure 6.4 Educational Level of Smartphone Users
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The length of usage period is of importance for the purposes of the study.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the frequency distribution of the length of usage period

of respondent’s current smartphone.  For 53.14% of respondents the current

phone was their first smartphone, 46.86% owned a smartphone before.

Figure 6.5 Frequency distribution: usage period of current smartphone.

6.4 Floor and Ceiling Effects

Before going further with item analysis, an examination of descriptive

statistics is recommended (Netemeyer, et.al. 2003; Spector 1992). In order for

a scale to measure a dimension, it should be ensured that there is enough

variation in the items that comprise the scale. In other words, if the majority

of respondents gave the same answer to a question, then that question does
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not have high variance. In order to find out such faulty questions, mean scores

and standart deviation of the scores for each item is inspected. Mean values of

item scores ranged from 1.61 to 4.48. Standart deviations ranged from .684 to

1.437. In the literature, no recommended threshold for standart deviation is

found. However, the lowest standart deviation was obsersed in item no 82,

being 0.703 and that can be considered as a value high above zero.

6.5 Item Analysis

The purpose of item analysis is to inspect the internal consistency among the

items that make up the scale. Internal consistency implies that all the items in

the scale measure a common construct. Spector (1992) points out that internal

consistency does not show the nature of the construct, meaning that items

might be measuring a common variable, but if they might be measuring a

construct that is different than the researcher has intended.

Item analysis is explained in Spector (1992) as examination of item-remainder

coefficients to choose the items that will be eliminated or retained. Item-

remainder coefficient indicates the correlation of an individual item with the

sum of the remaining items (Spector, 1992; p.29). As a rule of thumb, the

items with item-remainder coefficients that are lower than .40 are eliminated

(Netemeyer et.al., 2003). Spector (1992) explains that as the intended number

of items in a scale increase, lower item-remainder coefficients can also ensure

internal consistency. For example, if a scale consists of only 10 items, then a

higher coefficient such as .50 is sought. In the present study, item-remainder

coefficient threshold is set to .40.

As a result, items 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70, 77, 78, 79, 81, 83, 87

are eliminated amont the items that are intended to tap instrumental dimension

of UX. For non-instrumental dimensions, items 9, 16, 22, 37, 49, 62 and 64
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are eliminated. After elimination, 68 items were left for further analysis. The

item-remainder statistics is given in Appendix G.

In addition to the item-remainder coefficients, the variance of the total scale is

compared to the variance of individual items. This is done by calculating

Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s alpha is an indicator of intercorrelation of all

the items. Spector (1992) reminds that Cronbach’s alpha is higher as the

number of items in a scale increase. As a rule of thumb, Cronbach’s alpha is

sought to be equal of greater than .70. In elimination of items, each item is

evaluated for it’s contribution to the increase or decrease in Cronbach’s alpha.

For each item, Cronbach’s alpha is calculated if that item is removed from the

scale. In the present scale, Cronbach’s alpha was above .70 for all items.

(Appendix x).

After removing the items with low item-remainder coefficients, a second

round of analysis is run. In the second round, only item 75 had an item-

remainder coefficient lower than .40. Item 75 was eliminated. The resulting

Cronbach’s alpha was .969. As a result, a total of 67 items are retained for

further analysis. The item-total statistics in the second round are given in

Appendix H

6.6 Exploratory Factor Analysis

The sample size in exploratory factor analysis is 471, as opposed to 557

respondents, because missing data is considered as problematic in factor

analysis. When the reason for missing data is examined, it is seen that they

corresponded to last pages in the online survey. Some respondents left before

the completing the survey. The survey was distributed in four different

combinations of items in order to minimize such problems. Nevertheless,
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Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of sampling adequacy value was .959,

indicating a sufficient sample size.

Exploratory factor analysis is made with 67 items, which were retained after

item analysis stage. There are several criteria in factor analysis. A detailed

explanation is provided in Section 3.5. In summary, eigen-value greater than

1 rule, the elbow in the scree test is used in combination to indicate the

number of factors to be extracted. As well as that, the factors which were

loaded by three or more items with loadings higher or equal to .50 are

retained.

There were 12 factors with eigen-values greater than 1. All 12 factors

explained 61.53% of total variance. The first factor explained 34.04% of

variance before rotation. For reduction purposes, items with eigenvalues less

than 1 are not kept, so 12 factors are extracted. The eigenvalues are given in

Appendix I.

Scree Test is another criterion for factor extraction. The eigenvalues are given

on the vertical axis on the Scree Plot. The number of factors where the slope

of the curve approaches zero is the recommended number of factors. It is

called the “elbow”. Deleting a factor below the "elbow" will be little loss of

explained variance. The scree plot is given in Figure 6.6. As it is seen in the

figure, there are approximately 10 factors above the elbow.
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Figure 6.6 The Scree Plot

In order to increase the interpretability of factors, an orthogonal rotation

method, VARIMAX rotation with Kaiser Normalization is used. The rotation

was applied to the 12 factors in order to have a simpler factor structure. The

resulting Rotated Component Matrix is provided in Appendix J. Items with

factor loadings lower than .50 was eliminated. A recommendation is to keep

the factors with at least three items (Netemeyer et al., 2003). Out of the 12

factors, 9 were composed of 3 or more items with loadings higher than .50.

The tenth factor was composed of more than three items, but their loading

were lower than .50. However, as is suggested in Netemeyer et.al. (2003), the

final decision is given by the factor’s theoretical relevance. The tenth factor

tapped to attachment and engagement dimensions, which is theoretically
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relevant. Therefore, the tenth factor is retained in this stage.  In sum, 10

factors are considered in the present study.

All 10 factors explain 58.324% of total variance. After rotation, the primary

factor explained 34.04% of total variance. Primary factor is composed of 9

items. The second factor explained 5.396% percent of total variation and is

composed of 9 items. The third factor explains 3.67% with 5 items; fourth

factor explains 2.93% with 4 items, fifth and sixth factors explain 2.67% and

2.39% respectively with 3 and 4 items respectively. Seventh factor has 1 item

with loading over .50 and two items with loadings approximately .40, so it is a

candidate for deletion, but for theoretical reasons it is retained at the present

stage. Eight factor explains 1.81% with 2 items with loadings above .50 and 1

item with a loading of .459, its retention is also theoretically desired. Ninth

factor explains 1.71% with 3 items. Finally, tenth factor explains 1,69% of

variance with 4 items which have loadings below .50 Table 5.1 provide a

summary of items, associated factors and explained variance after rotation.

The Rotated Component Matrix can be seen in Appendix J.
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Table 6.1 Summary of Rotated Factors

Factor Items Eigen
value

% of
Varianc

e

Cumula
tive %

1 s18, s20, s26, s30, s31, s32, s33, s36, s39 22,466 34,040 34,040

2 s50, s51, s52, s53, s54, s55,s56, s57, s58 3,562 5,396 39,436

3 s76, s80, s82, s85, s86 2,427 3,677 43,113

4 s21, s38, s44, s59 1,933 2,929 46,042

5 s13, s14, s15 1,760 2,666 48,708

6 s4, s5, s91, s92 1,575 2,386 51,094

7 s40, s41, s42, s43 1,331 2,017 53,111

8 s45, s46, s48 1,193 1,808 54,919

9 s67, s71, s72 1,131 1,714 56,632

10 s24, s25, s27, s28 1,117 1,692 58,324

6.7 Discussion

Scale is intended to explore constructs of user experience that become

prominent in long term usage. Development of a scale is said to be a never

ending process (Spector, 1992), with many test and re-test stages. The aim of

the present study is to extract possible factors that are prominent in the long-

term UX. Therefore, first steps in exploration of factors are done. A minimum

number of items are eliminated at this stage.

Ten factors were found by the exploratory factor analysis. Factors numbered

as 7, 8 and 10 have items which have loadings less than .50. However, the

tenth factor is thought to be tapping to a theoretically important aspect of user

experience. As well as that, the items were generated from frequently
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expressed user statements. As a result, Factor 10 is retained to be evaluated in

further analyses, and with different data sets.

Factor 1 is composed of 9 items. Factor 1 is composed of items that reflect

prestige, being accustomed to the device, pleasureable use, current general

satisfaction, recommendability, customer retention (items 32 and 33), usage

potentiality, usefulness. Therefore, Factor 1 is named as general satisfaction.

The items that load Factor 1 are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Items of Factor 1 and Reliability Analysis

Factor 2 is composed of 9 items. The items that load Factor 2 are given in

Table 6.3. The items are mainly associated with connectivity. The items

communicability with remote friends, connectivity to smartphone owners,

increased communication with close circle, shareability of photos, practicality

FACTOR 1
Corrected

Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if

Item
Deleted

s18-Bu telefon oldukça prestijli bir cihaz ,672 ,882
s20-Bu telefona alıştım, değiştirmek istemem ,659 ,883
s26-Bu telefonun kullanım keyfi var ,642 ,884
s30-Bu telefondan şu anda çok memnunum ,767 ,875
s31-Bu telefonu arkadaşlarıma tavsiye ederim ,753 ,877
s32-Bu telefon bugün bozulursa tekrar aynısından alırım ,601 ,889
s33-Bu telefonu bugün bozulursa aynı modelin bir üst
versiyonunu alırım

,571 ,891

s36-Bu telefon ileride yeni şekillerde kullanabileceğim,
potansiyeli olan bir cihaz

,639 ,884

s39-Bu telefon oldukça kullanışlı ,697 ,882
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of communication with smartphone owning friends, virtual connnectivity to

close circle, inclusion to peer group planning, making remote friends closer,

sharing significant moments can be associated with the concept of connected

presence (Ling, 2008). The items connectivity to social media, enhancing

inclusion in social media, can be said to indicate connectivity to personal

blogosphere. As it is seen in the table, all the items reflect communication

capabilities with user’s social circle. Factor 2 is named as social extention. In

Ling’s (2008) terms, this factor can be named as connected presence.

However, connected presence refers to the social relationships, whereas,

social extension refers to a quality.

Table 6.3. Items of Factor 2 and Reliability Analysis

FACTOR 2
Corrected

Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if

Item
Deleted

s50-Telefonda yakınlarımın kullandığı iletişim uygulamalarının
yüklü olmasına dikkat ediyorum

,640 ,907

s51-Bu telefondan sonra yakınlarımla iletişimim arttı ,661 ,906
s52-Tanıdıklarım arasında akıllı telefonu olanlarla daha fazla
iletişim kuruyorum

,721 ,902

s53-Bu telefonla anında fotoğraf çekip arkadaşıma
yollayabilmeyi seviyorum

,667 ,905

s54-Bu telefon sayesinde uzaktaki arkadaşlarla her an iletişim
kurabilir oldum

,774 ,898

s55-Bu telefonla sosyal medyaya sürekli bağlantı halindeyim ,737 ,900
s56-Bu telefondan sonra sosyal medyayı daha çok takip eder
oldum

,696 ,903

s57-Akıllı telefonu olan arkadaşlarla iletişim kurması daha pratik
oluyor

,712 ,903

s58-Akıllı telefonum olduğu için arkadaş grubumda yapılan
planlardan daha kolay haberim oluyor

,688 ,904
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Factor 3 is composed of 5 items. The items are related with ease of learning,

intuitive use, ease of reaching the settings and handy shortcuts. All the items

are related with classical usability dimensions. Therefore, this factor can be

named after known usability dimensions as intuitiveness-practicality

Table 6.4. Items of Factor 3 and Reliability Analysis

Factor 4 is composed of 4 items. The items are about having a friend nearby,

having a magic box, having access to the world, which might imply the

potential of useful functions in contingency. S44 is about enabling efficient

use of one’s spare time. All the items are related with the potentiality of

functions offered by the device. Therefore, the factor is named as potentiality.

FACTOR 3
Corrected

Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if

Item
Deleted

s76-Bu telefonun ayarlarına ulaşmak çok pratik ,550 ,822
s80-Bu telefonu kullanmayı öğrenmek çok kolay ,645 ,796
s82-Bu telefonda bir işlemi nasıl yapacağımı anlaması kolay
oluyor

,693 ,785

s85-Bu telefonda bir işlemin nasıl yapılacağı kolayca anlaşılıyor ,711 ,777

s86-Bu telefonun kısayolları çok işime yarıyor ,574 ,816
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Table 6.5. Items of Factor 4 and Reliability Analysis

Factor 5 is composed of 3 items. The items are about being free from space

constraints, using the product for work/school purposes and enhancing

career/education. There are two main concepts in this factor. S13 is about

enhancing mobility,  s14 and s15 are related with career enhancement. This

can be said to be a specific aspect for digital mobile devices. This factor can

be named as supportiveness in work.

Table 6.6. Items of Factor 5 and Reliability Analysis

FACTOR 4
Corrected

Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if

Item
Deleted

s21-Bu telefon sanki yanımda bir dostum varmış gibi
hissettiriyor

,682 ,785

s38-Bu telefon sanki cebinde sihirli bir kutu varmış gibi
hissettiriyor

,697 ,772

s44-Bu telefon boş vakitlerimi faydalı şekilde değerlendirmemi
sağlıyor

,621 ,806

s59-Bu telefonla sanki bütün dünya elimin altında ,666 ,788

FACTOR 5
Corrected
Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if

Item
Deleted

s13-Bu telefon sayesinde her yerden çalışabilir oldum ,607 ,877
s14-Okulla/işimle ilgili uygulamalar kullanıyorum ,794 ,699
s15-Telefona okulda/kariyerimde işime yarayacak uygulamalar
yükleyip kullanıyorum

,735 ,757
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Factor 6 is composed of 4 items. The items represent long-term durability of a

product but with a digital focus. This factor is named as digital robustness.

Such dimensions are not discussed in user experience studies, since they are

related with technical aspects that are considered as a given. However, in the

longitudinal study, it is found that in the long term, such taken for granted

qualities in a product becomes an issue for users’ positive experience with a

product. Even though the product is digitally robust, users do not always

perceive it as such.  Therefore, the perception of digital robustness.can be

thought as a dimension that emerge in the long term.

Table 6.7. Items of Factor 6 and Reliability Analysis

Factor 9 is a negative dimension. It is loaded by 3 items, slowness of the

phone, opening worng menus and impractical usage. Therefore, this factor is

named as impracticality.

FACTOR 6
Corrected

Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if

Item
Deleted

s4-Bu telefonda teknik açıdan bir aksaklık yaşamam ,519 ,661
s5-Bu telefonun kolay kolay bozulmayacağını düşünüyorum ,572 ,627
s91-Bu telefonun sağlam olduğunu düşünüyorum ,558 ,642
s92-Şebeke değiştirsem bile telefon numaralarım güvende olur ,427 ,709
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Table 6.8. Items of Factor 9 and Reliability Analysis

All the items in Factor 10 have loadings below .50. However they point to a

theoretically relevant construct. As well as that, the item-remainder

coefficients of items 24, 25, 27, and 28 are quite high; which are .62,.72, .43

and .51 respectively. In accordance with Netemeyer et.al.'s (2003)

recommendation, Factor 10 is evaluated from a theoretical perspective. The

items in Factor 10 point to engagement and attachment with the product.  As a

result, Factor 10 is found to be tapping a theoretically important construct,

and thus retained for evaluation in the later stages. Factor 10 is composed of 4

items. They are associated with engaging use, nice surprizes and feelings of

attachment. Engaging interaction is a widely studied concept in user

experience. The concepts in Factor 10 are widely studied in the literature

(Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek, 2011). Factor 10 is named as engagement.

FACTOR 9
Corrected

Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if

Item
Deleted

s67-Bu telefon artık bana yavaş geliyor ,401 ,713
s71-Sık sık yanlış menülere giriyorum ,525 ,530
s72-Bu telefonu kullanmak pratik değil ,552 ,500
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Table 6.9. Items of Factor 10 and Reliability Analysis

6.8 Limitation of Scale Development Study

Scale development is a long process that needs testing and re-testing. The

present study is the first step in this endavour. The constructs need to be

validated with further studies. The limitation of second study is that the scale

is in preliminary stage. Finally, the scale cannot be used to predict how long-

term experience will be shaped before such an experience occurs. Thus it is a

summative evaluation tool.

FACTOR 10
Corrected

Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if

Item
Deleted

s24-Bu telefonla menüler arası dolaşmak keyifli ,654 ,743
s25-Bu telefonla işlem yapmak eğlenceli ,752 ,709
s27-Bu telefon artık beni cezbetmiyor ,390 ,832
s28-Bu telefonda hala güzel sürprizlerle karşılaşıyorum ,480 ,795
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CHAPTER 7

7. CONCLUSION

Users form the decision of continuing usage or discarding the product after

they use it for a period of time in various activities and see if it can be

integrated comfortably into their daily life. Research done in UX discipline

mainly focuses on the early stages of use. This thesis argued that there is a

need for systematic inquiry into long-term user experience.

The aim of the study was to inquire the evolution of user experience over time

for smartphones. The goal was to construct a model of long-term user

experience including:

 Elaboration of known user experience dimensions in long-

term usage,

 Elicitation of prominent user experience dimensions in long-

term usage,

 Measurement of known user experience dimensions in long-

term usage.

The stages in long-term use and UX dimensions that become prominent in

each usage stage are explored by a qualitative longitudinal study. The study

was conducted with 21 first-time users of smartphones. The duration of the

study covered the first three months of users after acquisition of the product.
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Users’ experience was examined through monthly face-to-face interviews and

additional phone surveys between the interviews. User narrations and

statements are analyzed by Grounded Theory method. Chapters 4 and 5

presented the findings and the results of the qualitative longitudinal study. A

model that highlights the main stages in usage and the relevant user

experience factors that become prominent in each stage is produced for

researchers in UX. Qualitative methodology enabled elicitation of rich data

which helped shedding light into the how’s and why’s of evolving usage and

relevant UX over time.

A second study is conducted for the purpose of providing a measurement tool

regarding long-term UX. The findings of the longitudinal study were used in

the construction of the scale. Chapter 6 presented the studies conducted for

the development of the long-term UX scale. The scale development study was

based on the data collected from 557 smartphone users.

The research questions were as follows:

1. What are the stages of evolution of UX in the long-term?

2. What are the factors that initiate a new stage during the evolution

of UX?

3. How do prominent UX dimensions change during long term

usage?

4. Which constructs are prevalent in long term UX?

7.1 The Stages of Evolution in UX, the Factors that Initiate a New

Stage and the Change in the Prominent Factors of UX in the Long-

Term

User experience in prolonged usage is explored by a longitudinal interview

study. The evolution of user experience is proposed as starting from Passive
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UX phase where a user is exposed to the outcome or benefits of other users’

product. UX occurs, when a user is actively using the product. Lastly, user

experience evolves into Expected UX, after user forms new routines with the

product and starts wishing for novel or better experiences. The evolution of

experience happens in parallel to usage stages. The usage stages are exposure,

initiation, appropriation, new routines and new expectations.  In each usage

stage, there are positive and negative user experience episodes. The

importance of the experience episodes are determined according to the impact

they have on user’s overall judgment of the product.

It is argued that UX starts before the acquisition of the device through

episodic trials and during activities with existing users of smartphones. Those

encounters form a benchmark in the evaluation of the product when a person

becomes a user. The stage is a passive usage stage, where a prospective user

is exposed to the experience with a product. The concept of passive UX is

suggested for this reason.

Initiation stage commences when a user acquires a product. User explores the

product, learns the interface and discovers how to utilize it in daily life. In

initiation stage, a discovery of product potential took place. In traditional

products, users discover how to accomplish an existing goal with an interface,

but for smartphones, the process worked differently. It is a reverse process,

where users discovered new activities in accordance with their own particular

context. During initiation stage, it is observed that usability problems and

ergonomic aspects did not play a major role in users’ overall judgment of the

product experience. On the other hand, engaging aspects, novelty of interface

and the potential of functions offered by a smartphone were the main reasons

for overall UX. Initiation stage is completed when a user feels at ease with the

operation of the product, that is, when learning has reached a satisfactory

level for a user.
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In appropriation stage, engaging aspects of interface were still valued, but

problems related with traditional usability and ergonomics became more

influential on user’s overall experience. At this stage, users might decide to

continue or discarding the product. One user decided to discard because of

ergonomic and usability problems. An issue that affected UX was the

resource management functions offered by the smartphones.  One of the main

affecter of overall UX is observed to be a smartphone’s ability to be fully

integrated to digital ecology. Users shared many things, from files to games,

so when the smartphone could not integrate to the digital ecology, it created

feelings of being left outside one’s own social circle. In such a case, the user

experience is alienation from the world outside. Level of integration to digital

ecology was a critical aspect of UX for smartphones. This aspect could be

specific to digital mobile products, since they serve primarily as a hub in

virtual-social life of users. During appropriation stage, discoveries continued,

capabilities of the product are tried. Some functions passed the trial and were

integrated into daily life, while others faded out. Appropriation stage is

completed when users started forming new habits in their usage.

The stage of new routines witnessed a break from details of interface to more

holistic level of UX. New routines stage can be defined as a period when

users mold the product into their daily life and be molded in return. Digital

mobile products in particular can be said to be supportive of emergent use and

an agent of change in users’ daily life. The product became a social extension

of user. In other words, it became something that support user as a social

being in the world. The experience lifted from the interface to a holistic level,

namely compliance to user’s life goals. In this stage, the potential promise of

the device for contingency needs, its ability to integrate into digital ecology,

its plasticity became important. It is observed that traditional usability issues

emerged and faded as users applied strategies to manage them. Similarly
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interface characteristics that engaged the users in the initial stages of use

became a taken for granted quality in the long term. Overall UX was shaped

by product’s ability in serving to social and personal needs of a person, not as

a user, but as a human. At the end of new routines, user and product molded

each other into a new shape. Users rebuilt the product according to their

preferences and needs, and in turn, the product changed daily activities of

user.

Two different forms of attachment is observed in this study. One is the

attachment to functions offered by the product. Functional attachment

happened when users perceived the product as an enabler of certain activities,

and they could easily change the particular product they owned with another

model. Product attachment or emotional attachment can be said to happen

when users attached to the particular product they owned.

New expectations were formed once a user integrated the product fully into

daily life. Users were immersed into a new world of activities enabled by

smartphones; they formed expectations related with technical capabilities and

the parts of the interface that they saw impractical.  Attachment to product

seemed to form during the whole usage process, but it became more

influential in the formation of new expectations.

In sum, in the long term use, user experience can be said to transfer from tacit

instrumental qualities of product to more abstract, goals in life, such as

socializing, personal development or career enhancement. Longitudinal

qualitative study indicated that while some dimensions of user experience

were continuously observed in the long-term, others faded from users’

consideration; sometimes because they became internalized, sometimes

because users altered the product. In cases where users could not mold the

product, it was discarded as soon as possible. Therefore, plasticity of a
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product’s interface became more important in the long term. Forgiveness

played an important role in overall UX. Users made positive overall

evaluations if they had the intention to forgive the problems they encountered.

Once the forgiving came to a halt, then users were observed to make negative

evaluations in the overall. Therefore, forgiveness is argued as a factor that

affects UX in the long-term. The resulting model regarding long-term UX is

given in Figure 7.1.
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7.2 Constructs in Long-Term UX

UX constructs related to long term use is extracted with development of a

scale. The items were formed from the user quotations in the interviews and

the telephone questionnaires. The items in the scale were generated based on

the categories found in the longitudinal study. The resulting constructs from

the exploratory factor analysis are as follows:

 General satisfaction

 Social extension

 Intuitiveness-practicality

 Potentiality

 Supportiveness in work

 Digital robustness

 Impracticality

 Engagement

The factors general satisfaction, intuitiveness-practicality, potentiality,

impracticality, digital robustness, supportiveness in work and engagement are

UX dimensions that are widely accepted. On the other hand, social extention

is discussed less in UX literature. Social extention can be seen a UX construct

worth refining with further studies.

7.4 Contributions of the study

The contributions of this study are mainly in two areas. The first is the

contribution made by the results of the longitudinal qualitative study. The

study suggests a UX model which includes the stages in long-term usage

process and the dimensions of UX that become prominent in succeeding

stages in usage process. The model also suggests alternative concepts such as

passive UX and expected UX. The empirical findings of this study can be used
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as a basis for design in development of mobile digital products, as there is rich

information about users’ long-term positive and negative experiences with

smartphones. The findings related with long-term UX sheds light on the

possible reasons for product retention.

A second contribution is extracting constructs for a scale measuring long term

UX. Scale development is a continuous refinement process. The work on the

long-term mobile UX scale provided a first step in this endeavor. Long-term

UX scale measures dimensions that become influential in the user’s overall

experience in the long term. Today, product development process is based on

correction of mistakes and improving deficiencies in previous versions. Apart

from disruptive innovations, many products are successors of previous

products. In fact, not all dimensions of user experience are witnessed in the

first few uses that most UX methods are based. The scale can be used for

benchmarking purposes. The scale can be used to gather quick information

from a large user sample. It can reveal weak and strong aspects of an existing

smartphone, so that the new version can avoid similar mistakes or preserve

the strengths of existing designs.
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APPENDIX A

A. INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR THE FIRST MONTH

TELEFON DENEYİM MÜLAKATI 1(Turkish version)

Yaş: Eğitim: Telefonu alış tarihi:

Cinsiyet: İşi: Önceki telefonun

marka/modeli:

Giriş:

1. Önceki telefonunuzun marka ve modeli neydi? Modeli

hatırlamıyorsanız tarif ediniz, tuşlu muydu? Dokunmatik ekranı var

mıydı? Internete girebiliyor muydu?

2. Kullanmakta olduğunuz diğer elektronik cihazlar neler? Örneğin

bilgisayar, ipad, camera, mp3 çalar, elektronik ajanda kullanıyor

musunuz?

3. Bu markanın diğer ürünlerinden hangilerini kullanıyorsunuz?

Başlangıç:

Bana telefonunuzun hikayesini anlatır mısınız…

4. Telefonu almaya nasıl karar verdiniz?

5. İlk alırken neler yapmayı umuyordunuz, telefonunuzdan neler

bekliyordunuz?

6. Telefonu kullanmayı nasıl öğrendiniz? Örneğin size yardımcı olan
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kişiler oldu mu, neler anlattılar?  İnternetten araştırma yaptınız mı?

Kullanım kılavuzuna baktınız mı?

7. Telefonunuzun hangi aksesuarları ve donanımları var?

8. Bana hiç bilmeyen birisine öğretir gibi telefonunuzu gösterir

misiniz?

9. İlk zamanlar olumlu neler yaşadınız?

10. İlk zamanlar olumsuz neler yaşadınız?

11. Telefonunuzla ilgili ilk kullanımlarınızda neler hoşunuza gitti?

Neler hoşunuza gitmedi? Neler oldu?

12. Telefonu kullanmayı öğrenirken size kolay gelen yönleri nelerdi?

Nerelerde zorlandınız?

Mevcut durum:

1. Şu anda telefonunuzu hangi amaçlar için kullanıyorsunuz? Hangi

mekanlarda kullanıyorsunuz?

2. Telefonla ilgili olarak bir iş gününüzü ve bir tatil gününüzü anlatır

mısınız? Neler yapıyorsunuz?

3. Telefonunuz en çok hangi durumlarda işinize yarıyor? Hangi

durumlarda sıkıntı çekiyorsunuz?

4. Geçtiğimiz ayı düşünün, telefonla ilgili bir konuda ufak da olsa bir

sorun yaşadınız mı? Ne oldu? Nasıl çözümlendi?

Beklentiler:

5. Gelecekte bu telefonla neler yapmayı planlıyorsunuz? Hangi

aplikasyonları yükleyecek, nasıl durumlarda kullanacak biraz anlatır

mısınız?

Genel:

6. Toparlarken, bana kullandığınız süre boyunca telefonunuzla

yaşadığınız bir iyi, bir de pek iyi olmayan bir olayı, durumu anlatır
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mısınız?

Memnuniyet:

7. Telefonu ilk aldığınızdaki memnuniyet dereceniz neydi? Ne açıdan?

İşaretlenecek: (hiç memnun değildi/memnun değildi/ne memnundu

ne değildi/memnundu/çok memnundu)

8. Şu andaki durumu düşünerek, memnuniyet dereceniz nedir? Ne

açıdan?

İşaretlenecek: (hiç memnun değil/memnun değil/ne memnun ne

değil/memnun/çok memnun)

Özet:

1. Bu görüşmemizi 4-5 cümlede özetleseniz, neler söylediniz not

alabilir miyim?

Şimdi de bu not aldığım şeylerin sizin ürünle ilgili memnuniyetiniz

açısından önem derecesine göre 0-10 arasında puanlar mısınız?

2. Bir de benim özetim var, bunları da memnuniyetiniz açısından

önem derecesine göre 0-10 arasında puanlar mısınız? (Mülakat

sırasında alınan  beş maddeden oluşan notlar gösterilir)
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Attrakdiff2 Ölçeği:

Şimdi size telefonunuzla ilgili izlenimlerinizi soran bir anket yapmak

istiyorum. Ancak anketi doldururken verdiğiniz puanları olabildiğince

açıklar mısınız lütfen. Aynı satırda birbirine karşıt iki kavram yer

almaktadır. Size göre cep telefonunuz bu kavramlardan hangisine daha

yakındır? Lütfen 1 ila 7 arasında işaretleyiniz.

Örnek:

Kaba       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zarif

GD

Telefonunuz sizde kaba bir izlenim uyandırıyorsa, derecesine göre 1, 2

veya 3 puanlarından birisini, zarif bir izlenim uyandırıyorsa, derecesine

göre 5, 6 veya 7 puanlarından birisini, ikisinin arası olduğunu

düşünüyorsanız 4’ü işaretleyebilirsiniz. Bu kavramların cep telefonunuza

uygun olmadığını düşünüyorsanız, Geçerli Değil (GD) kutusunu

işaretleyebilirsiniz.

1.Bölüm: Hedonic-identification

Yalnızlaştıran 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Bütünleştiren GD

Amatör 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Profesyonel GD

Zevksizce

gösterişli

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Şık GD

Ucuz 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Değerli GD

Dışlayıcı 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Dahil edici GD

Beni

insanlardan

uzaklaştıran

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Beni

insanlara

yakınlaştıran

GD
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Eli yüzü

düzgün

olmayan

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Eli yüzü

düzgün

GD

2. Bölüm: Hedonic-stimulation

Tipik 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Orijinal GD

Standart 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yaratıcı GD

Temkinli 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cesur GD

Tutucu 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yenilikçi GD

Kusurlu 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cazip GD

Kolay 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zor GD

Alışılmış 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yepyeni GD

3. Bölüm: Pragmatic

Teknik 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 İnsancıl GD

Karmaşık 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Basit GD

Pratik

olmayan

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Pratik GD

Dolambaçlı 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Doğrudan GD

Tahmin

edilemez

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tahmin

edilebilir

GD

Akıl

karıştırıcı

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Anlaşılır GD

İdaresi zor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 İdare

edilebilir

GD

4. Bölüm

Çirkin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Güzel GD

Kötü 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 İyi GD
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(English version)

INTERVIEW ON MOBILE PHONE EXPERIENCE 1

Age: Education: Date of purchase:

Gender: Job: Brand/model of

previous phone:

Introduction:

1. What was the brand and model of your previous phone? If you do

not remember, could you describe it, was it with buttons? Did it

have a touch screen? Could it connect to internet?

2. Which other electronic devices do you use? For example computers,

iPad, digital camera, mp3 player, electronic organizer…

3. Regarding your phone’s brand, which other products do you use of

this brand?

Initiation:

Could you please tell me about the story of your phone…

4. How did you decided to buy it?

5. What were you expecting do accomplish with it, what were your

expectations?

6. How did you learn to use it? For example did you get help from

acquaintances? What did they explain? Did you look up  the user’s

manual?

7. Which accessories and hardware do you have with your phone?

8. Could you show me your phone as if you are teaching to someone

who is completely uninformed?

9. What positive things did you experienced in the beginning?

10. What positive things did you experienced in the beginning?
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11. What did you like about your phone during the initial uses? What

were the aspects you did not like? What happened?

12. What were the easy aspects for learning to use your phone? Where

did you have difficulties in learning?

Current situation:

13. At the moment, what do you use your phone for? Where do you use

it?

14. Could you tell me a work day and a holiday with your phone? What

do you do?

15. In which occasions do you find your phone most useful? Which

occasions are problematic?

16. Think about this month, did you have trouble with the phone, even

if it is not a big one? What happened? How was it resolved?

Expectations:

17. In the future, what do you think to do regarding your phone? Which

applications would you install, for which purposes would you use it

could you tell a bit about it?

General:

18. In sum, could you tell me two situations that you were in, one

positive, and one negative?

Satisfaction:

19. What was your satisfaction level when you first got your phone?

To be circled: (very dissatisfied/dissatisfied/neither dissatisfied nor

satisfied/satisfied/very satisfied)

20. When you think of the current situation, what is your satisfaction

level? Why?
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To be circled: (very dissatisfied/dissatisfied/neither dissatisfied nor

satisfied/satisfied/very satisfied)

Summary:

1. Could you summarize our interview in 4 or 5 main points so that I

note them? Now, could you think their importance for your

satisfaction and give points between 0 and 10? (10 is most

important)

2. I made my summary as well. Could you give points to these too?

(Interviewer will note around five main points during the interview

and show them to user)

Attrakdiff2 Scale:

Now, I would like you to fill in a survey about your impressions regarding

your phone. Please explain your reasons when you fill it in.

There are two opposite impressions on each line. Think which of these

impressions are closer to yours. Circle a point between 1 and 7.

Example:

Gaudy   1            2            3            4           5           6 7   Elegant

NA

If your phone looks gaudy to you, circle 1,2 or 3 according to the level you

think its gaudy. If you think it is elegant, then circle 5,6, or 7. If you think it

is in-between, then circle 4. If you think these are irrelevant impressions

regarding your phone, then circle NA, not applicable

1.Part: Hedonic-identification

Isolating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Integrating NA
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Amateurish 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Professional NA

Gaudy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Classy NA

Cheap 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable NA

Noninclusive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Inclusive NA

Takes me distant

from people

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Brings me closer to

people

NA

Unpresentable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Presentable NA

2. Part: Hedonic-stimulation

Typical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Original NA

Standard 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Creative NA

Cautious 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Courageous NA

Conservative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Innovative NA

Lame 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Exciting NA

Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Challenging NA

Commonplace 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 New NA

3. Part: Pragmatic

Technical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 human NA

Complicated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Simple NA

Impractical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Practical NA

Cumbersome 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Direct NA

Unpredictable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Predictable NA

Confusing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Clear NA

Unruly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Manageable NA

4. Part

Ugly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Beautiful NA

Bad 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Good NA
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APPENDIX B

B. INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR MONTHS TWO AND THREE

(Turkish version)

TELEFON DENEYİM MÜLAKATI 2&3

Giriş:

Geçen görüşmemizden beri telefonla ilgili neler oldu, neler değişti,

neler aynı kaldı merak ediyorum. Değişen şey fikirleriniz olabilir,

telefonu kullandığınız mekanlar, durumlar olabilir, yeni ihtiyaçlarınız

belirmiş olabilir. Bu görüşmemizde bunlar üzerine konuşabilir miyiz?

Mevcut durum:

1. Geçen görüşmemizden beri yeni kullanım şekilleri keşfettiniz mi?

2. Kullanmayı bıraktığınız işlevler veya durumlar var mı?

3. Yeni kullanmaya başladığınız durumlar ve ya işlevler var mı?

Neler?

4. Telefonla ilgili olarak bir iş gününüzü ve bir tatil gününüzü anlatır

mısınız? Neler yapıyorsunuz?

5. Telefonunuz en çok hangi durumlarda işinize yarıyor? Hangi

durumlarda sıkıntı çekiyorsunuz?

6. Geçtiğimiz ayı düşünün, telefonla ilgili bir konuda ufak da olsa bir

sorun yaşadınız mı? Ne oldu? Nasıl çözümlendi?
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Beklentiler:

7. Gelecekte bu telefonla neler yapmayı planlıyorsunuz? Hangi

aplikasyonları yükleyecek, nasıl durumlarda kullanacak biraz anlatır

mısınız?

8. Bu telefonu değiştirmeyi düşünüyor musunuz? Ne olursa

değiştirirsiniz?

9. Yeni telefon aldığınızda ondan beklentiniz ne olurdu? Örneğin bu

telefonda olan neleri isterdiniz ve bu telefonda olmayan neleri

isterdiniz?

Genel:

10. Toparlarken, bana kullandığınız süre boyunca telefonunuzla

yaşadığınız bir iyi, bir de pek iyi olmayan bir olayı, durumu anlatır

mısınız?

Memnuniyet:

11. Telefonu ilk aldığınızdaki memnuniyet dereceniz neydi? Ne açıdan?

İşaretlenecek: (hiç memnun değildi/memnun değildi/ne memnundu ne

değildi/memnundu/çok memnundu)

12. Şu andaki durumu düşünerek, memnuniyet dereceniz nedir? Ne

açıdan?

İşaretlenecek: (hiç memnun değil/memnun değil/ne memnun ne

değil/memnun/çok memnun)

Özet:

1. Bu görüşmemizi 4-5 cümlede özetleseniz, neler söylediniz not

alabilir miyim?

Şimdi de bu not aldığım şeylerin sizin ürünle ilgili memnuniyetiniz

açısından önem derecesine göre 0-10 arasında puanlar mısınız?

2. Bir de benim özetim var, bunları da memnuniyetiniz açısından
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önem derecesine göre 0-10 arasında puanlar mısınız? (Mülakat sırasında

alınan  beş maddeden oluşan notlar gösterilir)

Attrakdiff2 Ölçeği:

Şimdi size telefonunuzla ilgili izlenimlerinizi soran bir anket yapmak

istiyorum. Ancak anketi doldururken verdiğiniz puanları olabildiğince

açıklar mısınız lütfen. Aynı satırda birbirine karşıt iki kavram yer

almakta. Size göre cep telefonunuz bu kavramlardan hangisine daha

yakındır? Lütfen 1 ila 7 arasında işaretleyiniz.

Örnek:

Kaba       1           2            3            4           5           6            7         Zarif

GD

Telefonunuz sizde kaba bir izlenim uyandırıyorsa, derecesine göre 1, 2

veya 3 puanlarından birisini, zarif bir izlenim uyandırıyorsa, derecesine

göre 5, 6 veya 7 puanlarından birisini, ikisinin arası olduğunu

düşünüyorsanız 4’ü işaretleyebilirsiniz. Bu kavramların cep

telefonunuza uygun olmadığını düşünüyorsanız, Geçerli Değil (GD)

kutusunu işaretleyebilirsiniz.

1.Bölüm: Hedonic-identification

Yalnızlaştıran 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Bütünleştiren GD

Amatör 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Profesyonel GD

Zevksizce

gösterişli

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Şık GD

Ucuz 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Değerli GD

Dışlayıcı 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Dahil edici GD

Beni insanlardan

uzaklaştıran

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Beni insanlara

yakınlaştıran

GD
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Eli yüzü düzgün

olmayan

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Eli yüzü düzgün GD

2. Bölüm: Hedonic-stimulation

Tipik 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Orijinal GD

Standart 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yaratıcı GD

Temkinli 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cesur GD

Tutucu 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yenilikçi GD

Kusurlu 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cazip GD

Kolay 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Zor GD

Alışılmış 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Yepyeni GD

3. Bölüm: Pragmatic

Teknik 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 İnsancıl GD

Karmaşık 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Basit GD

Pratik olmayan 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Pratik GD

Dolambaçlı 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Doğrudan GD

Tahmin

edilemez

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tahmin

edilebilir

GD

Akıl karıştırıcı 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Anlaşılır GD

İdaresi zor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 İdare

edilebilir

GD

4. Bölüm

Çirkin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Güzel GD

Kötü 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 İyi GD
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(English version)

INTERVIEW ON MOBILE PHONE EXPERIENCE 2&3

Introduction:

I am interested in what happened, what are the changes regarding your phone

since our last meeting. Your ideas might have been changed; the places

where you use the phone, situations…or, new needs might have emerged.

Can we talk about such things in this meeting?

Current situation:

13. Did you discover new usages since our last meeting?

14. Are there any functions that you quit using, or are there any situations

that you stopped using your phone?

15. Are there any situations that you started utilizing your phone? Or

functions? What are they?

16. Can you tell me a work day and a holiday in relation with your

phone?

17. When is your phone most useful, in which situations? Which

situations are problematic?

18. Think about last month, did you have a problem with your phone

even it’s a small one? What happened? How did it resolve?

Expectations:

19. What do you expect to do with this phone in the future? Which

applications will you install, in which situations will you be using

them? Could you tell me a bit?

20. Do you think of discarding this phone? If you discarded it, why would

it be?

21. What would your expectations from your new phone (if you discarded

the current one)? For example what new things would you wish to

have in the new phone, what would you like to transfer from this

phone to the new one?
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General:

22. Getting closer to finish, could you tell me about two situations you

underwent, one positive and one negative.

Satisfaction:

23. What was your satisfaction level when you first bought your phone?

Why?

To be circled: (very dissatisfied/dissatisfied/neither dissatisfied nor

satisfied/satisfied/very satisfied)

24. What is your satisfaction level at the moment? Why?

To be circled: (very dissatisfied/dissatisfied/neither dissatisfied nor

satisfied/satisfied/very satisfied)

Summary:

1. Could you summarize our interview in 4 or 5 main points so that I

note them? Now, could you think their importance for your

satisfaction and give points between 0 and 10? (10 is most important)

2. I made my summary as well. Could you give points to these too?

(Interviewer will note around five main points during the interview

and show them to user)

Attracdiff2 Scale:

Now, I would like you to fill in a survey about your impressions regarding

your phone. Please explain your reasons when you fill it in.

There are two opposite impressions on each line. Think which of these

impressions are closer to yours. Circle a point between 1 and 7.

Example:

Gaudy        1 2             3          4 5 6 7 Elegant

NA
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If your phone looks gaudy to you, circle 1,2 or 3 according to the level you

think its gaudy. If you think it is elegant, then circle 5,6, or 7. If you think it

is in-between, then circle 4. If you think these are irrelevant impressions

regarding your phone, then circle NA, not applicable

1.Part: Hedonic-identification

Isolating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Integrating NA

Amateurish 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Professional NA

Gaudy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Classy NA

Cheap 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Valuable NA

Noninclusive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Inclusive NA

Takes me distant

from people

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Brings me closer

to people

NA

Unpresentable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Presentable NA

2. Part: Hedonic-stimulation

Typical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Original NA

Standard 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Creative NA

Cautious 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Courageous NA

Conservative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Innovative NA

Lame 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Exciting NA

Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Challenging NA

Commonplace 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 New NA

3. Part: Pragmatic

Technical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 human NA

Complicated 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Simple NA

Impractical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Practical NA

Cumbersome 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Direct NA

Unpredictable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Predictable NA
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Confusing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Clear NA

Unruly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Manageable NA

4. Part

Ugly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Beautiful NA

Bad 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Good NA
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APPENDIX C

C. FOLLOW-UP CALLS QESTIONNAIRE FORM

(Turkish version)

TELEFON TAKİP ANKETİ 1&2

Sorular:

1. Geçen mülakatımızdan beri telefonunuzla ilgili sizi memnun eden neler

oldu, bana birkaç örnek verir misiniz? Telefonu da içeren bir olay olabilir,

telefonun içindeki özelliklerle ilgili olabilir. Bu günlerde aklınıza gelen bir

izlenim olabilir… Önemli olan olumlu bir yorum olması.

Söylediklerinizi maddeler halinde not aldım.  Tek tek okuyacağım, bu

maddeler için puanlama yapabilir miyiz? Mesela (1.maddede okunur)

durum sizin memnuniyetiniz açısından ne kadar önemli? Önemi 10

üzerinden kaç olurdu?

Durum Önem derecesi (0-10)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2. Şimdi de sizi memnun etmeyen neler oldu, bana birkaç örnek verir
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misiniz? Telefonu da içeren bir olay olabilir, telefonun içindeki özelliklerle

ilgili olabilir, telefonla ilgili bir izlenim olabilir… Önemli olan olumsuz bir

yorum olması. Söylediklerinizi maddeler halinde not aldım.  Tek tek

okuyacağım, bu maddeler için puanlama yapabilir miyiz? Mesela

(1.maddede okunur) sizin memnuniyetiniz açısından ne kadar önemli?

Durum Önem derecesi (0-10)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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(English version)

MOBILE PHONE FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE 1&2

Questions:

1. Which satisfactory things have happened regarding your phone since our

last interview, could you give me a few examples? It might be an event

related with the phone, might be something related with functions of the

phone. It might be an impression you have these days… Note that I’m

asking for a positive comment.

I noted your comments as a sentence. I am going to read them one by one,

could you please give points to them? For example how much important do

you think is (first sentence will be read aloud) regarding your satisfaction?

Which point would you give over 10?

Situation Importance  (0-10)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2. Now which unsatisfactory things happened, could you give a few

examples? It might be an event related with the phone, might be something

related with functions of the phone. It might be an impression you have

these days… Note that I’m asking for a negative comment.

I noted your comments as a sentence. I am going to read them one by one,

could you please give points to them? For example how much important do

you think is (first sentence will be read aloud) regarding your

dissatisfaction? Which point would you give over 10?
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Situation Importance  (0-10)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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APPENDIX D

D. EXEMPLARY OPEN CODING ANALYSIS

İnterview excerpt Open Codes

“içindeki şeylerdeki tasarım bile daha güzel

(ikonlar) diyorum ya karşılaştırma yapabiliyoruz

anneminkiyle aynı anda aldık, onunkini de

kurcalıyorum. Bunun her şeyi daha farklı.

Görüntüler..bunlar nasıl açıklanabilir şunlar ne

(eliyle swipe yapar gibi gösteriyor)…şu

hareketler”

“Even the design in the things (icons) is more

beautiful. As I said we can make comparisons

with mom’s (phone) we bought them

simultaneously, I can examine hers too.

Everything in this one is different. Images…how

can these be explained, what are these (mimics a

swipe)…those movements”

swiping

graphic design of icons

“…ben normalde telefonumu çok kötü Risk of loosing
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kullanıyorum…tuşlu bir şey ve bilerek öyle

almıştım çünkü telefonuma hakim olamadığım

için...bu iPhone’dan uzak durma sebeplerimden

bir tanesi oydu çok kaybeden, çok hor kullanan

birisi olduğum için almayı geciktirdim. Cok eski

bir şeydi, hani bildiğin o en en eski telefonlar

var ya, öyleydi”

“normally I use my phone very badly…it was

one with bottons and I bought such (a phone) on

purpose because I cannot attend my phone…this

was one of the reasons for staying away from

iPhone, I am someone who looses all the time,

uses very badly, so I postponed buying it. It was

a very old one, those, you know, the oldest

phones”

preciousness

“…ben telefonumu sadece çaldığında açan ya da

iş’de telefon eden birisiydim. Hala da hemen

hemen öyleyim ama yani iphone’um olduktan

sonra mesela daha çok muhatap olmaya

başladım ama yani istemsiz… mesela

‘maillarıma bir bakayım yok efendim şu

nasılmış bir kurcalayayım aa bak bu oyunu

oynayayım’ diyen bir tip oldum .yani kesinlikle

bununla alakalı ama, iphone’la alakalı. Çünkü

ben gerçekten çok alakasız bir tipim telefona:

mesaj bile atmam yani ararım söylerim. Hani

mesaj atmak bile bana zul gelir ki öteki şeylerini

hiç kullanmam diğer telefonlarda da bir sür şey

Tempting to discover

Unintentionality, increased

time spent

not a ‘normal’ phone

encouragement of  interest
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vardı sonuçta hiç kullanmazdım yani.”

“…I am someone who merely answers her

phone or makes a call for work. Still I’m almost

like that, but after having an iPhone, I became

more interested, not on purpose…for example I

became someone who thinks ‘let’s check my

mails, or let me say, lets discover this, hey!

Look at this game, let’s play it’. So it’s

definitely related with it, related with iPhone.

Because I ‘m really a very indifferent person

towards phone: I don’t send messages, I make a

call and tell it. Even sending messages is extra

work for me, for the others things, I don’t use

them at all. There were many things in other

phones too but I never used them.

“…internetle ilgili hani bir güvensizlik yaşadım.

Yani şöyle mesela eeee ne kadar… benim

kontrolüm dışında bir bağlantı oluyor mu hani

sonuçta daha fazla fatura dediler ya bunu

güncelleyince… kontrol dışı bir şeyler olur mu

diye sürekli kapatıyordum”

“…I had a distrust about internet. I mean, eee,

like this…eeee how much… if there could be a

connection without my consent, they said there

would be higher costs when you update this…I

shut it down all the time, in case there something

out of my control.”

Lack of Trust

unable to control:

uncontrolled  internet

connection, uncontrolled

downloading
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“ (eski telefonundaki interneti) Hiç

kullanmadığım için bilemiyorum… ya gerçekten

hiç kullanmamıştım hani uzaktan bir kere acaba

internete girdin mi de… ama bundan mesela en

kötü şuraya (safari app) bir basıp bir bakıyorum

yani”

“I don’t know as I never used it (the internet

connection in her old phone)…really, I never

ever used it, not even close..but here, at least I

press this (safari app) and check”

Change in usage: now uses

internet

Practicality: easy to open

browser

Easy discovery: how to

connect to internet
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APPENDIX E

E. SCALE ITEMS SUBMITTED FOR EXPERT REVIEW

PROSPECTIVE SCALE ITEMS

(Turkish) (English Translation)

1 Telefondaki fotoğraf, notlar,

dokumanlar gibi verilerin

silinebileceğinden endişeleniyorum

I am worried that the data such

as photographs, notes and

documents will be lost.

2 Bu telefon bana kısa sürede

bozulacakmış hissi veriyor

I feel like this phone will be out

of of order in a short time

3 Önemli dosyalarımı telefonda

saklamıyorum

I do not store my important

files in this phone

4 İşletim sistemini güncellemenin

faydalı olduğuna inanıyorum

I believe it is beneficial to

update the operating system.

5 Bu telefonda teknik açıdan bir

aksaklık yaşamam

I won't have any technical

problems with this phone.

6 Bu telefonun sağlam olduğunu

düşünüyorum

I think this phone is sturdy

7 Bu telefonun kolay kolay

bozulmayacağını düşünüyorum

I think this phone will not get

out of order easily

8 Bu telefonda ne kadar internet

harcadığımı görebiliyorum

I can monitor my internet data

consumption with this phone
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9 Bu telefonun interneti kullanmasını

kontrol altında tutmak kolay

Is is easy to manage the internet

usage of this phone

10 Telefonun şarjı çok kısa sürede

bitiyor

The charge of the battery

expires too soon

11 Bu telefonun şarjı dayansın diye

telefonla yaptığım işlemleri

kısıtladığım oluyor

I sometimes restrict doing tasks

so that the charge of the battery

will last longer

12 Telefonun şarjı azaldığında bana

haber vermesini istiyorum

I want the phone to warn me

when the battery is low

13 İleride yeni versiyonları çıktığında

işletim sistemini güncelleyebilmek

önemli bir kriter

It is an important criteria to be

able to update the operation

system when new versions

come to the market,

14 Başkalarının telefonunda çalışan

belli uygulamalar benimkinde

çalışmazsa hayal kırıklığına

uğrarım

I will be dissappointed if some

applications which work in

others' phones do not work in

mine

15 Bu telefonla kolayca doküman

paylaşabilmek benim için önemli

To exchange documents easily

with this phone is important for

me

16 Şebeke değiştirsem bile telefon

numaralarım güvende olur

Even if I change GSM operator

my contacts will be safe

17 Telefonun diğer işletim

sistemleriyle (İOS, Windows,

Android vb.) dosya alışverişi

yapabilmesi benim için önemli

To exchange files using the

alternative operating systems

(IOS Windows Android etc.)

with my phone is important for

me

18 Telefonun pdf, flash, docx gibi

bütün dosya formatlarını

To open all file formats like

pdf, flash, docx with my phone
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açabilmesi benim için önemli is important for me

19 Telefonda diğer cihazlarla iletişim

sağlayan (bluetooth) gibi özellikler

olması önemli

Its important that the phone has

features such as bluetooth that

enables to communicate with

other devices

20 Bu telefon sayesinde bilgisayar

başında geçirdiğim vakit azaldı

Because of this phone I spend

less time at my PC

21 Bu telefonu aldıktan sonra

bilgisayara olan ihtiyacım azaldı

After I bought this phone my

need for PC decreased

22 Eskiden bilgisayardan halletiğim

bazı işlerimi şimdi telefondan

hallediyorum

Now I use this phone to do

many things I used to do with

my PC

23 Bilgisayar başında yaptığım işleri

bu telefon sayesinde gün içinde

uygun aralarda yapabiliyorum

Instead of doing things using

the PC sitting at the table, I can

do them during the day

whenever I have free time slots.

24 Bu telefon yanımdayken tablet,

müzik çalar, fotoğraf makinası gibi

cihazlara ihtiyacım olmuyor

When I have this phone with

me, I do not need devices such

as tablets, cameras, music

players anymore

25 Bu telefon ileride yeni şekillerde

kullanabileceğim, potansiyeli olan

bir cihaz

This phone is such a device that

I can use with new technologies

eventually, it has potential

26 Bu telefonun imkanları neredeyse

sonsuz

This phone has almost limitless

opportunities of usage

27 Bu telefon sanki cebinde sihirli bir

kutu varmış gibi hissettiriyor

This phones makes you feel

like having a magic box in your

pocket

28 Bu telefonun arayüzü seri The interface of this phone
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kullanmayı destekliyor supports fluent use

29 Bu telefonun kullanışlılığı iyi Usefulness of this phone is

good

30 Bu telefon artık bana yavaş geliyor This phone feels slow for me

now

31 Bu telefonun menüleri hızlı

kullanmaya uygun

The menus of this phone

supports rapid usage

32 Unutmamam gereken şeyleri

saklamakta telefon işime yarıyor

I use the phone to store things

which I should not forget

33 Bu telefonun özellikleri sayesinde

yapacak işlerimi daha kolay

hatırlar oldum

Because of the features of this

phone I can easily remember

the things I must do

34 Bu telefon sayesinde

işyerindeki/okuldaki verimliliğim

arttı

Because of this phone I can

work more efficiently at

school/work

35 Bu telefonda günlük hayat kalitemi

yükselten özellikler var

There are some qualifications

of this phone which enhance

the quality of my daily life

36 Bu telefon boş vakitlerimi faydalı

şekilde değerlendirmemi sağlıyor

This phone enables me to

utilise my spare time in a good

way

37 Bu telefon boş zamanlarda

sıkılmamı önlüyor

Because of this phone I do not

get bored at my spare times

38 Bu telefonla sosyal medya

kullanımım bilgisayar başından

koparak hayatın içine yayıldı

Wıth this device usage of social

media has been detached from

computers and spread into daily

life

39 Bu telefon sayesinde her yerden

çalışabilir oldum

Because of this phone I can do

my work anywhere
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40 Haberleri istediğim yerdeyken

okuyabiliyorum

I can read the news anywhere

41 Bu telefon (bankacılık, fatura

ödemek, bilet almak) gibi

rutinlerimi pratikleştirdi

Due to this phone I can run

routine errands like paying the

bills, buying tickets or bank

operations practically

42 Bu telefonun oturduğum yerden

kalkmadan internete girme imkanı

sağlaması hoşuma gidiyor

This phone allows me to use

internet while sitting, without

going anywhere and I like this

feature

43 Bu telefondaki özelliklerin çoğunu

tam randımanlı kullanıyorum

I use most of the features of this

phone to full potential

44 Bu telefonda sık kullandığım

işlevlere kısayoldan ulaşamıyorum

I cannot reach the functions I

use frequently through the

shortcuts

45 Bu telefonun menülerinde çok

fazla adım var

There are too many steps in the

menus of this phone

46 Bu telefonda sık sık istemediğim

menüler açılıyor

Frequently, I enter menus that I

did not intend to

47 Bu telefonun menüsü karmaşık The menu of this phone is

complicated

48 Sık sık yanlış menülere giriyorum I frequently find myself in the

wrong menus

49 Bu telefonu kullanmak pratik değil This is not a practical phone

50 Bu telefonun kısayolları çok işime

yarıyor

The short cuts of this phone are

very useful for me

51 Bu telefonda tüm uygulamaların

yerini hızlı şekilde bulabiliyorum

I can quickly find all the

applications in this phone

52 Bu telefonda tüm işlevlere hızlı I can quickly reach all the
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şekilde ulaşabiliyorum settings of this phone

53 Telefonda ihtiyacım olan

kısayolları kendim

düzenleyebiliyorum

I can set the shortcuts I need in

this phone

54 Bu telefonda yanlışlıkta birilerini

aramak çok kolay

It's so easy to call wrong

numbers with this phone

55 Bu telefonda yanlışlıkla birşeyleri

silmek çok kolay

You can easily delete things

that you don't want to with this

phone

56 Telefonda bir şey yazarken sık sık

yanlış harflere basıyorum

I frequently press the wrong

characters while writing things

with this phone

57 Bu telefon oldukça kullanışlı This phone is quite useful

58 Bu telefonla kişileri aramak çok

kolay

It is very easy to call people

with this phone

59 Bu telefonun ayarlarına ulaşmak

çok pratik

It is very easy to reach the

settings of this phone

60 Telefonda ihtiyacım olan tüm

ayarlar mevcut

All the settings that I need are

present in this phone

61 Telefonda istediğim halde

yapamadığım ayarlar var

There are some settings which I

cannot manage to make

62 Telefonun uyarıları çoğu zaman

beni rahatsız ediyor

Most of the time the

notifications of the phone

annoys me

63 Telefonu istediğim gibi

kişiselleştiremiyorum

I cannot customize the phone as

I want to

64 Telefondaki uygulamaları,

dosyaları kendime göre klasörlere

organize edemedim

I couldn't organize the

applications and files into

folders as I wanted to
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65 Telefona uygulama yüklemek

dışında pek bir şey değiştirmeye

ihtiyaç duymadım

I didn't feel the need to change

anything other than downlading

applications to the device

66 Her an heryerden internete

ulaşabilmek beni daha güvenli

hissettiriyor

It makes me feel more secure to

be able to reach internet

wherever and whenever I wish,

67 Bu telefon hayati durumlarda

anında bilgiye erişebilmeyi

sağlıyor

This phone enables one to reach

informaton immediately at

critical moments

68 Bu telefon tarzıma çok uygun This phone is very me in terms

of style

69 Bu telefon imaj açısından benim

mesleğime uygun değil

This phone’s identity does not

fit my career personality

70 Bu telefon oldukça prestijli bir

cihaz

This phone is a prestigious

device

71 Bu telefondan ayrılmak

istemiyorum

I do not want to leave this

phone

72 Bu telefona alıştım, değiştirmek

istemem

I am used to this phone, I do

not want to discard it

73 Bu telefon sanki yanımda bir

dostum varmış gibi hissettiriyor

This phone makes me feel like I

have a friend

74 Bu telefonu aldıktan sonra hayatım

zenginleşti

My life became richer after

acquiring this phone

75 Eski telefonumu özlüyorum I miss my old phone

76 Bu telefondan sıkıldım I am tired of this phone

77 Bu telefonun menülerini estetik

buluyorum

I think that the menus of this

phone are aesthetic

78 Bu telefon beni kendisini

kullanmaya teşvik ediyor

This phone encourages me to

use it
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79 Bu telefonla menüler arası

dolaşmak keyifli

It is enjoyable to wander

through the menus

80 Bu telefonla işlem yapmak

eğlenceli

It is fun to operate this device

81 Bu telefonun kullanım keyfi var It is pleasurable to use this

phone

82 Bu telefon artık beni cezbetmiyor This phone is not attractive for

me any more

83 Bu telefonda keşfedecek bir şey

kalmadı

There is nothing left to discover

in this phone

84 Bu telefonda hala güzel sürprizlerle

karşılaşıyorum

I still encounter nice surprises

in this phone

85 Okulla/işimle ilgili uygulamalar

kullanıyorum

I use applications related to

school/work

86 Telefona okulda/kariyerimde işime

yarayacak uygulamalar yükleyip

kullanıyorum

I download usefull applications

for school/work and use them

87 Bu telefonun kendisi hobim haline

geldi

This phone itself has become

my hobby

88 Telefon yüzünden istemediğim

alışkanlıklar edindim

Because of this phone, I formed

habits which I did not want to

fall into.

89 Bu telefon sayesinde gün içindeki

önemli anların, yerlerin, şeylerin

vb. fotoğrafını çekip anında

paylaşıyorum

Thanks to this phone I take the

photos of important moments,

places, things etc and share

instantly

90 Telefon uzaktaki arkadaşlarımı

bana yakınlaştırıyor

The friends who are far away

become closer via this phone

91 Telefonda yakınlarımın kullandığı I make sure that the
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iletişim uygulamalarının

(whatsapp, viber, vb.) yüklü

olmasına dikkat ediyorum

communication applications

(whatsapp, viber etc) that my

friends use, are installed in my

phone

92 Bu telefondan sonra yakınlarımla

iletişimim arttı

My communication with my

friends/family increased after I

got this phone

93 Tanıdıklarım arasında akıllı

telefonu olanlarla daha fazla

iletişim kuruyorum

I communicate with my

acquaintances who have smart

phones more than the ones who

do not have one.

94 Bu telefonla anında fotoğraf çekip

arkadaşıma yollayabilmeyi

seviyorum

I like to take photos with this

phone and send to a friend

instantly

95 Telefonun fotoğraf paylaşma

imkanı sağlaması önemli

To be able to share photos is an

important feature of this phone

96 Bu telefon sayesinde uzaktaki

arkadaşlarla her an iletişim

kurabilir oldum

Thanks to this phone, I can

contact with the friends who are

far away

97 Telefonumdan maillarıma anında

ulaşabilmek isterim

I would like to reach my mails

instantly via the phone

98 Bu telefonla sosyal medyaya

sürekli bağlantı halindeyim

With this phone, I am in

continuous contact with social

media

99 Bu telefondan sonra sosyal

medyayı daha çok takip eder

oldum

Now that I have this phone I

can follow social media more

than before

100 Bu telefon sayesinde sosyal

medyada daha aktif oldum

I am more active in social

media because of this phone
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101 Bu telefon arkadaşlarla aramızda

sohbet konusu yaratıyor

This phone creates a subject for

conversation with my friends

102 Telefonuma yakınlarımın

kullandığı iletişim uygulamalarını

(whatsapp, viber vb) kurmaya

dikkat ediyorum

I make sure to install

communication applications

(whatsapp, viber etc) which are

also used by my friends

103 Akıllı telefonu olan arkadaşlarla

iletişim kurması daha pratik oluyor

It is easier to communicate with

friends who have smart phones

104 Akıllı telefonum olduğu için

arkadaş grubumda yapılan

planlardan daha kolay haberim

oluyor

Because I have a smart phone, I

am more easily informed about

the plans made in my group of

friends

105 Bazen bu telefonun kendisi bir

muhabbet aracı olabiliyor

Sometimes the phone itself

becomes a subject of chatting

106 Bu telefonla sanki bütün dünya

elimin altında

I feel like the whole world is

under my hand by this phone

107 Telefonla haberlere gün içinde

erişebilme benim için önemli

It is important for me to reach

the news all through the day by

this phone

108 Maillerime her an telefondan

ulaşmak büyük rahatlık.

It is very convenient to reach

my mail any time by this phone

109 Bu telefon gün içinde acil bir

bilgiye ulaşmak istediğimde çok

işime yarıyor.

This phone is very handy when

I want to reach information

immediately at any time of the

day

110 Bu telefon günlük hayatı

kaçırmamamı sağlıyor

This phone allows me not to

miss the daily life

111 Toplum içindeyken telefona

gömülüp soyutlanıyorum

When I am in a social group I

am lost in my phone
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112 Telefonuna yapışık yaşayan

insanlara benzedim

I look like people who live

attached to their phones

113 Bu telefon yüzünden artık sürekli

erişilebilir olmak zorundayım

Because of this phone

everybody can reach me all the

time

114 Bu telefonla kendimi sürekli

ulaşılabilir olmak zorunda

hissediyorum

I feel as if I have to be reached

all the time because of this

device

115 Sürekli yer bildirimlerinin

yapılıyor olması sıkıyor

Use of location tags all the time

annoys me
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APPENDIX F

F. SCALE FORM

AKILLI TELEFON DENEYİM ANKETİ

Sayın katılımcı,

Bu anket, akıllı cep telefonlarıyla ilgili kullanıcı deneyimini ölçmeyi

hedeflemektedir. Kullanıcı deneyimi, bir ürünün kolay kullanılması, kolay

öğrenilmesi, keyifli bir kullanım sunması gibi özelliklerin toplamıdır.

Ankete katılım gönüllülük esasına dayanmaktadır. Ankette kimliğiniz ya da

kimliğinizi ortaya çıkaracak herhangi bir bilgi toplanmamaktadır. Toplanan

veriler bireyleri esas almadan, cevapların toplu olarak analiz edilmesinde

kullanılacaktır.

Çalışma hakkında daha fazla bilgi almak için:
Zeynep Karapars
Endüstri Ürünleri Tasarımı Böl. Doktora öğrencisi
E-posta: zkarapars@yahoo.com
Tel: (312) 490 14 76
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1. Bu çalışmaya tamamen gönüllü olarak katılıyorum ve istediğim zaman

yarıda kesip gidebileceğimi biliyorum.

2. Verdiğim bilgilerin bilimsel amaçlı yayımlarda kullanılmasını kabul

ediyorum.

3. Yaşım 18’in üzerinde.

Yukarıdaki 3 maddeyi onaylıyorsanız “sonraki” tuşuna basarak devam

edebilirsiniz.

SORULAR:

1. Şu anda kullanmakta olduğunuz cep telefonu aşağıdakilerden hangisi?

□ Akıllı telefon: Program(uygulama) indirebiliyorum

□ Multimedya telefonu: Program(uygulama) indirilmiyor ama internete

giriyorum

□ Diğer: İnternete giremiyorum

2. (1. Soruda “Multimedya telefonu” ya da “Diğer” şıkları

işaretlendiyse):

Kullanmakta olduğunuz telefon bu anketin hedef kitlesi dışında kalmaktadır.

Eğer yanlış bir şık işaretlediyseniz "geri dön" tuşuna basarak geri

dönebilirsiniz. Vakit ayırdığınız için teşekkür ederiz. (Çıkış)

3. (1. Soruda “akıllı telefon” şıkkı işaretlendiyse):

Şu anda kullanmakta olduğunuz akıllı cep telefonunuzu ne kadar süredir

kullanıyorsunuz?

□ 1 aydan az

□  1-3 aydır

□  4 -6 aydır

□  7 ay-Bir yıldır
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□  Bir – iki yıldır

□ İki yıldan uzun süredir

4. Şu anda kullanmakta olduğunuz cep telefonu ilk akıllı telefonunuz mu?

□  Evet

□  Hayır

(4. Soruda cevap “Hayır” ise):

5. Toplamda ne kadar süredir akıllı telefon kullanıyorsunuz?

□ 1 – 3 aydır

□ 4-6 aydır

□ 7 ay- 1 yıldır

□ Bir – iki yıldır

□ İki yıldan uzun süredir
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(4. Soruda cevap “Evet” ise):

6. Aşağıda akıllı cep telefonu kullanımıyla ilgili çeşitli ifadeler

bulunmaktadır. Lütfen sadece şu anda kullanmakta olduğunuz cep

telefonunuzu ve kendi kullanım şeklinizi düşünerek bu ifadelere katılma

derecenizi belirtiniz.

SORULAR-A GRUBU

SAYFA 1

K
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um
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ılı
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ru
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1 Telefondaki fotoğraf, notlar, dokumanlar gibi

verilerin silinebileceğinden endişeleniyorum

1 2 3 4 5

2 Bu telefon bana kısa sürede bozulacakmış

hissi veriyor

1 2 3 4 5

3 Önemli dosyalarımı telefonda saklamıyorum 1 2 3 4 5

4 Bu telefonda teknik açıdan bir aksaklık

yaşamam

1 2 3 4 5

5 Bu telefonun kolay kolay bozulmayacağını

düşünüyorum

1 2 3 4 5

6 Bu telefonun şarjı yeteri kadar dayanmıyor 1 2 3 4 5

7 Bu telefonun şarjı dayansın diye telefonla

yaptığım işlemleri kısıtladığım oluyor

1 2 3 4 5

8 Telefonun şarjı azaldığında bana haber

vermesini istiyorum

1 2 3 4 5
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9 Başkalarının telefonunda görüp beğendiğim

uygulamalar benimkinde çalışmazsa hayal

kırıklığına uğrarım

1 2 3 4 5

10 Telefonun diğer işletim sistemleriyle (IOS,

Windows, Android vb.) dosya alışverişi

yapabilmesi benim için önemli

1 2 3 4 5

11 Telefonun pdf, flash, docx gibi bütün dosya

formatlarını açabilmesi önemli

1 2 3 4 5

12 Bu telefon sayesinde bilgisayar başında

geçirdiğim vakit azaldı

1 2 3 4 5

13 Bu telefon sayesinde her yerden çalışabilir

oldum

1 2 3 4 5

14 Okulla/işimle ilgili uygulamalar

kullanıyorum

1 2 3 4 5

15 Telefona okulda/kariyerimde işime

yarayacak uygulamalar yükleyip

kullanıyorum

1 2 3 4 5

16 Telefon yüzünden istemediğim alışkanlıklar

edindim

1 2 3 4 5

17 Bu telefon tarzıma çok uygun 1 2 3 4 5

18 Bu telefon oldukça prestijli bir cihaz 1 2 3 4 5

19 Bu telefondan ayrılmak istemiyorum 1 2 3 4 5

20 Bu telefona alıştım, değiştirmek istemem 1 2 3 4 5

21 Bu telefon sanki yanımda bir dostum varmış

gibi hissettiriyor

1 2 3 4 5

22 Eski telefonumu özlüyorum 1 2 3 4 5

23 Bu telefondan sıkıldım 1 2 3 4 5

24 Bu telefonla menüler arası dolaşmak keyifli 1 2 3 4 5

25 Bu telefonla işlem yapmak eğlenceli 1 2 3 4 5
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26 Bu telefonun kullanım keyfi var 1 2 3 4 5

27 Bu telefon artık beni cezbetmiyor 1 2 3 4 5

28 Bu telefonda hala güzel sürprizlerle

karşılaşıyorum

1 2 3 4 5

29 Bu telefonun menülerini estetik buluyorum 1 2 3 4 5

30 Bu telefondan şu anda çok memnunum 1 2 3 4 5

31 Bu telefonu arkadaşlarıma tavsiye ederim 1 2 3 4 5

32 Bu telefon bugün bozulursa tekrar aynısından

alırım

1 2 3 4 5

33 Bu telefonu bugün bozulursa aynı modelin

bir üst versiyonunu alırım

1 2 3 4 5

34 Eskiden bilgisayardan hallettiğim bazı

işlerimi şimdi telefondan hallediyorum

1 2 3 4 5

35 Bu telefon yanımdayken tablet, müzik çalar,

fotoğraf makinası gibi cihazlara ihtiyacım

olmuyor

1 2 3 4 5

36 Bu telefon ileride yeni şekillerde

kullanabileceğim, potansiyeli olan bir cihaz

1 2 3 4 5

37 Bu telefonun imkanları neredeyse sonsuz 1 2 3 4 5

38 Bu telefon sanki cebinde sihirli bir kutu

varmış gibi hissettiriyor

1 2 3 4 5

39 Bu telefon oldukça kullanışlı 1 2 3 4 5

40 Unutmamam gereken şeyleri saklamakta

telefon işime yarıyor

1 2 3 4 5

41 Bu telefonun özellikleri sayesinde yapacak

işlerimi daha kolay hatırlar oldum

1 2 3 4 5

42 Bu telefon sayesinde işyerindeki/okuldaki

verimliliğm arttı

1 2 3 4 5

43 Bu telefonda günlük hayat kalitemi yükselten 1 2 3 4 5
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özellikler var

44 Bu telefon boş vakitlerimi faydalı şekilde

değerlendirmemi sağlıyor

1 2 3 4 5

45 Bu telefon boş zamanlarda sıkılmamı önlüyor 1 2 3 4 5

46 Haberleri istediğim yerdeyken

okuyabiliyorum

1 2 3 4 5

47 Bu telefon (bankacılık, fatura ödemek, bilet

almak) gibi rutinlerimi pratikleştirdi

1 2 3 4 5

48 Her an her yerden internete ulaşabilmek beni

daha güvenli hissettiriyor

1 2 3 4 5

49 Telefon uzaktaki arkadaşlarımı bana

yakınlaştırıyor

1 2 3 4 5

50 Telefonda yakınlarımın kullandığı iletişim

uygulamalarının (internetten kısa mesaj ve

fotoğraf atılabilenler, internetten konuşma

sağlayanlar) yüklü olmasına dikkat ediyorum

1 2 3 4 5

51 Bu telefondan sonra yakınlarımla iletişimim

arttı

1 2 3 4 5

52 Tanıdıklarım arasında akıllı telefonu

olanlarla daha fazla iletişim kuruyorum

1 2 3 4 5

53 Bu telefonla anında fotoğraf çekip

arkadaşıma yollayabilmeyi seviyorum

1 2 3 4 5

54 Bu telefon sayesinde uzaktaki arkadaşlarla

her an iletişim kurabilir oldum

1 2 3 4 5

55 Bu telefonla sosyal medyaya sürekli bağlantı

halindeyim

1 2 3 4 5

56 Bu telefondan sonra sosyal medyayı daha çok

takip eder oldum

1 2 3 4 5
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57 Akıllı telefonu olan arkadaşlarla iletişim

kurması daha pratik oluyor

1 2 3 4 5

58 Akıllı telefonum olduğu için arkadaş

grubumda yapılan planlardan daha kolay

haberim oluyor

1 2 3 4 5

59 Bu telefonla sanki bütün dünya elimin altında 1 2 3 4 5

60 Bu telefon gün içinde acil bir bilgiye ulaşmak

istediğimde çok işime yarıyor.

1 2 3 4 5

61 Bu telefon günlük hayatı kaçırmamamı

sağlıyor

1 2 3 4 5

62 Bu telefonla kendimi sürekli ulaşılabilir

olmak zorunda hissediyorum

1 2 3 4 5

63 Bilgisayar başında yaptığım işleri bu telefon

sayesinde gün içinde uygun aralarda

yapabiliyorum

1 2 3 4 5

64 Toplum içindeyken telefona gömülüp

soyutlanıyorum

1 2 3 4 5

65 Bu telefon sayesinde önemli anların

fotoğrafını çekip anında paylaşıyorum

1 2 3 4 5

66 Telefondaki uygulamaları, dosyaları kendime

göre klasörlere organize edemedim

1 2 3 4 5

67 Bu telefon artık bana yavaş geliyor 1 2 3 4 5

68 Bu telefonda sık kullandığım işlevlere

kısayoldan ulaşamıyorum

1 2 3 4 5

69 Bu telefonun menülerinde çok fazla adım var 1 2 3 4 5

70 Bu telefonda sık sık istemediğim menüler

açılıyor

1 2 3 4 5
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71 Sık sık yanlış menülere giriyorum 1 2 3 4 5

72 Bu telefonu kullanmak pratik değil 1 2 3 4 5

73 Bu telefonda tüm uygulamaların yerini hızlı

şekilde bulabiliyorum

1 2 3 4 5

74 Bu telefonda tüm işlevlere hızlı şekilde

ulaşabiliyorum

1 2 3 4 5

75 Telefonda bir şey yazarken sık sık yanlış

harflere basıyorum

1 2 3 4 5

76 Bu telefonun ayarlarına ulaşmak çok pratik 1 2 3 4 5

77 Telefonda istediğim halde yapamadığım

ayarlar var

1 2 3 4 5

78 Telefonun uyarıları çoğu zaman beni rahatsız

ediyor

1 2 3 4 5

79 Telefona uygulama yüklemek dışında pek bir

şey değiştirmeye ihtiyaç duymadım

1 2 3 4 5

80 Bu telefonu kullanmayı öğrenmek çok kolay 1 2 3 4 5

81 Bu telefonun hala keşfedemediğim özellikleri

var

1 2 3 4 5

82 Bu telefonda bir işlemi nasıl yapacağımı

anlaması kolay oluyor

1 2 3 4 5

83 Bu telefonda bazı işlemlerin nasıl yapıldığını

öğrenmek için yardım aldım

1 2 3 4 5

84 Bu telefonda sürekli yeni şeyler

keşfediyorum

1 2 3 4 5

85 Bu telefonda bir işlemin nasıl yapılacağı

kolayca anlaşılıyor

1 2 3 4 5

86 Bu telefonun kısayolları çok işime yarıyor 1 2 3 4 5

87 Bu telefonda yanlışlıkta birilerini aramak çok 1 2 3 4 5
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kolay

88 Telefonumdaki kayıtlı kişileri aramak çok

kolay

1 2 3 4 5

89 Telefonda ihtiyacım olan tüm ayarlar mevcut 1 2 3 4 5

90 İşletim sistemini güncellemenin faydalı

olduğuna inanıyorum

1 2 3 4 5

91 Bu telefonun sağlam olduğunu düşünüyorum 1 2 3 4 5

92 Şebeke değiştirsem bile telefon numaralarım

güvende olur

1 2 3 4 5
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF

SMARTPHONE USER EXPERIENCE SURVEY QUESTIONS

1. What is the type of mobile phone you are
using now?
□ Smart phone: I can download
programs(applications)
□ Multimedia phone: I cannot download
programmes (applications) but I can use the
internet
□ Other: I cannot use the internet

2. If you have marked 'multimedia phone ' or
'other' choices,:
The phone you are using is out of the target
group of this questionaire. If you have marked a
wrong phone by mistake, you can go back by the
'back' button. Thank you for sparing your time.
(exit)

3. If you have marked 'smart phone'
What is the period of use of your current phone?
less than a month
1-3 months
4-6 months
7 months- 1 year
1-2 years

4. Is the phone you are using now your first
smart phone?
yes
no

(If your answer to the 4th question is 'no')
5.What is the total period of use of smart
phones?
1-3 months
4-6 months
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7 months-1 year
1-2 years
More than 2 years

6. The following statements are related to smart
phone usage. Please state the degree of your
agreement according to the phone you are using
now, keeping in mind your own way of using it.
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1 I am worried that the data such as photographs,
notes and documents will be lost.

1 2 3 4 5

2 I feel like this phone will be out of of order in a
short time

1 2 3 4 5

3 I do not store my important files in this phone 1 2 3 4 5

4 I won't have any technical problems with this
phone.

1 2 3 4 5

5 I think this phone will not get out of order easily 1 2 3 4 5

6 The charge of the battery expires too soon 1 2 3 4 5

7 I sometimes restrict doing tasks so that the
charge of the battery will last longer

1 2 3 4 5

8 I want the phone to warn me when the battery is
low

1 2 3 4 5

9 I will be dissappointed if some applications
which work in others' phones do not work in
mine

1 2 3 4 5

10 To exchange files using the alternative operating
systems (IOS Windows Android etc.) with my
phone is important for me

1 2 3 4 5
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11 To open all file formats like pdf, flash, docx with
my phone is important for me

1 2 3 4 5

12 Because of this phone I spend less time at my PC 1 2 3 4 5

13 Because of this phone I can do my work
anywhere

1 2 3 4 5

14 I use applications related to school/work 1 2 3 4 5

15 I download usefull applications for school/work
and use them

1 2 3 4 5

16 Because of this phone, I formed habits which I
did not want to fall into.

1 2 3 4 5

17 This phone is very me in terms of style 1 2 3 4 5
18 This phone is a prestigious device 1 2 3 4 5
19 I do not want to leave this phone 1 2 3 4 5
20 I am used to this phone, I do not want to discard

it
1 2 3 4 5

21 This phone makes me feel like I have a friend 1 2 3 4 5

22 I miss my old phone 1 2 3 4 5
23 I am tired of this phone 1 2 3 4 5
24 It is enjoyable to wander through the menus 1 2 3 4 5

25 It is fun to operate this device 1 2 3 4 5
26 It is pleasurable to use this phone 1 2 3 4 5
27 This phone is not attractive for me any more 1 2 3 4 5

28 I still encounter nice surprises in this phone 1 2 3 4 5

29 I think that the menus of this phone are aesthetic 1 2 3 4 5

30 Now I am very happy with this phone 1 2 3 4 5
31 I recommend this phone to my friends 1 2 3 4 5

32 If this phone is out of order, I'll buy the same
phone again

1 2 3 4 5

33 If this phone is out of order, I'll buy the newer
version of the same phone

1 2 3 4 5

34 Now I use this phone to do many things I used to
do with my PC

1 2 3 4 5

35 When I have this phone with me, I do not need
devices such as tablets, cameras, music players
anymore

1 2 3 4 5
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36 This phone is such a device that I can use with
new technologies eventually, it has potential

1 2 3 4 5

37 This phone has almost limitless opportunities of
usage

1 2 3 4 5

38 This phones makes you feel like having a magic
box in your pocket

1 2 3 4 5

39 This phone is quite useful 1 2 3 4 5
40 I use the phone to store things which I should not

forget
1 2 3 4 5

41 Because of the features of this phone I can easily
remember the things I must do

1 2 3 4 5

42 Because of this phone I can work more
efficiently at school/work

1 2 3 4 5

43 There are some qualifications of this phone
which enhance the quality of my daily life

1 2 3 4 5

44 This phone enables me to utilise my spare time
in a good way

1 2 3 4 5

45 Because of this phone I do not get bored at my
spare times

1 2 3 4 5

46 I can read the news anywhere 1 2 3 4 5

47 Due to this phone I can run routine errands like
paying the bills, buying tickets or bank
operations practically

1 2 3 4 5

48 It makes me feel more secure to be able to reach
internet wherever and whenever I wish,

1 2 3 4 5

49 The friends who are far away become closer via
this phone

1 2 3 4 5

50 I make sure that the communication applications
(for internet messaging, photo sharing, internet
calls) that my friends use, are installed in my
phone

1 2 3 4 5

51 My communication with my friends/family
increased after I got this phone

1 2 3 4 5

52 I communicate with my acquaintances who have
smart phones more than the ones who do not
have one.

1 2 3 4 5

53 I like to take photos with this phone and send to
a friend instantly

1 2 3 4 5

54 Thanks to this phone, I can contact with the
friends who are far away

1 2 3 4 5
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55 With this phone, I am in continuous contact with
social media

1 2 3 4 5

56 Now that I have this phone I can follow social
media more than before

1 2 3 4 5

57 It is easier to communicate with friends who
have smart phones

1 2 3 4 5

58 Because I have a smart phone, I am more easily
informed about the plans made in my group of
friends

1 2 3 4 5

59 I feel like the whole world is under my hand by
this phone

1 2 3 4 5

60 This phone is very handy when I want to reach
information immediately at any time of the day

1 2 3 4 5

61 This phone allows me not to miss the daily life 1 2 3 4 5

62 I feel as if I have to be reached all the time
because of this device

1 2 3 4 5

63 Instead of doing things using the PC sitting at the
table, I can do them during the day whenever I
have free time slots.

1 2 3 4 5

64 When I am in a social group I am lost in my
phone

1 2 3 4 5

65 Thanks to this phone I take the photos of
important moments and share them instantly

1 2 3 4 5

66 I couldn't organize the applications and files into
folders as I wanted to

1 2 3 4 5

67 This phone feels slow for me now 1 2 3 4 5
68 I cannot reach the functions I use frequently

through the shortcuts
1 2 3 4 5

69 There are too many steps in the menus of this
phone

1 2 3 4 5

70 Frequently, I enter menus that I did not intend to 1 2 3 4 5

71 I frequently find myself in the wrong menus 1 2 3 4 5
72 This is not a practical phone 1 2 3 4 5
73 I can quickly find all the applications in this

phone
1 2 3 4 5

74 I can quickly reach all the settings of this phone 1 2 3 4 5

75 I frequently press the wrong characters while
writing things with this phone

1 2 3 4 5

76 It is very easy to reach the settings of this phone 1 2 3 4 5
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77 There are some settings which I cannot manage
to make

1 2 3 4 5

78 Most of the time the notifications of the phone
annoys me

1 2 3 4 5

79 I didn't feel the need to change anything other
than downlading applications to the device

1 2 3 4 5

80 It is very easy to learn how to use this phone 1 2 3 4 5

81 There are still some features of this phone which
I could not discover yet

1 2 3 4 5

82 It is easy to understand how to use the functions
of this phone

1 2 3 4 5

83 I took help to learn how to use some of the
functions of this phone.

1 2 3 4 5

84 I discover new features of this phone all the time 1 2 3 4 5

85 With this phone, how to use a function is easily
understood

1 2 3 4 5

86 The short cuts of this phone are very useful for
me

1 2 3 4 5

87 It's so easy to call wrong numbers with this
phone

1 2 3 4 5

88 It is very easy to call contacts in the phone book 1 2 3 4 5

89 All the settings that I need are present in this
phone

1 2 3 4 5

90 I believe it is beneficial to update the operating
system.

1 2 3 4 5

91 I think this phone is sturdy 1 2 3 4 5

92 Even if I change GSM operator my contacts will
be safe

1 2 3 4 5
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APPENDIX G

G. ITEM ANALYSIS 1

Table G.1 Item-remainder Coefficients and Cronbach’s Alpha

Ite m
n u m be r

C o r r e c t e d  It e m -
R e m a i n d e r  C o r r e l a t i o n

C r o n b a c h 's  A l p h a
i f  It e m  D e l e t e d

1 ,2 4 9 ,9 4 7
2 ,3 1 6 ,9 4 6
3 ,3 9 8 ,9 4 6
4 ,4 5 6 ,9 4 6
5 ,4 7 4 ,9 4 6
6 ,1 2 8 ,9 4 7
7 ,0 1 5 ,9 4 8
8 ,0 9 8 ,9 4 7
9 ,3 9 0 ,9 4 6

1 0 ,4 1 0 ,9 4 6
1 1 ,3 5 2 ,9 4 6
1 2 ,5 1 8 ,9 4 6
1 3 ,6 2 4 ,9 4 5
1 4 ,5 1 0 ,9 4 6
1 5 ,5 4 1 ,9 4 6
1 6 - ,1 2 0 ,9 4 8
1 7 ,6 0 0 ,9 4 5
1 8 ,6 6 2 ,9 4 5
1 9 ,6 6 4 ,9 4 5
2 0 ,5 8 4 ,9 4 5
2 1 ,6 2 3 ,9 4 5
2 2 ,3 8 1 ,9 4 6
2 3 ,4 6 5 ,9 4 6
2 4 ,6 1 2 ,9 4 5
2 5 ,7 1 6 ,9 4 5
2 6 ,6 2 4 ,9 4 5
2 7 ,4 6 1 ,9 4 6
2 8 ,4 7 8 ,9 4 6

Ite m -T o ta l S ta t is t ic s
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Table G.1 Item-remainder Coefficients and Cronbach’s Alpha (Cont’d)

Item
number

Corrected Item-
Remainder Correlation

Cronbach's Alpha
if Item Deleted

29 ,609 ,945
30 ,673 ,945
31 ,610 ,945
32 ,534 ,945
33 ,607 ,945
34 ,526 ,946
35 ,525 ,946
36 ,599 ,945
37 ,365 ,946
38 ,638 ,945
39 ,627 ,945
40 ,527 ,946
41 ,523 ,946
42 ,542 ,946
43 ,578 ,946
44 ,613 ,945
45 ,413 ,946
46 ,458 ,946
47 ,546 ,946
48 ,494 ,946
49 ,346 ,946
50 ,502 ,946
51 ,519 ,946
52 ,501 ,946
53 ,463 ,946
54 ,575 ,945
55 ,595 ,945
56 ,555 ,945

Item-Total Statistics
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Table G.1 Item-remainder Coefficients and Cronbach’s Alpha (Cont’d)

Item
number

Corrected Item-
Remainder Correlation

Cronbach's Alpha
if Item Deleted

57 ,561 ,946
58 ,609 ,945
59 ,634 ,945
60 ,462 ,946
61 ,537 ,946
62 -,448 ,949
63 ,577 ,945
64 -,050 ,948
65 ,328 ,946
66 ,247 ,947
67 ,424 ,946
68 ,136 ,947
69 ,086 ,947
70 ,157 ,947
71 ,469 ,946
72 ,477 ,946
73 ,464 ,946
74 ,587 ,945
75 ,404 ,946
76 ,556 ,946
77 -,152 ,948
78 -,076 ,948
79 ,378 ,946
80 ,579 ,946
81 -,366 ,949
82 ,595 ,946
83 -,320 ,949
84 ,508 ,946
85 ,637 ,945
86 ,554 ,946
87 -,193 ,949
88 ,449 ,946

Item-Total Statistics
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Table G.1 Item-remainder Coefficients and Cronbach’s Alpha (Cont’d)

Item
number

Corrected Item-
Remainder Correlation

Cronbach's Alpha
if Item Deleted

89 ,607 ,945
90 ,494 ,946
91 ,530 ,946
92 ,467 ,946

Item-Total Statistics
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APPENDIX H

H. ITEM ANALYSIS 2

Table H.1 Item-remainder Coefficients and Cronbach’s Alpha

Corrected Item-
Remainder
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item

Deleted
s4-Bu telefonda teknik açıdan bir aksaklık yaşamam ,452 ,968
s5-Bu telefonun kolay kolay bozulmayacağını düşünüyorum ,493 ,968
s10-Telefonun diğer işletim sistemleriyle (İOS, Windows, Android
vb.) dosya alışverişi yapabilmesi benim için önemli

,438 ,968

s12-Bu telefon sayesinde bilgisayar başında geçirdiğim vakit azaldı ,551 ,968

s13-Bu telefon sayesinde her yerden çalışabilir oldum ,644 ,968
s14-Okulla/işimle ilgili uygulamalar kullanıyorum ,526 ,968
s15-Telefona okulda/kariyerimde işime yarayacak uygulamalar
yükleyip kullanıyorum

,546 ,968

s17-Bu telefon tarzıma çok uygun ,599 ,968
s18-Bu telefon oldukça prestijli bir cihaz ,696 ,967
s19-Bu telefondan ayrılmak istemiyorum ,685 ,967
s20-Bu telefona alıştım, değiştirmek istemem ,606 ,968
s21-Bu telefon sanki yanımda bir dostum varmış gibi hissettiriyor ,680 ,968
s23-Bu telefondan sıkıldım ,447 ,968
s24-Bu telefonla menüler arası dolaşmak keyifli ,620 ,968
s25-Bu telefonla işlem yapmak eğlenceli ,729 ,967
s26-Bu telefonun kullanım keyfi var ,638 ,968
s27-Bu telefon artık beni cezbetmiyor ,432 ,968
s28-Bu telefonda hala güzel sürprizlerle karşılaşıyorum ,515 ,968
s29-Bu telefonun menülerini estetik buluyorum ,618 ,968
s30-Bu telefondan şu anda çok memnunum ,688 ,968
s31-Bu telefonu arkadaşlarıma tavsiye ederim ,615 ,968
s32-Bu telefon bugün bozulursa tekrar aynısından alırım ,560 ,968
s33-Bu telefonu bugün bozulursa aynı modelin bir üst versiyonunu
alırım

,597 ,968

s34-Eskiden bilgisayardan halletiğim bazı işlerimi şimdi telefondan
hallediyorum

,536 ,968

s35-Bu telefon yanımdayken tablet, müzik çalar, fotoğraf makinası
gibi cihazlara ihtiyacım olmuyor

,532 ,968

s36-Bu telefon ileride yeni şekillerde kullanabileceğim, potansiyeli
olan bir cihaz

,630 ,968

Item-Total Statistics
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Table H.1 Item-remainder Coefficients and Cronbach’s Alpha (Cont’d)

Corrected Item-
Remainder
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item

Deleted

s38-Bu telefon sanki cebinde sihirli bir kutu varmış gibi hissettiriyor ,659 ,968

s39-Bu telefon oldukça kullanışlı ,652 ,968
s40-Unutmamam gereken şeyleri saklamakta telefon işime yarıyor ,547 ,968
s41-Bu telefonun özellikleri sayesinde yapacak işlerimi daha kolay
hatırlar oldum

,553 ,968

s42-Bu telefon sayesinde işyerindeki/okuldaki verimliliğm arttı ,596 ,968
s43-Bu telefonda günlük hayat kalitemi yükselten özellikler var ,615 ,968
s44-Bu telefon boş vakitlerimi faydalı şekilde değerlendirmemi
sağlıyor

,661 ,968

s45-Bu telefon boş zamanlarda sıkılmamı önlüyor ,420 ,968
s46-Haberleri istediğim yerdeyken okuyabiliyorum ,451 ,968
s47-Bu telefon (bankacılık, fatura ödemek, bilet almak) gibi
rutinlerimi pratikleştirdi

,552 ,968

s48-Her an heryerden internete ulaşabilmek beni daha güvenli
hissettiriyor

,497 ,968

s50-Telefonda yakınlarımın kullandığı iletişim uygulamalarının
(whatsapp, viber, vb.) yüklü olmasına dikkat ediyorum

,522 ,968

s51-Bu telefondan sonra yakınlarımla iletişimim arttı ,543 ,968
s52-Tanıdıklarım arasında akıllı telefonu olanlarla daha fazla iletişim
kuruyorum

,547 ,968

s53-Bu telefonla anında fotoğraf çekip arkadaşıma yollayabilmeyi
seviyorum

,478 ,968

s54-Bu telefon sayesinde uzaktaki arkadaşlarla her an iletişim
kurabilir oldum

,603 ,968

s55-Bu telefonla sosyal medyaya sürekli bağlantı halindeyim ,616 ,968

s56-Bu telefondan sonra sosyal medyayı daha çok takip eder oldum ,575 ,968

s57-Akıllı telefonu olan arkadaşlarla iletişim kurması daha pratik
oluyor

,572 ,968

s58-Akıllı telefonum olduğu için arkadaş grubumda yapılan
planlardan daha kolay haberim oluyor

,643 ,968

s59-Bu telefonla sanki bütün dünya elimin altında ,662 ,968
s60-Bu telefon gün içinde acil bir bilgiye ulaşmak istediğimde çok
işime yarıyor.

,467 ,968

s61-Bu telefon günlük hayatı kaçırmamamı sağlıyor ,592 ,968
s63-Bilgisayar başında yaptığım işleri bu telefon sayesinde gün
içinde uygun aralarda yapabiliyorum

,613 ,968

s67-Bu telefon artık bana yavaş geliyor ,403 ,968

Item-Total Statistics
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Table H.1 Item-remainder Coefficients and Cronbach’s Alpha (Cont’d)

Corrected Item-
Remainder
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item

Deleted
s71-Sık sık yanlış menülere giriyorum ,401 ,968
s72-Bu telefonu kullanmak pratik değil ,424 ,968

s73-Bu telefonda tüm uygulamaların yerini hızlı şekilde bulabiliyorum ,434 ,968

s74-Bu telefonda tüm işlevlere hızlı şekilde ulaşabiliyorum ,574 ,968
s75-Telefonda bir şey yazarken sık sık yanlış harflere basıyorum ,373 ,969
s76-Bu telefonun ayarlarına ulaşmak çok pratik ,534 ,968
s80-Bu telefonu kullanmayı öğrenmek çok kolay ,568 ,968

s82-Bu telefonda bir işlemi nasıl yapacağımı anlaması kolay oluyor ,578 ,968

s84-Bu telefonda sürekli yeni şeyler keşfediyorum ,576 ,968
s85-Bu telefonda bir işlemin nasıl yapılacağı kolayca anlaşılıyor ,616 ,968
s86-Bu telefonun kısayolları çok işime yarıyor ,557 ,968
s88-Telefonumdaki kayıtlı kişileri aramak çok kolay ,448 ,968
s89-Telefonda ihtiyacım olan tüm ayarlar mevcut ,623 ,968
s90-İşletim sistemini güncellemenin faydalı olduğuna inanıyorum ,506 ,968
s91-Bu telefonun sağlam olduğunu düşünüyorum ,539 ,968
s92-Şebeke değiştirsem bile telefon numaralarım güvende olur ,455 ,968

Item-Total Statistics
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APPENDIX I

I. EIGEN VALUES
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APPENDIX J

J. ROTATED COMPONENT MATRIX

Table J.1 Factor Loadings After Rotation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

s4-Bu telefonda teknik açıdan bir
aksaklık yaşamam

,178 ,030 ,086 ,225 ,192 ,609 ,039 ,006 ,132 ,004 -,026 ,245

s5-Bu telefonun kolay kolay
bozulmayacağını düşünüyorum

,147 ,181 ,032 ,143 ,163 ,637 ,061 ,067 ,225 ,102 ,038 -,029

s10-Telefonun diğer işletim
sistemleriyle dosya alışverişi
yapabilmesi benim için önemli

-,023 ,292 ,282 ,077 ,459 ,155 ,057 -,037 ,089 ,218 -,088 -,007

s12-Bu telefon sayesinde
bilgisayar başında geçirdiğim
vakit azaldı

,199 ,308 ,085 ,205 ,361 ,003 ,372 ,187 ,018 -,090 -,093 ,273

s13-Bu telefon sayesinde her
yerden çalışabilir oldum

,187 ,261 ,133 ,203 ,597 ,074 ,244 ,115 ,096 ,040 ,085 ,299

s14-Okulla/işimle ilgili
uygulamalar kullanıyorum

,146 ,150 ,104 ,092 ,825 ,109 ,057 ,090 ,128 ,081 ,069 ,006

s15-Telefona okulda/kariyerimde
işime yarayacak uygulamalar
yükleyip kullanıyorum

,228 ,126 ,109 ,100 ,786 ,155 ,080 ,124 ,057 ,011 ,045 -,014

s17-Bu telefon tarzıma çok uygun ,473 ,189 ,208 ,180 ,157 ,116 ,029 ,175 ,181 -,037 -,022 ,277

s18-Bu telefon oldukça prestijli
bir cihaz

,523 ,262 ,180 ,394 ,165 ,204 ,051 ,076 ,114 -,083 ,057 ,085

s19-Bu telefondan ayrılmak
istemiyorum

,461 ,216 ,224 ,485 ,123 ,260 ,084 ,069 ,150 -,184 ,028 ,058

s20-Bu telefona alıştım,
değiştirmek istemem

,614 ,158 ,097 ,282 ,050 ,129 ,034 ,015 ,231 -,059 ,144 ,167

Rotated Component Matrixa

Component
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Table J.1 Factor Loadings After Rotation (Cont’d)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

s21-Bu telefon sanki yanımda bir
dostum varmış gibi hissettiriyor

,343 ,273 ,202 ,600 ,147 ,232 ,114 -,008 ,092 ,034 -,068 ,017

s23-Bu telefondan sıkıldım ,480 ,064 ,100 -,063 ,006 ,331 ,049 -,038 ,314 ,225 -,039 ,082

s24-Bu telefonla menüler arası
dolaşmak keyifli

,466 ,125 ,242 ,258 ,083 -,068 ,111 ,341 ,168 ,324 -,054 ,114

s25-Bu telefonla işlem yapmak
eğlenceli

,487 ,177 ,274 ,289 ,154 ,037 ,133 ,254 ,185 ,346 ,048 ,071

s26-Bu telefonun kullanım keyfi
var

,551 ,218 ,206 ,102 ,133 -,041 ,066 ,275 ,112 ,380 -,030 ,142

s27-Bu telefon artık beni
cezbetmiyor

,321 ,079 ,047 ,001 ,146 ,175 ,003 -,053 ,425 ,441 ,034 ,098

s28-Bu telefonda hala güzel
sürprizlerle karşılaşıyorum

,413 ,204 -,094 ,230 ,200 ,103 ,101 ,061 -,144 ,367 ,373 ,021

s29-Bu telefonun menülerini
estetik buluyorum

,388 ,190 ,237 ,225 ,067 ,065 ,169 ,099 ,094 ,290 ,238 ,166

s30-Bu telefondan şu anda çok
memnunum

,693 ,217 ,155 ,085 ,092 ,243 ,073 ,115 ,120 ,143 ,085 ,042

s31-Bu telefonu arkadaşlarıma
tavsiye ederim

,767 ,134 ,170 ,016 ,081 ,123 ,023 ,180 ,092 ,058 ,132 -,023

s32-Bu telefon bugün bozulursa
tekrar aynısından alırım

,551 ,127 ,086 ,268 ,174 ,133 ,081 -,183 ,038 ,082 ,358 ,070

s33-Bu telefonu bugün bozulursa
aynı modelin bir üst versiyonunu
alırım

,517 ,241 ,216 ,086 ,075 ,164 ,152 ,116 ,192 -,004 ,002 -,077

s34-Eskiden bilgisayardan
halletiğim bazı işlerimi şimdi
telefondan hallediyorum

,330 ,256 ,089 -,088 ,319 ,014 ,354 ,370 ,119 ,010 -,004 -,056

Rotated Component Matrixa

Component
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Table J.1 Factor Loadings After Rotation (Cont’d)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
s35-Bu telefon yanımdayken
tablet, müzik çalar, fotoğraf
makinası gibi cihazlara ihtiyacım
olmuyor

,484 ,169 ,167 ,189 ,287 -,121 ,237 ,075 ,036 -,094 ,034 ,013

s36-Bu telefon ileride yeni
şekillerde kullanabileceğim,
potansiyeli olan bir cihaz

,508 ,137 ,110 ,248 ,264 ,193 ,175 ,057 ,065 ,259 ,118 -,221

s38-Bu telefon sanki cebinde
sihirli bir kutu varmış gibi
hissettiriyor

,386 ,186 ,229 ,577 ,196 ,173 ,108 ,020 ,001 ,103 ,023 -,075

s39-Bu telefon oldukça kullanışlı ,594 ,110 ,307 ,147 ,079 ,112 ,233 ,229 -,006 ,091 ,033 ,103

s40-Unutmamam gereken
şeyleri saklamakta telefon işime
yarıyor

,150 ,239 ,160 ,083 ,095 ,122 ,707 ,093 ,149 ,066 ,081 ,018

s41-Bu telefonun özellikleri
sayesinde yapacak işlerimi daha
kolay hatırlar oldum

,092 ,242 ,191 ,239 ,117 ,174 ,638 ,079 -,042 ,075 ,100 ,066

s42-Bu telefon sayesinde
işyerindeki/okuldaki verimliliğm
arttı

,166 ,178 ,166 ,329 ,408 ,181 ,405 ,066 -,113 ,240 ,016 -,015

s43-Bu telefonda günlük hayat
kalitemi yükselten özellikler var

,309 ,315 ,125 ,193 ,120 ,127 ,396 ,109 ,026 ,387 -,049 -,067

s44-Bu telefon boş vakitlerimi
faydalı şekilde değerlendirmemi
sağlıyor

,205 ,255 ,099 ,539 ,116 ,115 ,200 ,247 ,131 ,280 ,158 -,008

s45-Bu telefon boş zamanlarda
sıkılmamı önlüyor

,200 ,162 ,108 ,359 ,027 ,073 -,131 ,551 -,122 ,128 ,100 -,061

s46-Haberleri istediğim
yerdeyken okuyabiliyorum

,091 ,197 ,035 ,101 ,108 ,094 ,132 ,640 ,174 ,017 ,204 ,025

s47-Bu telefon (bankacılık, fatura
ödemek, bilet almak) gibi
rutinlerimi pratikleştirdi

,166 ,374 ,123 -,021 ,242 ,116 ,326 ,182 ,270 -,094 ,247 -,031

Component

Rotated Component Matrixa
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Table J.1 Factor Loadings After Rotation (Cont’d)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

s48-Her an heryerden internete
ulaşabilmek beni daha güvenli
hissettiriyor

,172 ,400 ,165 ,054 ,050 ,139 ,160 ,459 ,054 ,006 -,151 ,004

s50-Telefonda yakınlarımın
kullandığı iletişim
uygulamalarının (whatsapp,
viber, vb.) yüklü olmasına dikkat

,152 ,651 ,171 -,029 ,181 ,048 ,023 ,189 ,117 ,074 -,043 -,149

s51-Bu telefondan sonra
yakınlarımla iletişimim arttı

,081 ,677 ,065 ,184 ,048 ,215 ,167 -,029 -,011 ,162 ,007 ,070

s52-Tanıdıklarım arasında akıllı
telefonu olanlarla daha fazla
iletişim kuruyorum

,126 ,738 ,185 ,126 ,150 ,108 ,024 -,010 -,070 ,087 -,047 ,012

s53-Bu telefonla anında fotoğraf
çekip arkadaşıma yollayabilmeyi
seviyorum

,172 ,722 ,106 ,000 ,089 ,023 ,088 ,067 -,003 -,124 ,023 -,006

s54-Bu telefon sayesinde
uzaktaki arkadaşlarla her an
iletişim kurabilir oldum

,159 ,755 ,098 ,100 ,145 ,056 ,123 ,097 ,023 ,088 ,011 ,097

s55-Bu telefonla sosyal medyaya
sürekli bağlantı halindeyim

,145 ,666 ,143 ,263 ,017 -,036 ,081 ,170 ,122 ,128 ,214 ,047

s56-Bu telefondan sonra sosyal
medyayı daha çok takip eder
oldum

,096 ,646 ,116 ,280 ,065 -,052 ,120 ,117 ,103 ,100 ,154 ,101

s57-Akıllı telefonu olan
arkadaşlarla iletişim kurması
daha pratik oluyor

,160 ,690 ,114 ,019 ,093 ,145 ,091 ,248 ,044 -,048 ,083 ,024

s58-Akıllı telefonum olduğu için
arkadaş grubumda yapılan
planlardan daha kolay haberim
oluyor

,142 ,578 ,146 ,356 ,095 ,126 ,138 ,117 ,033 ,083 ,078 ,166

s59-Bu telefonla sanki bütün
dünya elimin altında

,206 ,424 ,123 ,538 ,113 ,109 ,215 ,136 ,083 -,010 ,017 ,124

s60-Bu telefon gün içinde acil bir
bilgiye ulaşmak istediğimde çok
işime yarıyor.

,119 ,277 ,184 -,026 ,155 ,063 ,170 ,570 ,020 -,016 ,064 ,167

s61-Bu telefon günlük hayatı
kaçırmamamı sağlıyor

,126 ,470 -,001 ,427 ,109 ,090 ,256 ,170 ,134 ,114 ,001 ,009

Rotated Component Matrixa

Component
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Table J.1 Factor Loadings After Rotation (Cont’d)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
s63-Bilgisayar başında yaptığım
işleri bu telefon sayesinde gün
içinde uygun aralarda
yapabiliyorum

,216 ,326 ,145 ,248 ,328 -,027 ,365 ,259 -,020 -,046 ,010 ,265

s67-Bu telefon artık bana yavaş
geliyor

,341 ,032 -,072 ,148 ,079 ,202 -,023 -,096 ,551 ,141 ,246 ,060

s71-Sık sık yanlış menülere
giriyorum

,083 ,024 ,315 ,086 ,146 ,080 ,078 ,089 ,699 -,042 ,042 -,086

s72-Bu telefonu kullanmak pratik
değil

,237 ,072 ,255 ,016 ,007 ,064 ,049 ,141 ,699 ,010 -,015 ,058

s73-Bu telefonda tüm
uygulamaların yerini hızlı şekilde
bulabiliyorum

,204 ,018 ,479 -,034 -,020 ,088 ,104 ,237 ,137 -,017 ,565 ,022

s74-Bu telefonda tüm işlevlere
hızlı şekilde ulaşabiliyorum

,273 ,137 ,407 ,045 ,056 ,119 ,094 ,227 ,222 ,047 ,562 -,003

s76-Bu telefonun ayarlarına
ulaşmak çok pratik

,105 ,182 ,534 ,148 ,164 ,072 -,091 ,135 ,290 ,093 ,192 ,185

s80-Bu telefonu kullanmayı
öğrenmek çok kolay

,304 ,185 ,672 ,082 ,069 ,052 ,155 ,111 ,087 -,005 ,036 -,098

s82-Bu telefonda bir işlemi nasıl
yapacağımı anlaması kolay
oluyor

,196 ,203 ,700 ,090 ,106 ,116 ,141 -,003 ,157 ,026 ,049 ,088

s84-Bu telefonda sürekli yeni
şeyler keşfediyorum

,227 ,266 -,024 ,320 ,181 ,305 ,252 -,019 -,081 ,342 ,200 ,200

s85-Bu telefonda bir işlemin
nasıl yapılacağı kolayca
anlaşılıyor

,250 ,217 ,659 ,119 ,094 ,112 ,099 ,073 ,215 ,002 ,034 ,099

s86-Bu telefonun kısayolları çok
işime yarıyor

,185 ,158 ,558 ,127 ,173 ,175 ,134 ,097 ,015 ,051 ,076 ,140

Rotated Component Matrixa

Component
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Table J.1 Factor Loadings After Rotation (Cont’d)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

s88-Telefonumdaki kayıtlı kişileri
aramak çok kolay

,193 ,143 ,315 -,109 ,038 ,297 ,152 ,147 -,005 ,210 ,014 ,490

s89-Telefonda ihtiyacım olan tüm
ayarlar mevcut

,253 ,179 ,368 ,260 ,238 ,199 -,005 ,050 ,090 ,111 ,147 ,421

s90-İşletim sistemini
güncellemenin faydalı olduğuna
inanıyorum

,048 ,236 ,425 ,318 ,154 ,224 ,092 ,130 -,023 ,145 ,048 -,277

s91-Bu telefonun sağlam
olduğunu düşünüyorum

,254 ,128 ,288 ,112 ,033 ,609 ,176 ,082 ,034 ,092 ,004 -,022

s92-Şebeke değiştirsem bile
telefon numaralarım güvende
olur

,122 ,111 ,262 ,072 ,067 ,549 ,094 ,172 ,015 -,063 ,264 ,011

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 26 iterations.

Rotated Component Matrixa

Component
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APPENDIX K

K. SUB CATEGORIES IN LONGITUDINAL STUDY

Table K.1. Sub-categories during the first month

ALT KATEGORİ
YAPILAN İŞLER KULLANIM AMACI SÜREÇ UX_NEGATIF UX_POSITIF

Uyandırma Vakit öldürme Maruz kalma

diğer telefonlarla
kendi telefonunun
arayüzle i lgil i
yönlerini
karşılaştırmak potansiyel

Organizatör Başkalarına fayda Seçim nedeni

eski telefonuyla yeni
telefonunu
karşılaştırmak usability

Sosyal medya Ortak aktivite olarak Kullanım beklentisi
i lk öğrenirken gözü
korkutması kolay öğrenme

Online i letişim Yalnızlık giderme Kurulum
kullanıcıyı
yönlendirme

takip edip müdahale
imkanları

Çevreyi tanıma Anında bilgiye ulaşım ÖĞRENME
dolambaçlı
yordamlar interaction style

Oyun Okul/mesleki bilgi
(arayüzü) öğrenme
yöntemi

arayüz mimarisinin
karmaşık olması arayüz aesthetic

Fotoğraf İş/okul takip KEŞİF
dokunmatik klavye
etkisi

ergonomi-ele
uygunluk

Müzik Hobiler
trials (neler
yapılabil ir) ele uygunluk

teknik kaliteden
etkilenme

Bankacıl ık
DİĞER ÜRÜNLERLE
İLİŞKİSİ

denemeler
/potansiyel teknik sorunlar bağlanma_duygusal

Haber Bilgisayara alternatif
mevcut aktivitelerin
telefona transferi

diğer sistemlerle
entegre olmaması bağlanma_işlevlerine

Online alışveriş Diğer cihazlar yerine
yeni aktivitelerin
oluşması update baskısı güven hissi

TV/video gelecek planları
arayüzün estetik
bulunmaması

kısıtlanmama, diğer
sistemlere
entegrasyon

tasarım
arayüzün pratik
bulunması

Internet, şarj, hafıza
kaynaklarını verimli,
tasarruflu kullanmak
için yapılanlar aidiyet
hataları, eksikleri
hoşgörüyor gizli l iğin korunması

tasarım

kullanıcıya müdahale
izni vermesi
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Table K.2. Sub-categories during the second month

ALT KATEGORİ
YAPILAN İŞLER KULLANIM AMACI SÜREÇ UX_NEGATIF UX_POSITIF
Uyandırma Vakit öldürme KEŞİF sosyal işlevsel bağlıl l ık
Organizatör Başkalarına fayda KEŞİF YÖNTEMİ ergonomi ürüne bağlıl ık
Sosyal medya Ortak aktivite olarak HEYECANLAR dokunmatik pratiklik

Online i letişim Yalnızlık giderme
DOYGUNLUK/ AZALAN
KEŞİF çevre seamless

Çevreyi tanıma Anında bilgiye ulaşım KULLANIMIN ŞEKİLLENMESİsık kullanımda hata arayüzün öğrenmesi

Oyun Okul/mesleki bilgi derinleşme ileri ayarlar
Bağlama
özelleşebilmesi

Fotoğraf İş/okul takip
çeşitlendirme/
genişleme pratiklik

Müzik Hobiler anlık işlev yükleme kaynak yönetimi

Bankacıl ık
DİĞER ÜRÜNLERLE
İLİŞKİSİ

kullanım şeklinin
oturmaya başlaması yavaşlama/teknik

Haber Bilgisayara alternatif
Online alışveriş Diğer cihazlar yerine
TV/video ortalığı toplamak

ileri kullanım
ekoloji
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Table K.3. Sub-categories during the third month

ALT KATEGORİ
YAPILAN İŞLER KULLANIM AMACI KULLANIMIN ŞEKİLLENMESİUX_NEGATIF UX_POSITIF

Uyandırma Vakit öldürme derinleşme sosyal
başkasıyla
karşılaştırma

Organizatör Anında bilgiye ulaşım genişleme ergonomi bağlanmama
Sosyal medya Başkalarına fayda artan kullanım dokunmatik kaynak yönetimi

Online i letişim Ortak aktivite olarak
kullanım
şeklininoturması sık hata

potansiyel

Çevreyi tanıma Yalnızlık giderme elzem İLERİ AYARLARI YAPMA İHTİYACIetkileşim
Oyun Okul/mesleki bilgi alışkanlık pratiklik pratiklik
Fotoğraf İş/okul takip nadir otomatik işlemler ekoloji
Müzik Hobiler ortalığı toplamak kaynak yönetimi ergonomi
Bankacıl ık kendini kontrol arayüzü şekil lendirmekteknik kontrol
Haber zaman kullanımı ileri kullanım mahremiyet teknik

Online alışveriş
DİĞER ÜRÜNLERLE
İLİŞKİSİ bilgisayara yedek fiziksel sorunlar sosyal entegrasyon

TV/video
Bilgisayara
alternatifken transition/ekoloji imaj estetik

SORUNLAR OLDUĞUNDADiğer cihazlar yerine değişen beklentiler
baş etmek KEŞİF gelecek planları
hoşgörmek keşif yöntemi imaj
sinirlenmek heyecanlar
bırakmak doygunluk
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APPENDIX L

L. OPEN CODING WITH SOFTWARE
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